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Abstract

Governments around the globe are heavily investing in upgrading the ageing in-

frastructure of the electricity grid. The imperative for this is driven primarily by

regulatory requirements and the high cost of inefficiently delivering energy. The in-

frastructure is continuously improving, as more and more smart meters are installed,

coupled with the proliferation of controllable loads and distributed generation. How-

ever, network operators, utilities, as well as end-consumers and small-scale producers

are struggling to extract value from such systems and are exploring new ways for

optimizing the performance of their deployed assets.

This thesis introduces a multiagent approach for modelling the emerging complex-

ity of the energy industry. The multiagent system paradigm is an ideal candidate for

delivering a framework that captures the inherent distributed and dynamic nature of

smart grids. While the traditionally centralized management of the system becomes

less viable in the context of distributed generation and controllable loads, the under-

lying thread of this thesis advocates the design and implementation of coordination

mechanisms capable to integrate and manage a large-scale integration of such devices

via agent-based control.

We begin by proposing dynamic micro-grids, a new conceptual organization of the

network, adequate to integrate today’s traditional users into an interactive, internet-

like system, in the sense that power flow will become bidirectional and energy man-

agement will become distributed in the grid due to the many actors involved in

the operation of the system. The mechanisms proposed for micro-grid formation

are oriented towards producing sub-systems of the grid that are exhibiting reduced

transmission losses and an efficient utilization of renewables, as well as endowing the

system with self-adaptation techniques for coping with dynamic environments.

vi



Abstract vii

We further aim to enhance the operation of the micro-grid formations by mainly

focusing on two aspects. On one hand (supply-side) we are concerned with seamlessly

integrating distributed generation to ensure a reliable service of energy supply com-

parable to what a large power plant delivers today. We first address the economic

benefits of virtual power plants in a game-like setting and then go on to propose a

DCOP-based formalism for solving the schedule generation problem, while accounting

for the stochastic behavior of intermittent supply. On the other hand (consumer-side),

we apply the use of game mechanics to drive the behaviour of prosumers towards ef-

ficient grid-wise use of energy. In order to cope with the challenges faced by current

electricity networks, we propose a game layer on top of the electricity grid infras-

tructure and the use coordination mechanisms as a catalyst for change, encouraging

participation of prosumers in the energy field towards reduced costs, lower carbon

generation and increased grid resilience in the form of demand response and demand-

side management solutions. Finally, we propose a collusion detection mechanism

that complements the above-mentioned solutions in the sense of inspecting for pat-

terns where agents tacitly cooperate through illicit monopoly tactics to manipulate

energy markets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.

— Niels Bohr —

From its humble beginning in October 29, 1969 starting with four host computer

systems in 3420 Boelter Hall at UCLA, when ARPANET its precursor gasped its first

breaths, the Internet has grown nowadays to a scale of hundreds of millions. Among

the best things about it is that no one can claim ownership of the Internet. In fact, the

single entity we refer to as the Internet is a collection of networks of various types and

sizes. Notably, there is no overall controlling network that regulates the functioning

of this system. Its very name comes from the idea of networks being interconnected.

The basic underlying structure of the Internet comprises several high-level networks

connecting to each other through Network Access Points (NAPs). In order to reach

this backbone, home users or companies organized into local area networks (LANs),

firstly connect to an Internet Service Provider (ISP). The Point of Presence (POP)

is where local users access the ISP’s network and thus become part of this network.

Of course, it may be the case that the ISP may need to connect to a larger network

beforehand of reaching the NAP. In the end, Internet providers interconnect at NAPs

agreeing to all intercommunications between them. The interconnection is achieved

by high-speed backbones, which are typically fiber optic trunk lines, representing fiber

optic cables combined together to increase the capacity. The actual machines on the

1



2 Chapter 1: Introduction

internet are distinguished into two categories: servers and clients. Servers are the

machines that provide services to other machines. There are multiple kinds of servers

such as database servers, file servers, mail servers, print servers, web servers, gaming

servers, application servers, etc. Clients are the machines that request tasks to the

servers. Accessing a particular service on a server by a client is done using specific

protocols. For instance, a client machine running a web browser directs its requests to

a specific software server running on the server machine. the server client interaction

conforms to the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), which describes how the client

and server will have their conversation.

In 1964, artificial intelligence pioneer Dr. Arthur L. Samuel wrote an article for

New Scientist titled, ”The Banishment of Paper-Work” where he imagined the future

of the Internet for the year 1984 prior to its actual existence. Although his predictions

proved to be significantly more optimistic in terms of their time to implementation,

they were essentially correct:

”One will be able to browse through the fiction section of the central library,
enjoy an evening’s light entertainment viewing any movie that has ever
been produced (for a suitable fee, of course, since Hollywood will still be
commercial), or inquire as to the previous day’s production figures for
tin in Bolivia - all for the asking via one’s remote terminal. Libraries
for books will have ceased to exist in the more advanced countries except
for a few which will be preserved at museums, and most of the world’s
knowledge will be in machine- readable form. Perhaps it would be more
correct to say, all of the world’s recorded knowledge will be in this form
since the art of programming computers to read printed and handwritten
material will have been fully developed. However, the storage problem will
make it imperative that a more condensed form of recording be used, a
form which will only be machine-readable, and which will be translated
into human-readable form by one’s computer on demand.”

While looking back, we also look forward. By analogy, we envision the develop-

ments in the energy sector to transform this industry into an organization closely akin

to what the Internet appears to be today. It is clear that the bandwidth (bits per

second) did not diminish in time, quite the opposite, it reached unexpected unfore-

seeable heights. Similarly, we predict that power consumption (Joules per second)
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we’ll exhibit significant increases that are difficult to even conceive at this point, not

least, largely due to undiscovered utilizations. With this assumption in mind the

aspect of efficiency becomes a major focal point in the existence of future electricity

grids. While nowadays a pseudo-efficient utilization of energy is still possible, this

will no longer be the case in the future. Imagine if you will different types of gener-

ation resources based on wind, solar or tidal power playing the role of servers in the

network and clients denoting consumer organized in LAN configurations connected

through various ISP-like service providers to the grid. Protocols designed for an ef-

ficient resource allocation will regulate the consumer-producer interaction in a way

much similar to what HTTP provides for the Internet today. Network actors could

coordinate to ensure provision of certain services by entering organizations through

the ISP’s POP or participating independently by accessing the Smart Grid’d NAPs.

But most importantly, the experience (UI) of how we are now interacting with the

grid is going to be transformed. I summarize below my subjective predictions as to

what the so-called Smart Grid is going to look like by 2029:

Currently the grid handles well the problem of distributing energy. Moving
energy about long distances is both inefficient and costly. The new grid
will specialize in sharing and exchanging energy locally, from intermit-
tent sources to intermittent sinks. With big central power plants largely
removed from the system in favour of clean, distributed energy sources,
such a configuration of the grid will benefit from openness, robustness and
reliability, being less prone to major failures. Importantly, the local aspect
is going to be prevalent, as the large scale optimization will result from
the local level reconfigurations for increased energy efficiency. Moreover,
in this highly dynamic and complex ecosystem of energy supply and con-
sumption, utilities, as we know them today, will cease to exist. The grid
will run on a big data platform that will enable to run applications by
various stakeholders. Software agents will accurately predict consumption
and generation patterns and be delegated much of the consumer planning
duties. Agents will negotiate the usage of their devices, whose utilization
will no longer be merely thought of as using energy but rather as consum-
ing services through Google-like facilitators. Overall the electricity grid
will be an infrastructure manageable by an overlaying network where all
smart appliances, the car, the smart phone, the laptop, the washing ma-
chine etc. are collaborating transparently as part of a global intelligence
assisting humans in optimizing their daily lives.
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Figure 1.1: Areas of contributions (with our contributions marked in light green)

1.1 Objectives

Having these long-term predictions in mind, in this work we focus on studying

distributed mechanisms for the control and management of future smart electricity

grids. The concept of smart grids has been in use since at least 2003, when it ap-

peared in the article ”Reliability demands will drive automation investments”, which

described the necessity for a long term upgrade of the grid instead of short term fixes,

regarding transmission capacity and network control systems [21]. Similarly, the US

Department of Energy has been amongst the first advocates for such proposals [123].

From a core design principle point of view one can distinguish between two major

possibilities in addressing the management problem of smart grids: centralization vs.

decentralization. Centralized approaches are favoured primarily by utilities, which do

not intend to relinquish their key participation in the energy value chain. Alterna-

tively, a decentralized approach brings into question the role of the utility in future

smart grids, bringing to the forefront the actual producers and consumers that make

up the network, placing on them the burden of coordination. While it is true that

democratizing the energy sector calls in for decentralized solutions, this is also what

makes the problem hard. How can small-scale producers organize to match the reli-

ability offered nowadays by large power plants? How can consumers become active
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participants in the optimization of energy consumption? How can we minimize the

loss of energy in the system and augment its reliability? What forms of organizing

the network can we envision that avoid the added cost incurred by today’s utilities?

In this thesis we take on the decentralized approach, addressing it from an agent-

based perspective [191], where intelligent autonomous agents act on behalf of the

actors in the grid, interacting between themselves and with the infrastructure, in

order to optimize the state of the network. The objective of the thesis maps onto

key milestones that we consider the development of the smart grid must undertake

in bringing about the smart grid vision. Figure 1.1 provides a map of the research

areas wherein our contributions lie. In light green we mark all those fields that are

tackled in this thesis by providing models, solution concepts and algorithms, where

coordination plays a key role in problem resolution, while the dark boxes represent the

level at which the problem occurs. This work pursues the following set of objectives:

(O1) Develop a smart grid model for organizing the actors in the net-

work based on microgrid principles of resilience and reduced loss

of energy in transmission, that incorporates the dynamic nature of

the environment. The emergence of a complex, dynamic, heterogeneous and

distributed system of energy production and consumption requires a radically

different approach that can adapt adequately to these new conditions and en-

sure that energy can be utilized efficiently . The starting point of this work is

to investigate a restructuring of the delivery infrastructure and to introduce an

approach characterised by openness, robustness and reliability, which could ex-

ploit the arising efficiency potentials. Moreover, it is meant that the new setting

will lay the ground forward towards providing a framework where negotiations

and cooperation among all entities will lead to an increased energy efficiency.

(O2) The second aspect addressed has to do with the integration of distributed en-

ergy resources, that are largely excluded from the wholesale market due to their

perceived inefficiency and unreliability. How can we better instrument the

organization of these devices so that they can represent the equivalent

distributed decomposition of a big centralized power plant ? Recall the
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Internet analogy in the beginning. Similarly to how the Internet evolved from

the multi-user accessible mainframes into a distributed network of machines, the

current monolithic, centralized power plants will be replaced by distributed en-

ergy generation. The vulnerability of grid infrastructure has called into question

the viability of basing energy production on renewables.

(O2.1) Analyse the evolution of individually rational agreements where

agents can counter their individual inefficiencies by group forma-

tion techniques.

(O2.2) Develop models and algorithms capable to optimize the oper-

ation of such formations able to cope with the inherent stochastic

environment.

(O3) Thirdly, we believe firmly that consumers will have a much greater role to play

in the future grid control and monitoring. We distinguish several aspects where

consumer engagement can impact significantly the efficiency of the grid.

(O3.1) Design market dynamics that provide the ability to manage

demand in such a way that it does away with the need for expen-

sive and inefficient stand-by generation. Provide regular reductions in

demand for certain periods of the day by reaching equilibriums that enable

an efficient allocation of the available resources.

(O3.2) Develop models, mechanisms and algorithms to dynamically

control demand to be able to respond to sharp requirements in

demand reduction, aiming to balance generation and consumption

in near real-time conditions.

(O3.3) Develop general purpose and flexible enough model that an

agent can deploy to automate the home energy usage by managing

deferrable loads.

(O4) Finally, as the underpinning of our approach is in deploying a decentralized,

agent-based perspective to the smart grid challenges, where self-interested agents
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Figure 1.2: Methodology

interact in various scenarios, it is important do devise complementary mech-

anisms for collusion detection for the energy markets under consider-

ation.

1.2 Methodological remarks

Today’s electric grids are huge structures that are managed in a largely centralised

fashion, based on sensors and actuators that are placed on a few (but strategically

chosen) parts of the grid. Control room management is usually supported and com-

plemented by field engineers, who may report on the status of transmission lines and

can manually perform repair actions when needed. Today’s electricity markets are

also highly regulated and at best loosely connected, and given the existing governance

structures it is still unclear to what level and at what pace the power grid will actually

become smarter.

In this thesis, we set out from an optimistic projection of the future to this regard.

In particular, we assume an existing physical infrastructure apt to operate in the pres-

ence of a diffusion of electrical power generation devices based primarily on renewable

resources. Also, the presence of smart nodes with communication and computation

capabilities is assumed hereafter for all devices in the system. Moreover, we rely on

the existence of a smart metering infrastructure. Finally, and most importantly, we
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envision a grid where today’s passive consumers of electricity are no longer present,

but active players in energy consumption and micro-production populate the system.

This has two major consequences for research. First, it becomes important to study

and determine the inefficiencies of current electricity networks, along with drawing

an understanding of how can we expect that technology deployment may improve on

these findings. Second, we need to investigate mechanisms to tackle such problems,

which will differ in important aspects since it is unlikely that some general solution

can be used in a wide range of settings. As the actors in the grid are becoming active

participants we are especially interested in the issues that require coordination in

large, dynamic, complex systems. We take a multi-agent perspective for the creation

of large-scale systems with predictable behaviour, capable to generate desirable global

properties.

Starting off from this setting, our goal is to design, develop and validate coordina-

tion mechanisms in accordance to the objectives identified in the previous paragraph.

The framework under which these objectives are addressed is synthesized in Figure

1.2. There are four main parts of the thesis. The starting point of this work involves

model construction, in the sense of a novel reorganizations of the network based on

dynamic microgrid formations. The microgrid structuring of the grid leads to an

intractable problem formulation, which we address by taking an emergent coordina-

tion approach. As depicted in Figure 1.2, once microgrids are formed, we address

the two aspects of producer and consumer coordination in a two-level market context

by proposing in the following chapters virtual power plant and demand-side man-

agement and response techniques respectively, complemented by collusion detection

procedures.

We evaluated the performance of our approach using our own custom simulator

that seeks to bring together the areas of Figure 1.1 in the context of multiagent

environments, using real-world data subject to its availability. Notably though, in

reality, the possibilities of testing energy management systems are limited due to the

lack of an existing advanced metering infrastructure. When real-world datasets are

actually collected there are still many barriers in making them available for research

purposes. They generally represent proprietary data own by utilities, which are hes-
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itant to disclose this type of information either due to business policies or due to

privacy regulation on consumer data. Obtaining reliable data is particularly difficult

when the information is necessary for a large number of actors in the system, over

long periods and with a high granularity (e.g. device usage at the household level).

Hence, the data used for the experiments herein do reflect real-world scenarios to the

extent they are available, while sometimes we resort to artificially generate individual

profiles from aggregated data and occasionally generate synthetic data from scratch.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured in the following way:

1. Chapter 2 describes the background that underlies this thesis with an empha-

sis on the cross-pollinating domains of future smart electricity grids and open

multiagent systems. We then go on to revises the state of the art focusing on

the approaches related to our abovementioned objectives.

2. Chapter 3 tackles the first objective of the thesis, analysing the state of the grid

given a considerable penetration of distributed energy resources. In this new

setting we argue that a different type of organization needs to be deployed for

efficient grid management based on small-scale modular solutions that are at

once both highly adaptable and flexible enough to cope with the stochastic and

dynamic environment.

3. In Chapter 4 we introduce and evaluate our proposal for virtual power plant

creation and operation for the integration of renewable and distributed energy

sources. Given the uncertainty regarding renewable supply our approach de-

vises a way where heterogeneous devices cooperatively mimic the reliability

characteristics of a traditional power plant.

4. Next, in Chapter 5 we tackle the coordination gap between supply and de-

mand and introduce our proposal for changing the demand patterns of end con-

sumers, by shifting load to flatten the load profile and maximize the use of de-
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ployed assets. We address this problem by differentiating between demand-side

management techniques for peak-reduction in the following day and intra-day

mechanisms designed to cope with supply-demand imbalances in near real-time

scenarios.

5. Chapter 6 addresses the challenges of instituting a collusion free energy market

environment. Integration of distributed generation all the way down to the

household level is a major shift towards democratizing today’s energy supply

model. Nevertheless the liberalization of markets is known to be prone towards

manipulations and illicit monopoly tactics. We introduce here a mechanism to

facilitate the system in avoiding such undesirable states.

6. Finally, Chapter 7 draws the main conclusions of the thesis, discussing the main

results achieved and pointing towards future research directions.



Chapter 2

Background

Every phase of evolution commences by being in a state of unstable force

and proceeds through organization to equilibrium. Equilibrium having

been achieved, no further development is possible without once more over-

setting the stability and passing through a phase of contending forces.

— Kabbalah —

2.1 The Vision behind Smart Electricity Grids

It comes at no surprise that energy represents the fundamental building block of

the modern consumer-based society we know today. At every point in history when

the energy sector hit an inflection point, there has occurred an economic revolution.

The last two major economic revolutions are no exception to this. In the 1800s,

steam power was one of the most important technologies behind the industrial revo-

lution. Likewise, in the 1900s, the mass usage of electricity along with the oil-powered

combustion engine gave rise to a new economic paradigm.

Arguably, we are now preceding a third major paradigm shift, this time caused

by the emergence of renewable, distributed energy resource. Albeit being a clean

source of energy, renewables challenge the current organization of the electricity grid.

They are intermittent in the sense that their output can vary significantly over short

periods of time according to local environmental conditions. Also, due to their small-

11
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Figure 2.1: Challenges in smart grids

scale output, for a sustainable provision of energy, there is a need for hundreds of

thousands or even millions of such devices embedded across both the transmission

and distribution networks. Moreover, the presence of these devices implies a bidirec-

tional flow of electricity in the network. Thus, the integration of sustainable forms

of energy is transforming the electricity grid in a number of ways. Most importantly,

the realization of the smart grid vision requires a great inter-disciplinary effort that

spans many areas. In this context, Computer Science and predominantly Artificial

Intelligence is expected to provide an algorithmic layer that will bring about a fun-

damental reorganization of the grid. We will return to the convergence of these two

sectors after a brief review of what the smart grid vision entails.

According to ISO, the definition of smart grid is:

The application of technologies to all aspects of the energy transmission
and delivery system that provide better monitoring, control and efficient
use of the system. The ISOs goal is to enable and integrate all applica-
ble smart technologies while operating the grid reliably, securely and ef-
ficiently, and facilitate effective, open markets that engage and empower
consumers while meeting environmental and energy policies.

Although electrification was the most significant achievement of the 20th Century,

the grid still operates the way it did almost 100 years ago. That is, having central

power plants feed the energy flow over the grid to consumers. Given the expected

growth in demand for electricity around the world (see Figure 2.2) averaged at a

global 115%, the ageing infrastructure could affect system reliability, stability and
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security. Fortunately, the same study, BLUE Map Scenario [2], estimates that during

this time horizon (2007-2050) the penetration rates of renewable, variable generation

will also increase between 15% and 20% (see Figure 2.3).

In Figure 2.1 we bring together the challenges, that we believe, the transition to

a smarter grid must address and differentiate them into separate levels as follows.

1. The problem of accommodating all generation and storage capacities.

Aside from conventional generation methods, there is a growing array of micro-

generation devices that are becoming affordable to residential, commercial and

industrial customers. In order to boost efficiency, the widespread adoption of

these technologies will require that owners will be able to sell their excess energy

to utilities, thus moving from a passive to an active role in the system.

Enhancements:

• Local energy management.

• Reduction in transmission losses.

• Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

• Increased interest in electricity market opportunities for customers with

in-house generation capabilities.

• Capability to meet increasing consumer demand without adding infrastruc-

ture that impacts CO2 emissions (new power plants).

2. The problem with peaks. During periods of peak energy usage grid operators

are required to bring peaker plants online so that they can ensure to meet

peak demand. Moreover, they do so without a precise information about when

demand will peak and how high it will go. These peaks, some of which are

registered for only a limited number of hours per year are yet responsible for

setting the capacity requirements of the whole distribution grid. Also the usage

of peaker plants imply higher operational costs as well as higher greenhouse gas

emissions.

Enhancements:
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Figure 2.2: Electricity consumption growth 2007-2050 (Blue Map Scenario [2])

Figure 2.3: Portion of variable generation of electricity by region 2007-2050 (Blue

Map Scenario [2])
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• The total grid capacity could be significantly lowered, thus great investments

in extending the network infrastructure to accommodate the increasing de-

mand could be avoided.

• Encouraging customers to smooth or reduce overall energy consumption

leads to lower emissions and costs. For instance, in the US, a 5% increase

in energy efficiency would equivalate eliminating the greenhouse gas emis-

sions and need for fuel from 53 million cars. Again, in the US, McKinsey

estimated that demand managements could provide $59 billion in annual

benefits by 2019 [73].

• Increasing customer awareness.

• Reduce costs due to the need for building new power plants.

3. The problem of introducing liberalised markets. It has to do with the

state withdrawing its involvement in the energy industry. Liberalization how-

ever requires putting into place a market structure within which effective com-

petition could be achieved, where for instance, any restrictions on customers

from changing their supplier are removed. This is set to affect the business

models of companies in a major way.

Enhancements:

• Free choice of power supplier for electricity customers. Customers will be

able to switch between suppliers or to renter contract negotiations.

• In a liberalised market economy the pursuit of profit by private owners will

lead to efficiency improvement and cost saving. Benefits are to be passed

to end customers in the form of lower prices.

• Enabling new products and new services (e.g. Platforms to solve the elec-

tricity tariff selection problem, DSM, VPP).

• Liberalization separates the responsibility of security and maintenance of

transmission and distribution networks from the generation business.
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4. The problem of grid surveillance and advanced metering infrastruc-

ture. To this point, monitoring has been mainly addressed at the level of

high-voltage transmission grids. Increasing the degree of automation for better

quality of service is an important step, through installation of sensors and con-

trols all the way down to distribution. Using near-real time solution could be

crucial in isolating outages, while the rest of the system is restored to normal

operation. More hardware solution require automated re-closers, switches and

capacitors.

Enhancements:

• Grid resiliency & interoperability of electricity networks. As monitoring

ensures localization of unexpected contingencies, the following phase is in

automating the ability to react and produce self-healing actions in order

to enable prompt solutions to events that impact the security of supply

and power quality. A classic example of a massive blackout is the one

that occurred in 2003, the Northeast blackout, which affected more than 50

million people and caused a complete standstill from communications to

traffic to banking, etc. In the US only, power outages and interruptions

cost at least $150 billions each year [73].

• Remote metering eliminates the costs associated with manual meter read-

ings. More than 50 million smart meters are planned to be installed by

2015 in the US [73].

The model envisioned for the deployment of the smart grid is in many ways anal-

ogous to the internet, in terms of distributed decision making throughout the system

and bidirectional flows of electricity and information. This places important emphasis

on the role of Computer Science to provide for internet-like protocols in operating a

network of heterogeneous components without the traditional monopoly-based regu-

lation of supply. Consumers would be no longer bind to a certain supplier of power,

while the network use could also vary, as the grid could self-determine its configura-

tion.
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Figure 2.4: European Roadmap for Smart Grid deployment with associated costs [72]

After defining the main smart grid functionalities, we illustrate the European tar-

gets to meet these goals in Figure 2.4, which is the detailed roadmap with budget

allocations. As the table shows, most of these technologies are supposed to become

implemented ahead of 2018. The R&D activities have been organized into 12 func-

tional projects, which leverage on relevant running projects and investments already

done at national and European level. The vision includes a broad spectrum of stake-

holders which range from consumers, utility companies and network operators to

new businesses for advanced electricity services and various solution providers (e.g.

microgrids, on-site generation, virtual utilities, etc).

Bringing about the smart grid vision is highly dependent on the mass adoption

of new technological advances. We classify these driving factors into three categories

detailed below. The integration of this type of technologies down to the individual

household level has been referred to as the smart home - an interconnection an auto-

mated control over electronic devices, renewable generation and sensing equipment -

depicted in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Integrating devices into the Smart Home model

a) Smart Appliances. According to the Association of Home Appliance Manufactures

(AHAM), smart appliance refers to a modernization of the electricity usage sys-

tem of a home appliance so that it monitors, protects and automatically adjusts

its operation to the needs of its owner [124]. The product segmentation of these

devices generally includes clothes dryers, clothes washers, refrigerators, freezers,

dishwashers, ovens, microwaves, coffee makers as well as other devices. The goal is

to have each home ultimately equipped with a home energy management system

that connects all these appliances and automatically operates an energy optimiza-

tion for consumers at the level of the total home energy usage. In this same

category we also include electric/hybrid vehicles or battery storages capabilities.

b) Smart Metering. Importantly, in order to quantify the home usage profile of users,

digital electricity meters with bi-directional communication capabilities, that link

end-users to utilities need to be installed. Additionally other devices that act as

sensors, such as smart plugs, enables consumers to track electricity usage by the

outlet.

c) Distributed Generation Technologies. Here we include small power generators typ-

ically located at consumers’ sites. The portfolio of such devices includes: micro-

turbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic cells, solar thermal arrays, wind turbines, recip-
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rocating engines, combined heat and power units (CHP).

2.2 Open Multi-Agent Systems and Agentification

of Smart Grids

The field of multi-agent systems has emerged as an overarching software paradigm

for developing architectures that contain a large number of dynamically interacting

components, each with its separate control and which are engaged in complex in-

teraction protocols. Applications and possible uses of multi-agent systems cover a

wide spectrum. For instance, applications of multi-agent systems include e-commerce

trading, network and resource management, production control, supply chain man-

agement, complex system modelling and simulations, telecommunications, decision

support systems, manufacturing systems, traffic monitoring, aircraft maintenance,

military logistics planning, simulation of real world, video games, power systems etc.

In very simple terms, an agent is a computer system that performs independent

actions on behalf of its user. Then, a multi-agent environment is a system where a

number of agents representing users, with different goals and motivations, perform

actions to fulfil their tasks through various ways of interaction such as cooperation,

coordination and negotiation. Hence, the multi-agent paradigm dwells upon two key

questions. The first is referred to as the micro design and has to do with modelling

and building autonomous agents that can be delegated user goals and that are capa-

ble to achieve them. The second aspect regards the macro design, that is engineering

the interaction rules by which system-level goals can be achieved, while agents with

different goals can strive to fulfil theirs through various forms of coordination, coop-

eration and negotiation. In other words, given a society of self-interested agents, can

cooperation yield as an emergent phenomena? Or, how could agents resolve conflicts

by reaching agreements and coordinate to resolve group goals? As multi-agent sys-

tems are getting more complex, with many dynamically interacting components, the

best way to control agent activity becomes an important question. Moreover these

systems are large-scale and open in the sense that the components themselves nor
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their behaviour cannot be predetermined ahead of execution.

There is not a universally accepted consensus as to what an intelligent autonomous

agent can be defined as, however there is a general framework that encapsulates

the list of capabilities that such an agent is expected to have [191]. Agents are

characterised by proactiveness. They are to be designed so that they reflect the user’s

goals and are able to exhibit a goal-oriented behavior, by producing a plan, whose

execution ensure satisfying its objectives. Agents are reactive. They are able to

perceive the environment and as there are changes occurring, agents are expected to

respond in order to satisfy their user goals. Agents are endowed with a social ability.

This capability allows agents to perform complex decision-making procedures where

they reason about the goals of other agents and engage in interactions, much like

in real-world settings, where in order to achieve their goals they need to cooperate,

coordinate and negotiate.

The benefits of applying multi-agent system to the smart grid domain are essen-

tially twofold. Firstly, MAS provides a modeling approach to represent real-world

situations. Secondly, MAS provides a way for building such systems.

In terms of modelling, according to [191], MAS builds upon the object-oriented

approach, where entities in a system are represented as objects. This means that it

maintains the benefits of data encapsulation. The data structure allows for associat-

ing object attributes that are only accessible to the extent that the object methods

allow it. The agents paradigm augments this approach by adding another layer of

abstraction, where direct access to these methods is not allowed. Instead, the only

available action is communicating between agents via message passing. The auton-

omy of an agent can thus be guaranteed. While in object-oriented modelling an

external object can call methods used by other objects, which have no option but

to execute them, an external agent can at most request another agent to execute a

certain function. Agents only receive requests, but retain autonomy to decide and

schedule their own actions. Hence deploying the multi-agent system as a modelling

approach is beneficial for simulating complex systems such as the smart grid, where

actors have certain attributes and a certain degree of autonomy given by a set of

possible, executable actions. Especially they can be related to economic encounters.
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Consider for instance modelling market-like mechanisms where different parties com-

pete for the allocation of scarce resources or cooperate to achieve certain tasks based

on an economic rationale. Agents cannot manipulate directly the actions of other

agents, but have however an indirect access through negotiation.

In terms of building systems, MAS can be thought of as a platform for distributed

environments. Based on the same notion of autonomy and strategic behavior, deploy-

ing MAS provides a distributed control in the sense of enabling prompt, adaptable

local control. Moreover MAS enables building robust, flexible and extensible systems.

Robustness is an important property of distributed systems, which need to ensure a

certain level of fault-tolerance, so that the system as a whole can still perform its func-

tionality even in the event of partial failure. Flexibility can be understood both at

the agents level, as the choice of executing different actions, as well as at the system’s

level, in providing agents with flexible coordination and communication methods.

Due to its modularity, in the sense of object-oriented programming MAS are easily

extensible, allowing to add new functionality without the need to reimplement the

existing functionality. Because the focus is placed on agent interaction via commu-

nication, MAS are open architectures. Thus, as long as agents adhere to messaging

standards, there is a clear decoupling between the agents and the environment. This

allows for a heterogeneous population of agents to interact regardless of the program-

ming languages used in their implementation. Even more importantly, openness, in

a multiagent context, can be understood as providing a framework which can ac-

commodate agents designed with different interests, preferences and behaviours in

mind.

Exploring the application of open MAS to modern power system is justifiable due

to:

• the existence of a large number of interacting actors with private goal-driven

behavior, whether we are talking about consumers of energy, producers of en-

ergy or network operators; explicitly modelling the overall system behavior is

impractical;

• the heterogeneous nature of actors that are required to interact, coordinate,
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cooperate and negotiate;

• the requirement of an open system that places no restriction on actors entering

or exiting the system;

• the requirement of appending system functionality on an ongoing basis;

• the requirement of managing and controlling the system via local decision-

making, according to the organization of the grid in different subsystem;

2.3 Coordination methods in MAS

Arguably, the defining problem in multiagent systems is that of coordination.

Similar to rules and regulations in human societies, multiagent systems require coor-

dination mechanisms in order to work efficiently.

In [191], Wooldridge defines MAS coordination as the process of managing inter-

dependencies between agents’ activities. In contrast to traditional computer systems,

in MAS, coordination is achieved at run time rather than design time. The decen-

tralized nature of MAS allows for adaptability, so that each agent can decide its

appropriate course of actions at run time in order to produce the best possible result,

given their available processing, communication and information resources. Coordi-

nation is required for guiding the agents’ behavior towards an efficient usage of these

resources. A comprehensive overview of coordination models is given in [125, 159],

where the authors categorize the many diverse approaches to agent coordination in

two main classes, the subjective and objective approaches, depending on whether they

adopt the agent’s or the engineer’s viewpoint, respectively.

A taxonomy for coordination relationships is provided by von Martial in [103]. Es-

sentially, it distinguishes between positive and negative relationships between agents’

activities. Positive relationships denote situations where by combining the actions of

two or more agents some benefit can be derived for at least one of the agents. Nega-

tive relationships appear when a certain resource is involved, be it either consumable

or non-consumable. When such interdependencies occur, the choice of methods used
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to resolve a coordination problem will significantly affect the overall system perfor-

mance. An extensive outlook on coordination relationships in the context of artificial

agent societies is introduced in [127]. The authors propose the notion of social struc-

ture and formalize it as an external factor in order to derive an operational model of

social coordination. Its applicability is demonstrated in a road traffic management

scenario [62].

Given the complex domain of smart grids, which we are interested in, in this

thesis we consider that a combination of coordination techniques needs to be used,

with different methods appropriate at different levels of abstraction. We go on to

detail several approaches relevant for our work, that can be found in the literature

and tackle the problem of coordination.

2.3.1 Emergent Coordination and Agents

On one hand MAS can be engineered as a closed computer system that solves

predefined problems in a distributed way, with an explicit coordination procedure. On

the other hand, at the opposite end of the spectrum are open MAS that assume a high

level of interaction between a large number of highly stochastic, heterogeneous agents

operating within a dynamic environment. In [128] the authors introduce the notion of

emergent coordination and discuss its potential for efficiently handling coordination

in open environments. An efficient way to coordinate the more complex case of

open systems is to design a limited set of rules, a common communication protocol

and a specific role distribution. A careful intentional design of the above should

produce the desired emergent property, which is a higher level property, caused by

the interaction of its lower level components. This type of coordination is also known

as self-organization. A general characterization of self-organizing behaviour is given

in [34] for the following properties:

• absence of explicit external control - This is a mandatory property that states

that the system is autonomous; it imposes and changes its organization based

solely on internal decisions and without following any explicit external reorga-

nization command. This property refers to the self-part of the self-organization
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definition.

• decentralized control - A self-organizing system can work under decentralized

control. In this case, there is no internal central authority or centralized infor-

mation flow. As a result, access to global information is limited by the locality

of interactions, which is governed by simple rules. This property is generally

not mandatory, since we can observe internal central control in many natural

self-organizing systems. However, in the context of MAS, the existence of de-

centralized control is also considered a mandatory property of self-organizing

MAS.

• dynamic operation - This mandatory property is linked to the system evolution

in time. Since the organization evolves independently of any external control,

this property implies continuity in the self-organization process.

Predominantly, the approaches proposed in this space introduce nature-inspired

techniques. To exemplify several representative cases, the notion of stigmergy de-

scribes the use of pheromones as environmental markers to drive individual and so-

cial behaviors in ants. The authors in [39, 38] adapted this concept to a coordination

mechanism for agent population. Similarly, a field-based coordination solution is

given in [101], inspired by how mass particles move and self-organize according to

electromagnetic fields. The chemical metaphor is exploited by [182, 183] in so called

chemical tuple spaces. A more general approach is proposed in [152], based on tuples

which represent ordered collections of information items, accessible through a set of

operation primitives such as put, browse and retrieve. Overall, this work considers an

information-driven coordination medium that regulates the agent interaction. The

application of such approaches range from the control of unmanned vehicles, to news

management, to the coordination of e-health systems [39, 102, 116].

Self-organization implies that agents follow a predefined set of rules that govern

the space of interaction forming particular organizational structures, which facili-

tate achieving individual and system goals. Organizations allow simple agents to

exhibit complex group behavior, as well as for more sophisticated agents to reduce
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the complexity of their reasoning [66]. For instance, hierarchies are simple forms

of organization, which represent agents that are conceptually arranged in a tree-like

structure, limiting agent interaction based on their connectivity. Here, control flows

downward from the upper levels to the ones below. Holarchies are specific cases of

hierarchies denoting nested, self-similar grouped hierarchies. The basic unit of orga-

nization is called a holon. Another case of agent structures are teams. Commonly

the type and pattern of interactions can be quite arbitrary here, however, generally,

each agent will take on one or more roles required by the team goal. Federations are

characterised by having a group of agents delegate certain tasks to a group represen-

tative. Congregations represent a more flat, long-lived type of organization comprised

by heterogeneous agents.

2.3.2 Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem and Agents

Consider for instance the problem of traffic light control. Given a road network,

our goal is to coordinate a set of traffic lights so that the vehicles’ average travel times

is minimized, by ensuring that as many vehicles as possible can keep a specific speed,

without stopping. If each agent actuates a traffic light, it means that the agent’s

decision about the state of its assigned traffic light depends on the state of nearby

ones. In other words, the agent is faced with a decision problem, where its optimal

choice depends simultaneously on the decisions made by others. This situation occurs

in many real-world decision problems. Supposing that the common goal of the agents

is to find a joint choice of decisions that maximizes a certain global function, in this

case the average travel time, they need to exchange information about their respective

constraints in order to coordinate their decisions.

The framework of distributed constraint satisfaction has been developed in order

to mathematically formalize such distributed decision problems. Decision variables

are used to model each decision that a given agent must take. Thus, the agent

assigns a value to a decision variable from the set of possible values corresponding

to the possible choices for that decision. Additionally, constraints on subsets of

decision variables are used to express which combinations of value assignments to
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these decision variables are allowed or disallowed. By generalizing constraints to

represent costs or utilities for particular variable-value assignments for the agents, we

fall under the category of distributed constraint optimization. Notably, the distributed

nature of this formalization is evident firstly, i) in terms of the agents’ decision power

in selecting the values for the decision variables under their control and secondly,

ii) in the sense that knowledge is distributed, having each agent knowing only the

constraints that involve the decision variables he is controlling.

Formally, a discrete distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) [194] is a

tuple �A,X,D,M,C� such that:

• A = {a1, . . . , ak} is a set of agents;

• X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of decision variables

• D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is a set of finite variable domains, such that each variable xi

takes values in Di;

• M : X → A an ownership mapping that assigns each variables to the agent

that owns it;

• C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a set of hard constraints, where each ci is s(ci)-ary function

of scope (xi1 , . . . , xis(ci)) and ci : Di1 × . . . × Dis(ci)
→ {false, true} gives the

allowed value combinations for the corresponding constraint ci, assigning false

to infeasible tuples, and true to feasible ones.

A solution is a complete assignment consistent with all constraints: ∧ci∈Cci = true.

The distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) is a generalization of the

above, defined as a tuple �A,X,D,M,C� such that A, X, D and M are the same

and:

• C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a set of soft constraints, where each constraint is a function

ci : Di1 × . . . × Di|ci|
→ R ∪ {+∞} that assigns a cost ci(xi1 , . . . , xi|ci|

) to

combinations of assignments to a subset of decision variables, infinite costs

corresponding to infeasible assignments.
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A solution is an assignment to all decision variables that minimizes the sum of all

costs:

(x∗
1, x

∗
2, . . . , x

∗
n) = argmin

x1,...,xn

�

i

ci

The above formulation denotes constraints through costs, thus it is a cost mini-

mization problem. Similarly, in situation where constraints define utilities, DCOPs

can be expressed as maximization problems.

The algorithms proposed for solving DCOPs can be classified into:

• complete algorithms, which guaranteed to find a feasible solution when there

exists one

• incomplete algorithms, which sacrifice optimality to obtain fast (any-time) so-

lutions.

Complete algorithms adopt two main techniques: search and dynamic program-

ming. The optimality guarantees requires an exponentially increasing coordination

overhead for both approaches. Although search-based algorithms only require linear-

size messages, they need an exponential number of messages. Alternatively, dynamic

programming algorithms only require a linear number of messages, but their com-

plexity lies on the message size, which may be very large.

The simplest search-based complete DCOP algorithm introduced was synchronous

branch and bound (SynchBB) [64]. It represents a straightforward distributed adapta-

tion of the well-known centralized branch and bound mechanism. The first algorithm

proposed which performed a decentralized search, allowing asynchronous operations

was asynchronous distributed optimization (ADOPT) [112]. The novelty in ADOPT

was in compiling a DCOP into a pseudo-tree structure, which was then used as a

hierarchy to communicate among agents. A recent extension of ADOPT is BnB-

ADOPT [193], the difference consisting in replacing the best-first search strategy for

a depth-first branch-and-bound search. Importantly, BnB-ADOPT has been shown

to provide optimal solutions up to one order of magnitude faster than ADOPT.
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The class of dynamic programming approaches is marked by the dynamic pro-

gramming optimization protocol (DPOP) algorithm [94], which also operates along a

pseudo-tree variable ordering. DPOP is an instance of the general bucket elimination

scheme [32], which has been adapted for the distributed case. Given a pseudo-tree

arrangement of the variables, the algorithm requires two stages. First, each variable,

starting from the leaves of the tree, joins the constraints involving itself as well as

its descendants, parent and pseudo-parents and then projects itself out of the join,

sending the result to its parent. During the second phase the root receives the aggre-

gated result and can thus select the optimal value assignment for its variable. Next,

optimal decisions are propagated down the pseudo-tree, until all variables have been

assigned optimal values. Most of the algorithms subsequently proposed, based on

dynamic programming, have been defined as extensions to DPOP with the aim of

providing different trade-offs: M-DPOP, MB-DPOP, A-DPOP [136, 135, 134].

Incomplete DCOP algorithms are characterized by some form of local search,

where agents begin from an initial (arbitrary) solution and attempt to improve it

based on local information available from neighbouring agents.They are commonly

differentiated based on the strategy they apply for escaping local minima. For exam-

ple the distributed stochastic algorithm (DSA) [45] prescribes that agents will perform,

with some probability, non-strictly improving changes in order to avoid such situa-

tions. Another example, distributed asynchronous local optimization (DALO) [81] is

based on the idea of optimising for groups of k agents. The max-sum algorithm [43]

introduces a modified representation of the DCOP by reasoning on a factor graph,

which is a bipartite graph where function nodes stand for constraints and variable

nodes stand for the decision variables in the DCOP.

2.3.3 Game theory and Agents

Throughout the multiagent literature, game theory proves to be predominantly

the theoretical tool in use for the analysis of such systems, providing the mathematical

foundation for studying interactions among self-interested agents [126, 114, 13]. As

the name suggests, the agents’ interaction is structured in the form of so-called games,
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which generally speaking, represent protocols that regulate the space of interaction.

A key distinction in game theory is made between games that are cooperative and

games that are non-cooperative.

Cooperative Games

Of particular interest for the multiagent domain are coalitional or cooperative

games, studying how groups of self interested players interact to accomplish more

together than they could individually achieve. A coalitional game is modelled based

on a population of agents (the set of players in the game), a set of actions available

to each agent and a preference profile over the joint outcomes, particular again to

every agent. The preference of an agent over the set of possible outcomes is formally

captured by means of a utility function, which assigns to every outcome a real number.

The game is abstract in that no indication of how the utility function should be derived

is given, so that details can be omitted and the framework remains general. Instances

when such a modelling approach is applicable are situations where utility can be

gained or costs can be reduced by agents working together, forming a coalition. Here,

each subset of agents represents a potential coalition. It is important to highlight that

although cooperation is required in order to attain some desirable outcome, the agents

always seek the actions most likely to bring the highest utility for themselves. Clear

examples for such scenarios are task allocation problems, where groups of agents,

potentially heterogeneous in their capabilities, are required for performing the tasks,

given that the ability to solve a task is greater than any single agent can offer [169,

170, 162].

Under the assumption of a particular type of reasoning employed by the players

(e.g. rationality), there is a need to predict the outcomes of these games. Solution

concepts in coalitional games describe sets of outcomes that explicitly take coopera-

tion into account and attempt to ensure some form of stability. It is often the case

that desirable outcomes, from the point of view of the system’s social welfare cannot

be enforced in a game because several agents may deviate in order to maximize their

utility. This tension between social welfare and stability is often evident. Thus, game
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theory proposes solution concepts, defining rational outcomes. Also, in the game

theoretic literature, solution concepts are usually defined under the assumption of

superadditive games where the grand coalition (the set of all players) forms. The

problem is then restricted to solving the division of payoffs among the players. Many

real-world problem are however non-superadditive such that negative interactions pre-

vent the players from forming the grand coalition. This leads to the more interesting

setting of games with coalition structure (partitions of the set of players). The com-

mon problem with solution concepts is that they may not offer guarantees nor on the

existence of a rational outcome, nor on the uniqueness of a rational outcome. An-

other implicit assumption often used is to consider that the coalitional utility can be

divided amongst the members of the coalition in any way that they choose. Formally,

games with this property are said to be transferable utility games (TU games).

The possible outcomes of a game can be evaluated broadly according to two cri-

teria: fairness and stability, which lead to two classes of solution concepts.

i) Representatively, the core is one of the most well-known stability solution con-

cepts in coalitional games and can be understood in the sense that an outcome

is stable if no deviations are profitable [50]. Formally, for a game G = (N, v) the

core is the set of all outcomes (CS,x) such that x(C) ≥ v(C) for every C ⊆ N ,

where

• N = {1, . . . , n} is a finite, non-empty set of agents

• v : 2N → R is a characteristic function, which maps each coalition C ⊆ N

to a real number v(C)

• CS = {C1, . . . , Ck} is a coalition structure; ∪k
j=1C

j = N and C i ∩ Cj = ∅

• x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a payoff vector for a coalition structure CS = {C1, . . . , Ck}
over N where xi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ N and

�
i∈Cj xi ≤ v(Cj) for any j ∈

{1, . . . , k}.

ii) Another axiomatic solution concept, representative for solutions that aim to cap-

ture the notion of fairness is the Shapley value [161]. It represents the expected
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marginal contribution that a player brings to the set of players preceding him

in a coalition, while considering each coalition equally likely to form, as well as

the size of the coalitions. The intuition behind the Shapley value is that the

payment that each agent receives should be proportional to his contribution av-

eraged over all possible orderings, or permutations, of the players. Formally, for

a game G = (N, v), with |N | = n, the Shapley value of a player i ∈ N is denoted

by:

σi(G) =
1

n!

�

π∈ΠN

v(Sπ(i) ∪ {i})− v(Sπ(i))

where Sπ(i) is the set of all predecessors of i in a given a permutation π from the

set of all possible permutations ΠN of N .

We have introduced two solution concepts that are perhaps the most convinc-

ing and representative equilibrium concepts in coalitional games for the two classes

previously mentioned. In addition, numerous other proposals, that exhibit similar

properties and drawbacks, have been made in the literature, such as the bargaining

set, stable set, nucleolus, and kernel [126].

Non-Cooperative Games

Put simply, non-cooperative games are distinct in the sense that binding agree-

ments are not possible here. As we have seen, cooperative games enfold under the

assumption that players can agree about the distribution of payoffs, although agree-

ments are not explicitly specified by the rules of the game [133]. Moreover, while in

coalitional games, the basic modelling unit is the coalition, in non-cooperative games

the basic modelling unit is the individual player. In the non-cooperative setting

the background assumption is that binding agreements are not possible and players

cannot trust one another, but all are trying to maximize their own utility taking

decisions based solely on the information they have about the possible choices and

corresponding utilities.
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Modelling this type of games requires the following specifications: i) the number of

players, ii) the set of possible actions available to each player, iii) the utility function

of each player which he attempts to optimize. It is further important to mention

that players will simultaneously choose an action to perform, resulting in a particular

outcome. Thus, it is clear that the actual outcome that will result will depend on the

particular combination of the actions performed, such that every player can influence

the outcome. In line with the game-theory literature, actions are commonly referred

to as strategies. The question that arises in a non-cooperative game, from the player’s

perspective is: what to do in any given scenario?

Now, suppose that for some strategy s1 and s2 of player i there will be a set

of possible outcomes ω1 and ω2 respectively. It is said that strategy s1 dominates

s2 if every outcome in ω1 is preferred by i over every outcome in ω2. Therefore,

in the presence of a dominant strategy among all possible strategies, the player’s

decision in a game is straightforward. The dominant strategy will guarantee the best

outcome. Of course, computing the dominant strategy is a considerably complicated

task, especially when there are many utility-maximizing players, whose actions can

affect each other’s utilities.

Arguably, the most influential solution concept in game theory is the Nash equi-

librium [126], which determines the outcome of a game provided that every player

is rational in adopting its best strategy. Intuitively, the Nash equilibrium is a stable

strategy profile, such that no player would have any incentive to change his strategy.

Nevertheless, there are several associated negative results regarding this solution con-

cept, namely: i) not every game has a Nash equilibrium and ii) some games have

more than one Nash equilibrium. For an interesting application of non-cooperative

games, and particularly the Nash solution we refer to [53], where the authors propose

a novel game approach to the problem of decision-making with respect to information

security investments.

Overall, game theory brings about extremely important concepts to the multi-

agent domain, however its applicability needs to be addressed in a careful manner

and several aspects need to acknowledged [56, 150]. Importantly, computational

complexity is largely overlooked by game theory, limiting itself to offer descriptive
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concepts, emphasizing properties of optimal solutions, though disregarding the fact

that usually computing them turns out to be computationally hard and that we are

normally dealing with resource-bounded players. Moreover, if in a game there are

multiple equilibrium states, players have no way of knowing which one will be played.

Furthermore, game theory puts forward an assumption that is unreasonable for most

multi-agent systems. Namely, it models games with perfect information, where all

aspects of the game are considered common knowledge for all players. Quite the

opposite, most real-world scenarios represent games with minimal information, where

not all actions and payoffs of other agents are directly observable. Sometimes, it may

well be the case that not even all the possible moves are known for a player in every

situation of the game. To conclude, there are multiple ways to go beyond standard

game-theoretic concepts in order to ensure their applicability to software settings,

which requires considerable attention.

2.4 Coordination and control in the smart grid

The literature on smart grid solution revolves around several key topics previously

identified. This part of the chapter is reserved for an overview of existing work both

from an academic and a commercial perspective. We provide hereafter a review on

smart grid approaches structured according to Figure 2.6. Noticeably, the classifica-

tion intertwines synergically the challenges and the driving factor of the smart grid,

highlighted in section 2.1.

2.4.1 Enhancing the control of the electricity grid

Delivering the advanced metering infrastructure

One thread of work closely related to the roll-out of smart meters focuses on the

usage of autonomous agents to automatically model and predict the use of energy

at the hosehold level. An accurate understanding of this information could help

householders to better manage their energy consumption. Given that smart meters

can only provide an indication of the total consumption of a household, extracting
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Figure 2.6: Approaches to smart grids

meaningful information implies undergoing an energy disaggregation procedure. Also

known as non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM), energy disaggregation

aims to break down a household’s total energy usage into individual appliances. The

initial solution, based on finite state machines, was proposed by Hart [60], who showed

that different classes of appliances produce distinct power consumption signatures.

More recent approaches apply various machine learning techniques to perform energy

disaggregation. In general, these approaches difference themselves by making different

assumptions about the prior information available for their considered setting.

The class of algorithms that base themselves on supervised learning methods make

the assumption of having an available set of data for training. This is a limiting

factor since in requires installing sub-metering devices for all appliances instead of the

usual whole-home power monitor. Hence, it is often impractical to assume consumers

to perform time-consuming, inconvenient and expensive procedures. Nevertheless

several publicly available data for such domain start to emerge. Such is the case of

the reference energy disaggregation data set (REDD) [89]. It comprises data sampled

every minute for a period of several months for six households, with a total of 268

unique monitors that have recorded more that 1 terabyte of raw data. In [89] Kolter

et al. also provide a result benchmarked on the REDD data, based on their approach

using the factorial hidden Markov model (FHMM) technique. The idea behind this

work is modelling each device as a hidden Markov model. The operation of each

device is a sequence of one or more (possibly different) on states and off states. A
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Figure 2.7: Factorial hidden Markov model representation for 2 devices; x(i)
t is the

hidden state i of a device at time t; ȳt is the aggregated power at time t; y(i)t the

individual power of a device at time t; shaded nodes denote observed variables and

unshaded nodes represent hidden variables.

FHMM [49] can model multiple hidden state sequences. Factorial learning algorithms

infer the posterior probability of individual device consumption, given an observed

sequence of aggregated consumption. A general graphical representation of FHMM

is showed in Figure 2.7.

At the other end of the spectrum of machine learning methods are the unsuper-

vised techniques. No prior datasets of recorded appliance usage are required here,

however there is often the assumption of knowing the number of appliances or that

the appliances are labelled manually after the disaggregation procedure is performed.

In [82] Kim et al. apply a variant of a conditional factorial hidden semi-Markov model.

Their approach is intended for low sampling rates, which makes it more widely appli-

cable. Under the same category of unsupervised learning and hidden Markov models

variants, Parson et al. [131] introduces an iterative method for load disaggregation

benchmarked against the abovementioned REDD dataset. They frame the problem

under a different assumption, that of having prior knowledge of the generic appliance

types under investigation. From here, without data on individual appliance consump-

tion patterns, they tune to specific instances of appliances using aggregated data only.

Basically, they reduce the necessary information used in the training process by tak-
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ing generic models of appliance types and training them to specific instances. After

having learned the parameters for each appliance, the disaggregation procedure uses

an extension of the Viterbi algorithm. This further means that there is also prior

knowledge about the existing type and number of appliances under investigation,

which can be considered as a hard limitation. Another unsupervised approach bench-

marked against REDD, which yields the highest performance, is proposed by Kolter

and Jaakkola [88]. Again, they employ a variant of HMM, namely additive FHMMs

and develop an approximate inference procedure, as the accurate inference is not com-

putationally tractable. The drawback here is that the algorithm proposed requires

sampling of data that is several orders of magnitute more frequent than the solution

introduced in [131].

In [175], the authors propose a compromise between the two classes of algorithms

presented thus far. They introduce a semi-supervised technique for identifying the

minimal subset of appliances that need to be individually monitored to maximize

accuracy. The idea behind their approach is to provide a trade-off between cost of

monitoring and accuracy. The modelling technique used in this work is closely akin

to the ones already presented, being based on FHMMs. Their methodology is struc-

tured in three stages. First, they train a FHMM model relying only on aggregated

household-level information. The result is a possible number of Markov chains, each

corresponding to a different device in the monitored space. Second, they select a sub-

set of appliances to be individually monitored using HMMs. Third, using the HMM

chains from step two, they retrain the FHMM model. Then, steps two and three

are reiterated until an acceptable accuracy is attained. From here the authors define

a heuristic approach based on which the subset of appliances is selected, based on

practical considerations (e.g. the appliance with the highest consumption is expected

to improve the disaggregation accuracy the most). Again they run the experiments

on the REDD dataset and conclude that determining the proper subset of devices to

be monitored can increase significantly the accuracy of their algorithm. Specifically,

they show that the percentage of the total energy correctly classified does not have a

high improvement after increasing the number of monitored appliances above a cer-
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tain value1. Of note is recognizing some of the harder assumptions present in their

approach, which include knowing the number of appliances at each household, as well

as their states and their average and peak power consumption.

Although employing HMMs to model the time-series of aggregated power read-

ings has been the most prevalent approach used in NIALM and delivered the most

interesting result, there are several different techniques that deserve to be mentioned

here. While HMMs allows for a convenient abstraction from appliance-specific char-

acteristics, in doing so, certain valuable information may be overlooked. Thus, if

we can assume a higher frequency of sampling, new feature such as harmonics and

signal waveforms could be also considered. Except for the high cost of deploying such

sensors, there arise other issues such as the transmission and storage of data.

An extension of the initial NIALM algorithm based on edge detection to incor-

porate harmonics is presented in [93] and [99, 97, 190]. Performing continuous cal-

culation of signal harmonics, the authors in [166] propose an appliance detection

techniques that uses neural networks. Although they report a good detection accu-

racy, the training of the neural network requires datasets for all possible combinations

of the appliances. Under the assumption that the average household includes up to

50 appliances, the combinatorial explosion makes this approach impractical.

Another category of algorithms introduce a noise-based technique for NIALM.

In [132] the authors assume the electric noise monitoring of a single socket of the

household. The appliance signatures though, have been shown to depend on the

household wiring [54]. In this latter work, high frequency electromagnetic interference

(EMI) is used to detect devices with a higher accuracy. Other features used to

identify different appliances include, wavelet transform features [25] and I-V curve

properties [98, 91]. Also, several techniques from the pattern recognition domain have

been applied to this problem that consider standard classifiers such as the nearest-

neighbour [54, 11, 12] or the Bayes classifier [37]. As can be observed, the majority of

these works are concerned with residential settings. The investigation of the industrial

1This value is shown to correspond on average to a number of three appliances in the context of
a usual residential setting of seven appliances per household.
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sector was considered in [119], where the focus is on large loads. It is usual in these

type of settings to design appliance-specific rules for detecting devices [90]. Following

this approach though is clearly impractical for consumer devices, which must include

a vast number of models.

Conclusively, there is no one solution developed to this point that can perform

NIALM for all type of devices and settings, but a set of different techniques that

base their approach on different assumptions. Unfortunately, most approaches re-

quire expensive sensors and large datasets for apriori training of the models. Even

so, there remains significant room for accuracy improvement. One obvious way to

enhance performance is the concomitant usage of several features and algorithms. We

speculate that a viable approach is the design of a meta-algorithm, where different

algorithms are good at different parts of the input space. The interesting question

then becomes combining these partial results into a single solution that outperforms

any of the initial ones.

Delivering grid resiliency

Also known as self-healing capabilities, network resilience deals with the problems

of detecting faulty states in the system and autonomously carrying out emergency

controls and restoration procedures by managing the flow of power to resume normal

operation. The current procedures used in handling such events are unfortunately

limited to having human operators perform these tasks, due to a low level of au-

tomation especially in distribution systems. Power Supply Restoration (PSR) is the

probem of reconfiguring a network in such a way as to isolate the faults and resupply

as many customers as possible in the shortest amount of time. Hence, PSR is subject

to computational runtime requirements that can generally be extended to minutes

at most. Additionally, a significant body of work has been investigating the phe-

nomenon of power outages and cascading blackouts [1, 23, 5]. A multiagent system

solution for power system disturbance diagnosis is proposed in [67], where through a

process of inter-agent communication, agents collaborate to provide a comprehensive

disturbance diagnosis.
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A straightforward multiagent approach for PSR is given in [121]. The system

consists of two layers. The lower level includes agents for consumers, DERs and

monitors that have the ability to sense, communicate and act. The upper layer

is represented by a management agent that carries out an optimization procedure

based on integer linear programming models. The scenario assumes the occurrence

of disruptions in energy availability due to inoperative lines or generators. Thus, the

optimization goal is to identify the optimal alternatives of supply sources capable to

serve the unbalanced demand sites in the network.

The limitation of such an approach has to do with the complexity and scale

of the network under surveillance. Searching for optimal solutions, moreover, in

a centralized manner, within acceptable time constraints becomes infeasible as the

size of the network considered grows. In [115], Nagata et al. propose a multiagent

restoration scheme using a similar two layer approach based on bus agents and a single

facilitator agent. The idea is to reach a efficient suboptimal configuration, by having

bus agents use a set of simple rules for restoring the system, while the facilitator agent

guides the process. The solution is unfortunately capable to handle only single faults,

as opposed to the more realistic scenario of having multiple faults simultaneously in

the system.

In [172] Thiebaux et al. take a step forward in their approach. On one hand

their work deals with level-k plans for arbitrary values of k. Current approaches are

often restricted to level-1 plans, which means that only switches located on faulty

feeders are considered for remote operation. A level-k plan can operates switches

with fault-distance2 less than k. On the other hand, the paper distinguishes between

two different aspects of the PSR problem. First, they address the typical problem

of finding an optimal final network configuration. A flexible mixed-integer program-

ming (MIP) framework is introduced for solving this problem, which benefits from

allowing general network configurations to be modelled. Second, the authors address

a sequencing problem to determine how best to transition the network into the op-

2Fault-distance is defined as the minimum number of open switches that must be traversed to
reach a faulty element from the switch in the state immediately following the fault.
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Figure 2.8: The IDAPS multi-agent architecture [138]

timal configuration obtained in the previous step. Similar solutions [26] based on

MIP optimization fail to consider the critical issue of sequencing switching opera-

tions. In simulation the authors argue that solving the two problems jointly does not

satisfy the runtime requirements of PSR, even for modest network sizes and number

of faults. The two-step approach advocated does however produce suboptimal plans.

Empirically though, the solution proves to produce good enough results.

In terms of existing infrastructure to support this type of automation, of note is the

undergoing project proposed by a team at Advanced Research Institute of Virginia

Tech [139, 144, 138]. They support an architecture called Intelligent Distributed

Autonomous Power Systems (IDAPS), whose goal is to detect upstream outages and

react accordingly to allow the micro-grid to operate autonomously in an islanded

mode. In essence IDAPS offers a software alternative for islanding a microgrid instead

of the traditional hardware-based zonal protection system. This means that the

microgrid is able to autonomously disconnect itself from the local distribution utility

and maintain the integrity of the system, while continuing operation. The authors

advocate for a setting that requires a reduced number of exchanged messages along

with an overall reduced complexity. Agents assume one of the four roles depicted in

Fig. 2.8 and work in collaboration to secure critical loads within the microgrid during

outages. Specifically, the control agent is responsible for detecting faults in the system

and operating circuit breakers in order for transitioning into island mode, as well as
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informing the user agent and DER agent. The scheme assumes a pre-defined load

priority. The user agent and DER agent exchange messages to determine the amount

of energy internally available, so that non-critical loads are disconnected if needed in

order to stabilize the grid. IDAPS claims to facilitate seamless transition from grid

connected to an island mode when upstream outages are detected.

Although, altogether there appears a vast body of work on PSR and grid resilience

techniques at large, existing approaches as the abovementioned ones, rely on simplifi-

cations such as ignoring power flows and capacity constraints (e.g. [40]) or restrictions

to particular network topologies (e.g. [15],[55]), which rule out a direct application

of these solutions. Moreover, most papers consider that the faulty network elements

are exactly located, in comparison to the real scenarios where there is an uncertainty

in fault location, which considerably complicates the PSR problem and which makes

it an important limitation. Overall the solutions proposed for this category of smart

grid challenges appear still to be in an early phase and preparedness for emergency

situations remains lacking.

2.4.2 Coordination and market adaptation to support tran-

sitioning to a smarter grid

Encouraging consumer engagement in grid management

The forthcoming of smart appliances is opening up a new research line, providing

consumers with a more active role in power balancing in the grid. The benefits that

result from actively controlling such appliances in order to avoid peaks in demand, to

balance supply from intermittent resources or to avoid costly investments in expending

the current infrastructure, have been investigated in a number of studies. Synergies

between controlling demand and solar photovoltaic generators have been addressed in

[33]. Similarly, evaluating the benefits from balancing demand with intermittent wind

power generation is presented in [163]. The authors also give an estimation of the

benefits derived from applying demand control on the issue of network congestions.

Some hints in the sense of consumer acceptance of such techniques is provided in [107].
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In [168] the authors estimate a cost comparison between the investments required in

transmission and distribution networks opposed to the investments required in order

to increase the utilization of the grid. All these works suggest a consensus regarding

the need and opportunity of encouraging consumer engagement in grid operation.

In the following, we touch on several notable proposals. Gottwalt et al. [52]

presents a simulation-based approach assuming households equipped with smart me-

tering and intelligent appliances. In their experiments they replace the widespread

adoption of flat tariffs with time-based electricity prices. These are more often known

as time-of-use tariffs. Essentially they represent a fix day-ahead pricing for each time

interval of the following day. The authors assume a reduced penetration rate of

shiftable appliances that resembles the current typical appliance set in Germany. For

simplicity they also limit the usage of appliances to three operational modes only,

which set the finishing time per device to 5h, 10h and until 6 a.m. the next day,

respectively. In their simulations they report avalanche effects produced by shifting

appliances to hours with cheaper price. That is, they manage to eliminate the initial

peaks, only at the expense of producing new peak loads. Hence the savings incurred

by consumers are low.

In [113], Molderink et al. propose a three-step control methodology focused on

domestic energy streams within a micro-grid. The first step is a local prediction

procedure achieved through an ’in-house’ system, based on a neural network model.

Although predicting the consumption profile is run localy the mechanism as a whole

follows a centralized approach. This is shown in step two, which ensures the global

planning. Thus, given an objective of the global demand pattern the algorithm decides

at which time appliances are switched on/off. The planning horizon covers a one

day interval and is shown to be NP-complete in [14]. Hence the authors propose a

heuristic that aims to generate a ”good enough” plan through an iterative distributed

dynamic programming procedure. Finally, step three is a method for applying real-

time adjustments to controlling the devices in the house.

Another approach based on optimization algorithms is given in [70]. Here, Hu-

bert et al. focus on the problem of energy optimization at residential level. The

model each house as endowed with both generating units as well as controlable loads.
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Figure 2.9: PowerMatcher architecture [87]

They further assume the access to real-time pricing information, placing the ques-

tion onto determining the power exchange with the grid, while satisfying certain user

reqirements.

Automation of load control for sustainable buildings is addressed by Wang et al.

in [185]. Here, a hierarchical multi-agent based control is utilized for energy and

comfort management. Agents are classified into four layers, that include i) agents

monitoring flow between the building and the grid, ii) a central coordinator agent,

iii) multiple local controller agents and iiii) load agents. The ’intelligence’ of the

system lies primarily at the level of the central agents that is responsible for de-

termining the power dispatch to the agents situated at the lower levels, which are

directly controlling devices within the building. Automatically controllable devices

are differentiated into three categories. The task of the central agent is to optimize an

objective function that represents user comfort and which represents a prioritization

over three user desirable set points linked to temperature, illumination and air quality

respectively. To solve this problem the authors apply a heuristic based on particle

swarm optimization (PSO), which inherently offers no guarantees for reaching the

global optimum solution, but that is empirically shown to return good enough results

after 10 iterations of the PSO procedure.

A thread of work that is gaining more credibility in the smart grid domain is
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focused on distributed decision making based on microeconomics. The key feature

of such an approach is in modelling individual economic agents that interact strate-

gically, in order for pursuing their private interests. The main premise of these ap-

proaches is that the large majority of consumers do not want central coordinators,

such as utility companies, to control the system in their home, regardless of the po-

tential for savings. Kok et al. [86, 87] implemented an agent architecture that runs an

electricity market on a micro-grid setting. They coin the system the PowerMatcher

and importantly, provide field expeiments to validate their approach. The problem

of striving for an equal supply and demand is directly transformed into a typical

price-based market-based control problem, through a hierarchical agents structure.

Namely, they consider a local device agent that controls the operation of every device

and concentrator agents that represent a number of device agents in the commu-

nication with the auctioneer agent, which performs the price-forming process. An

representation of the PowerMatcher agent architecture is given in Figure 2.10.

Ramchurn et al. [147] propose an approach inspired from the principle of home-

ostasis, which is based on three recurring actions: sensing, sending a control signal

and feedback. Sensing has to do with exploiting external conditions, such as weather

forecast to predict renewable generation and load profiles. For signalling, the authors

introduce a carbon-based pricing scheme that matches the carbon intensity of the

grid in real-time. Finally, the communication between consumer and supplier close

the loop and aims to ensure that the aggregated demand from all the consumers is

as close as possible to the real-time supply of producers. The signal provided by

suppliers to consumers is a target increase or decrease in consumption, with regard to

the previous day. In case consumers achieve this target consumption they are guar-

anteed a fixed lower price for electricity, while they are set to pay a more expensive

one. Obviously, the underlying assumption is that consumers would actually contract

such a plan where they need to continuously adapt demand to these signals in order

to maintain a fixed minimal cost of electricity.

Vinyals et al. discusses in [181] the concept of a virtual energy consumer, that

comprises a collection of consumers with complementary needs. The aim is to repre-

sent such groups as single entities that can act directly in the market. Distinguishing
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Figure 2.10: Schematic overview of MAS architecture for PEV scheduling [177]

between long-term and short-term energy markets, the goal for a group of consumers

is to determine the quantities of energy to be bought in each of these markets so that

the needs of the group are met, while minimising costs. The experiments prove that

such an approach is viable only when there is a significant difference in the prices of

the two markets (e.g. one is double than the other).

A category of deferrable loads with significant impact, assuming a major expansion

in the near future, are plug-in (hybrid) electric vehicles (PHEV). In [27] the authors

claim that a penetration of over 10% of PEVs will cause power losses and voltage

excursions that would be unacceptable under current norms. In their approach the

authors devise a classic centralised solver to determine the charging schedule.

Vandael et al. [177] propose a hierarchical structure for solving the problem of

scheduling PEVs. The paper introduces a decentralized, multi-agent system solu-

tion for coordinated charging. Thus, the initial problem is decomposed into several

sub-problems that are locally solved by intelligent agents residing at the charging sub-

stations. The owners of PEVs are represent their charging preferences as an ’intention

graph’. Through simulation they manage to show a 14% improvement in cost.

Gerding et al. address in [48] the considerable strain on electricity distribution net-
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works that is expected to be generated by PHEVs. They propose an online auction

protocol, where agents representing owners of PHEVs place bids for power alloca-

tion. The authors model the setting as an online mechanism design problem, where

agents are incentivized to report truthfully their demand. In terms of scalability, the

algorithm is said to handle up to hundreds of agents. Experiments show that in com-

parison to well known scheduling heuristics, which assume non-strategic behavior,

the algorithm performs well, achieving similar results. The downside of this approach

is that it requires occasionally to discharge units of electricity that have been previ-

ously stored in the PHEV’s battery so that the property of incentive compatibility is

maintained. Moreover they make the assumption of a instantaneous ’burning ’ of the

allocated power.

In [179], Vasirani et al. introduce a mechanism inspired from lottery scheduling, a

randomised resource allocation mechanism that has been developed for operating sys-

tems. Their approach allows to purposefully determine the efficiency-fairness trade-off

of the mechanism. In terms of efficiency, the goal is to maximise the allocation of

power to the agent that values it the most, while fairness stands for a egalitarian

allocation. The underlying assumption here is that electricity is priced according to

a fixed, per-unit price plan, while the possibility of any other type of dynamic pric-

ing scheme is not considered. Notably, they do not assume that the preference of

PEVs (e.g. the preferred time to charge, the quantity of electricity that is needed)

are necessarily truthfully revealed.

Integration of generation with profile uncertainty

The growing pressure of increasing DER adoption driven by environmental con-

cerns is faced with transitioning from the passive operation of transmission and pri-

marily, distribution networks, to an active one. This means a shift from traditional

central control to a new distributed controllability. Failing to do so will lead to system

instabilities and inefficiencies due to over-capacity issues and under-utilisation of the

assets, respectively. To achieve this, a new technical architecture along with changes

in the commercial and regulatory structure of liberalising electricity industries is re-
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Figure 2.11: The MAS levels of organization. [36]

quired. In this subsection we review some of the prominent solutions investigated to

be able to facilitate a smooth integration of DERs from an ICT perspective, capable to

cope with the increasing complexity of interaction required to perform decentralised

system management.

The concept of a Virtual Power Plant was developed to enhance the visibility and

control of DERs in the system. As there is no strictly recognised understanding of

what a VPP must ensue [35], in practice every VPP-like solution addresses different

aspects and takes on a different view on its purpose and functionality. In principle

though, the VPP is responsible for aggregating and managing the combined opera-

tion of various production units. Also, as the name suggests, a VPP is comparable

to a transmission connected generating plant. Therefore, it must be characterized

in a similar manner by operating costs, generation limits, generation schedule, etc.

creating a single operating profile from a composite of the parameters characterising

each DER.

Again, the multiagent paradigm appears to be a very useful tool for the operation

and control of a power system. In [36] the authors present the advantages of using

agents for VPP control by giving a high level description of the system (see Fig 2.11).

On the field level are all agents associated to the production units. The manage-

ment level has the responsibility to communicate and coordinate among the existing
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agents. Lastly, commercial considerations for the VPP, such as market participation

are deliberated at the enterprise level. Beyond this perspective though, the paper

fails to give any concrete approach towards implementing such a system.

A significant number of approaches focus on a restrictive set of DER devices or

on particular combinations of DER and controllable loads. For instance, in [158] the

authors identify the combined heat and power technology as the one which has got

the highest potential for the integration into a virtual power plant. In particular they

look into the connection of combined heat and power micro-units. The study tries to

estimate whether a CHP VPP is viable from an economical standpoint instead of the

conventional power plant. The conclusion is that in terms of economical feasibility,

the price for a produced electrical kilowatthour is higher than the price from of a

conventional power plant.

Costa et al. [29] analyse the idea of coupling generation from wind power with

storage facilities. For operating the VPP in an electricity market scenario, the authors

propose a method based on dynamic programming techniques. Expectedly, the sim-

ulation shows that using energy storage improves the baseline scenario (no storage)

by an approximate 5% under certain conditions. Although not proposing a solution

to cope with the situation, the experiments also show that the uncertainty in wind

power output is the cause for a 18% income loss for the VPP. A similar economical

analysis is performed for the usage of PEV batteries by extending their life-cycle

and installing them in buildings. In [10] the authors consider a microgrid scenario

and investigate the optimal equipment combination for the task of ancillary services

provision for the setting of California’s electricity market.

In [24] the authors take a different perspective on VPPs, analysing the profitabil-

ity of rational autonomous DER-agents, representing small-to-medium size renew-

able electricity producers, to group together into cooperatives and sell their energy

to the electricity grid. The paper proposes a pricing mechanism with certain desir-

able properties. In particular, it introduces a scheme to allocate payments within

the cooperative that is in the core and as such, no subset of members has a financial

incentive to break away from the cooperative. The pricing mechanism is however

dependent on the extent to which the grid operator is able to quantify the reliability
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of DER estimation. A critical limitation of the approach is in using point estimations,

which given the uncertainty around production of renewable energy has the risk that

estimations can be widely off. Moreover, distributing rewards for cooperative mem-

bers turns out to be an intractable problem for large cooperatives. The experiments

performed restrict the number of participating agents to 24.

An interesting study addresses the energy inefficiencies that occur especially in

off-grid, remote villages in the developing world [3]. The paper focues on a particular

scenario where households equipped with renewable units and electric batteries are

operated in isolation. The authors propose an energy exchange between homes so

that overall, the system benefits from a reduction in energy loss and prolongs the

life of batteries. Under particular circumstances detailed in the paper, based on real

world data, the need for energy charging is said to be reduced by up to 65%, while the

use of energy can be improved by up to 80%. The solution is based on autonomous

coordination of such resources. In particular the ingenuity consists of constructing

a scheme that does not rely on monetary payments, which would not represent a

feasible solution due to a serious hindrance in economical and social development of

such communities. The agent utility is defined in terms of total battery charging

and used as transferable utility among agents, given that the efficiency of electric

batteries degrades with usage and time. Of note, is the fact that calculating an

optimal allocation beyond 16 agents is not feasible in reasonable time, even when

the exchange takes place over a single day. Thus the paper proposes a heuristic to

approximate the optimal allocation, which is empirically shown to perform reasonably

well. The approach is also suitable for the problem of unit sizing [78, 47], that is the

procedure of determining the optimal size for renewables and storage units in the

system.

In a more practical approach, the European project FENIX [17, 18] aimed to con-

ceptualise, design and demonstrate a technical architecture and commercial frame-

work that would enable distributed generation in a cost efficient, secure and sustain-

able fashion. The project consortium consists of 20 European partners and a large

laboratory at ISET used for demonstrating the capabilities of the system. Their

variant of Virtual Power Plants represents an aggregation of distributed generators
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Figure 2.12: Aggregated net-benefits for business stakeholders [176]

through a centralised control architecture. The objective is to include thousands to

millions of DER units in a single VPP. While the conceptual aspects of the architec-

ture are kept simple and do not stand out in any particular way, the project attracts

attention in terms of the demonstrations that were performed on real networks. The

experiments were split into two scenarios: the Northern and the Southern scenario.

The aim of the former scenario was to demonstrate the value of market participation

in a VPP, using a cluster of small scale generators linked to a common low volt-

age network. The centralised control is responsible for how to best to dispatch the

generation in its portfolio. This implies an optimisation procedure where the VPP

offers the possible reactive power capacity and the corresponding costs and receive set

points from the network operator. The latter scenario was focused on demonstrating

the value of having distributed generation connected to medium voltage networks to

deliver ancillary services. Overall, the experiments claim that the operational costs

can be reduced between 10% and 48%. An indication of net-benefits for business

stakeholders is given in Fig. 2.12, which shows significant returns for investors. In

the future, returns are expected to increase mainly due to higher electricity prices.

Electric vehicles (EVs) essentially represent storage units, thus can also be thought
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of as generation in a grid integrated vehicle (GIV) scenario. However, using EVs to

provide power to the grid at various points in time differs from regular storage units

in that it has to deal with the uncertainty in generation caused by the driving be-

haviors of the EV users. Vandael et al. report in a recent study [178] an evaluation

of a real-world GIV scenario performed at the University of Delaware in collabora-

tion with PJM (Pennsylvania - New Jersey - Maryland) Interconnection3. The test

environment considers an infrastructure of 15 EVs owned by Delaware University

interacting with PJM. The evaluation demonstrates that even for a small number of

EVs the ancillary services can be provided in a reliable manner, while preserving the

driving requirements of the user. Unfortunately, there is no insight into the financial

benefits of the EVs owners, that would expect to be rewarded according to their

contribution. Also the authors make key assumptions in terms of the predictability

of driving behaviors. Instead of proposing a mechanism where an agent learns the

driving patterns of its user in order to infer the charging flexibility, this is assumed

to be given, which in fact avoids the problem of dealing with this uncertainty.

3PJM is the largest TSO in the world, servicing 13 states in the Northern and Midwestern US
and operating several power markets.
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2.5 Simulator

In order to empirically evaluate the different coordination mechanisms proposed

in this thesis we developed a custom simulator implemented using the Java Platform

Standard Edition (Java SE)4. Also, in the development process we have been using

the Repast software package5.

Repast Simphony is pure Java extended portfolio for developing agent-based mod-

els. Essentially, it provides a number of modelling components for constructing com-

plex software-intensive systems, as well as supporting the usage of external statistical

programs, like Matlab. Noticeably, it has also been used as the groundwork for devel-

oping several reference simulators such as PowerTac, which is a simulation of future

retail electric power markets, where brokers compete with each other in terms of

profitability [80] and AMES, the wholesale power market test bed for the systematic

experimental study of new market designs and policies [100]. Moreover, as we go

on to describe in the following, the components introduced by Repast fit well to the

nature of the simulations implemented in this thesis.

Model Building

Following the structure of the thesis, we can differentiate three main areas for

evaluating the coordination mechanisms proposed herein. Firstly, in Chapter 3 we

are concerned with the evaluation of mechanisms designed for dynamic microgrid

formation through the interaction of consumer and producer agents in a distributed

manner. Secondly, in Chapter 4, we address the problem of coordinating producer

agents, starting with investigating a game setting w.r.t economical benefits of VPPs

and then evaluating the efficiency of our proposed mechanism for VPP coordina-

tion. Also, we scrutinize in Chapter 6 the behavior of producer agents in market

environments with respect to the problem of collusion. Thirdly, in Chapter 5 we

simulate mechanisms for coordinating consumer agents for optimizing demand for

4http://www.oracle.com/us/technologies/java/overview/index.html

5http://repast.sourceforge.net/download.php
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Figure 2.13: Context structure of the simulator.

the day-ahead and intraday operations of the grid. Although these challenges, from

a simulation environment standpoint are diverse, we have engineered the simulator

based on several loosely coupled components. In this regard, the Repast package has

introduced several convenient modalities.

Namely, the main concepts introduced in Repast are contexts and projections.

A context can be understood in the sense of a named container that holds model

components (any type of Java object), in our case, agents. Additionally, contexts

can be hierarchically nested and agents can be present in multiple contexts, as well

as change them dynamically. In Figure 2.13 we represent the context structure of

the simulator. The main context, also the core object in Repast, holds all sub-

contexts and their corresponding agents. We include three main sub-contexts, which

correspond respectively to the three main areas identified above, which are then

further contextualized. Also, in Figure 2.13 the agent types for each sub-context are

shown.

The control of relationships among the agents is supported by means of projec-

tions, which represent structures defined upon the agents in the context. Projections
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are created for specific contexts and automatically contain every agent within that

context. A context may and usually does include more than one projection, which

allows for flexibility in testing protocols and agents in different environments by in-

terchanging projections. For instance, in the microgrid formation context we define

different communication topologies between agents, in order to evaluate the efficiency

of our protocol given different instantiations of the network. Agents can then make

use of these projections to access or provide information by querying and prompt-

ing respectively their neighbourhood according to the protocols prescribed by our

mechanism.

Agent Behavior and Simulation Engine

At the simulator level, managing the execution of the agents’ actions is done in

a synchronous cyclic fashion, where at each time-step the schedule iterates through

the set of agents, executing actions following the given agent behaviors. The agent

behavior describes the actions performed by the agent during simulation either based

on time-driven processes or event-driven methods. In principle, a mixture of both

approaches are used throughout the simulations, still there are clear instances where

one or the other are more suitable and sufficient. For example, in the VPP Game

context we implement several agent behaviors that correspond to particular strate-

gies. Then, we run a repeated game scenario, where at each round of the game,

which comprises a number of predefined time-steps (following the game protocol),

the participating agents are required to perform actions based on their strategies.

What happens in fact is that agents, implemented as objects, cause actions to occur

by registering them with a Scheduler, implemented as a discrete event clock manager,

that runs the simulation.

//Define params for action start at time-step 1 and repeat every 10 steps
ScheduleParameters params = ScheduleParameters.createRepeating(1, 10);

//Schedule agent PlayerGradAsc to execute method choose given params
schedule.schedule(params, PlayerGradAsc, "choose");
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Alternatively, in the Microgrid Formation context we simulate essentially peer-to-

peer algorithms where the agents’ behaviors are centred primarily on the interactions

with the agents in their vicinity. More appropriately, we use here dynamic scheduling

instead of using static times for the schedule parameters. The idea is that agents can

schedule actions to the main Scheduler by specifying triggering conditions based on

querying particular types of neighbours.

@Watch(watcheeClassName = "PlayerAgent", watcheeFieldName = "commited",
query = "linked_from", whenToTrigger = WatcherTriggerSchedule.LATER,
scheduleTriggerDelta = 1, scheduleTriggerPriority = 0)
public void takeAction(){

}

For the remaining contexts we use a combination of the abovementioned ap-

proaches.

Configuration

Provided that the different contexts correspond to the different sub-problems ad-

dressed in this thesis, we devise batch simulations for the separate scenarios consid-

ered. On the one hand there are the high level configuration files, such as context.xml

which specifies the hierarchical organization of the sub-contexts, while on the other

hand are the context specific configuration files which comprise the necessary param-

eter initializations (projections, no. of runs, no of agents, etc.). Additionally, for

agent initializations, XML parameter sweep files are described. Defining a sweep can

also be done by means of specifying nested parameter setters, so that before incre-

menting the values of the parent parameter, the space of the child parameter will be

swept. Object Loggers are used for recording the state of objects (agents) or sets of

objects, which are sometimes exported, subject to post-processing and charting using

the Matlab plug-in.
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2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter was devoted for laying the foundation on smart electricity grids

from different perspectives and introducing several domain-dependent concepts. We

then reviewed and classified the main challenges of this domain sketching out general

solutions to tackle these issues. In Section 2.2 we briefly discussed the open multiagent

systems paradigm emphasizing its applicability to this domain, as well as visiting some

of the relevant coordination mechanisms in Section 2.3.

The existing literature on smart grids, discussed in Section 2.4, distinguishes be-

tween two main lines of work.

On the one hand, there is a considerable body of work dedicated towards enhanc-

ing the energy infrastructure by providing software support that can either perform

interpretations and processing of smart meter data, or utility software for managing

grid resilience. In this thesis we are not looking into the various ways to infer end-

user consumption profiling, nor other related forecasting approaches, however these

aspects are addresses throughout this work to the extend that they represent pre-

requisites for the mechanisms proposed herein. With regard to the problem of grid

resilience depicted in the second part of Section 2.4.1, where the focus is placed on

fault detection and system restoration, we advocate for a novel preemptive approach

based on a dynamic reorganization of the actors in the grid into resilient clusters

in accordance to their profile variations. In doing so, we introduce a novel model

for smart grids that exploits organizational and power loss inefficiencies of current

systems.

On the other hand, the transformations occurring in the energy sector, that are

increasing the autonomy and flexibility of the actors involved, require a shift from

current centralized control over the system towards a coordination framework that

can deal both with the unpredictability at the supply-side as well as at the demand-

side. As seen in the first part of Section 2.4.2, there are many challenges in shaping

the energy consumption, making consumer demand adaptable to energy supply. The

solutions proposed so far fall either in the category of i) centralized solutions that

exert direct load control, overwriting consumer autonomy by not allowing consumer
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to fully retain control of their own appliances, or ii) enable consumer autonomy at

the expense of undesirable effects like herding (creating new peaks), which oppose

the initial goal in the first place. In this work we focus on the design of mechanisms

where agents coordinate in such a way that we can mitigate the apparent contradiction

between individual agents’ and the system’s goals. We take an integrative approach

by formulating solutions in a game-like manner that allows us to structure the rules

of the game in such a way that the desired global properties of the system emerge.

In the second part of Section 2.4.2 we have reviewed related work on the problem of

integrating intermittent supply. However, none of the approaches are comprehensive

and general enough to provide a framework to coordinate a heterogeneous group

of distributed energy generators. Moreover, we augment our approach by tackling

the important problem of coping with the inherent stochastic environment, while

determining the optimal dispatch in a real-time manner.

In Section 2.5 we have presented a general description of the simulator developed

to investigate the specific problems addressed in this thesis.

To sum up, the aim of this work is that of designing a full-fledged framework

that extends the state of the art with an efficient scheme for the creation of a robust,

intelligent electricity supply network and agent-based coordination algorithms for the

problems of active consumer and producer integration.
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Coordination Mechanisms for

Dynamic Micro-Grid Formation

The grid, which is made up of everything from power lines to generators

to the meters in your home, still runs on century-old technology. It

wastes too much energy, it costs us too much money, and it is too

susceptible to outages and blackouts. To meet the energy challenge and

create a 21st century energy economy, we need a 21st century grid.

— President Obama —

In today’s energy value chain retailers play a central role. They bare the re-

sponsibility of energy supply and hence, deliver the billing system to businesses and

household customers alike. Retailers are the last value adding party before energy is

actually delivered. Electricity retailing holds the function of estimating the amount

of energy used by (domestic and industrial) consumers and committing large power

plants to this amount (often located at considerable distances), which is then carried

over the transmission network to various pools of consumers. It is essentially an inter-

mediary servicing the balance between electricity production and consumption for a

certain profit margin. The coming of smart grids, bringing about the opportunities of

small-scale, distributed generation, requires to drastically rethink the fundamentals

of the energy ecosystem. Owing to the transition of traditional customers to their

58
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new role of energy prosumers, new processes and interactions between these grid par-

ticipants need to be designed. In this chapter we advocate an approach that places

prosumers at the very heart of the smart grid.

We envision a setting where participants cooperate to ensure the grid functions

efficiently, while the security of supply is ensured. Essentially by placing intelligence

at the prosumer level, we remove retailers from the loop of supply-demand-matching

and substitute their role through decentralized peer-to-peer mechanism for dynamic

microgrid-formation. To achieve this, we deconstruct the retailer managed macrogrids

through conception of regional configurations including a feature of locality into the

market that supports a distributed, sustainable provision of supply.

• By microgrid we denote a cluster of prosumers that distribute power locally.

• They service small geographical regions so as to relieve the demand on the

macrogrid.

• They are self-sufficient, as they do not rely on external power inputs, allowing

them to operate even when other parts of the grid are disfunctional (so-called

islanded mode).

• They minimize the power loss occurring due to the transfer of power over the

network lines.

• They allow the instantiation of distribution-level energy markets where partici-

pants can agilely react to ongoing, local levels of production and consumption.

Additionally, it is important to say that in contrast to the traditional microgrid,

the prosumer configurations we introduce here are not static in nature, but are re-

quired to adapt in accordance with the forecasted profiles of energy consumption and

production. Also, in todays market structures small-scale producers are prevented

from direct participation because of capacity-related barriers to entry and unpre-

dictability. By moving to a distribution-scale energy market we aim to provide a

platform where a more efficient coordination of production for DERs is possible, as

well as consumer-side mechanisms to target high peak consumption.
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The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin in Section 3.1 by

generally discussing the background for our approach. In Section 3.2 we introduce the

formalization of the problem. Our agent-based organizational model is introduced

in Section 3.3, with emphasis on the coalition self-adaptation scheme proposed in

Section 3.5. In Sections 3.4 and 3.6 we present experimental results, while Section 3.7

concludes, relating our solution to existing techniques for team formation in MAS.

3.1 Microgrid Solution Approach

In this chapter, an agent-based organizational model for a smart energy system

is introduced relying on a dynamic coalition formation mechanism for microgrid con-

figuration. Central to this mechanism we propose a notion of stability that stems

from the existent solution concepts in coalitional games. The process is intended as

an open-ended organizational adaptation, concerned with achieving stable configu-

rations that meet the desired functionalities within stochastic scenarios. We deploy

the mechanism in distributed environments populated by negotiating agents and give

empirical results that prove a significant improvement of organizational efficiency.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the integration of dis-

tributed, small-scale, renewable generation into the power system. An efficient use

of distributed energy resources may increase the flexibility and the resilience of the

power system at the distribution level. Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the de-

pendence from large-scale, non-renewable, power plants and therefore to contribute

to a sensible reduction of CO2 emissions. According to the US department of Energy,

a 5% increase in grid efficiency is equivalent to the fuel and CO2 emission of 53 million

cars.

The potential allure of the multiagent system paradigm to the power industry

has been extensively documented so far [104]. To this respect, several management

systems have been proposed for the organization of the grid. On the one hand micro-

grids [61] have been advocated as a subsystem of the distribution network, formed

by generation, storage and load devices, interconnected at the electrical and the

informational level. Micro-grids can be intended as a systemic approach to realize
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the emerging potential of distributed generation.

Setting aside from this approach that aims at imposing a static architectural

control, whether centralized or not, on already predefined micro-grids, our vision is

intended at proposing a method for congregating the smart-grid actors (DERs and

consumers alike) to dynamically approximate optimal micro-grid configurations. To

this end, the procedure is designed such that it develops a new notion of microgrids

by integrating prosumers in the form of dynamic configurations. A dynamic microgrid

is conceived as a bundle of prosumer that are connected through an informational

infrastructure and act in a coordinated way as a single entity for a determined period

of time. The challenging problem related to the implementation of this concept is

the distributed control of the DERs, mainly due to the stochastic behaviour of the

system and the heterogeneity of the devices involved.

The aim in this chapter is modelling the coordination of dynamic microgrids in the

sense of dynamic coalition formation. Instead of considering centralized architectures

[143], we claim that a dynamic, bottom-up, approximation of optimal configurations

is more effective to ensure flexibility and robustness to the system.

Variable Description Variable Description

A set of agents ai e excess energy profile of a coalition

P set of provider agents σ power loss in a coalition

L set of consumer agents c cost of a coalition

G communication graph ψ target energy profile

Ni set of neighbours for agent ai s state of an agent

E set of edges p probability for coalition initiation

βi energy profile for agent ai ϕ association coefficient

Φ set of constraints x, y cost vectors

S, T coalitions µ, τ thresholds

CS coalition structure u coalition utility

f efficiency k dissipation rate

Pai→aj power exchanged between ai, aj l line length
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3.2 Problem representation

The problem we address in our approach is one where the coalition formation

procedure is projected on an underlying network topology. Moreover, the domain

is non-superadditive , in the sense that gains resulting from forming coalitions are

limited by the actual cost of coalition formation1 and coordination, thus the grand

coalition is seldom the optimal structure. Additionally, the problem is subject to

the dynamism of the environment. In contrast to static coalition formation, dynamic

settings represent a more complex issue since the focus is not merely on analyzing

the coalitional structure, but the main aspect under investigation is how the forma-

tion of the coalitional structure takes place through the players’ interactions and its

adaptability to environmental variations or externalities, which denote the evolution

of the system. The challenge is to develop mechanisms that permit large numbers

of autonomous agents to collectively achieve a desired functionality by permanent

adaptive dynamics. Therefore, it is desirable that the coalition formation process

takes place in a distributed manner, leveraging on the autonomy of the agents, which

spontaneously organize into topologies and functionalities to meet the desired objec-

tives. We believe that in order to solve these issues, the problem must be understood

in the context of self-organization by providing a minimum set of interaction rules

that would lead to an efficient achievement of the underlined desiderata.

Returning to our initial setting, the algorithm we propose is illustrated in the

context of smart energy systems. We set to investigate the integration of renewable

energy resources to the grid in the form of microgrids by means of aggregating the

power generating potential of various devices in a novel way in the context of MAS.

As system designers, we choose to enable the autonomous agents with the basic

coordination primitives, and leave to the agents to self-organize and coordinate as

the situation may demand, in a fully distributed manner.

We model the problem as a dynamic coalition formation procedure with the fol-

lowing formalization:

1For instance, similar scenarios appear when the cost of forming a coalition can be perceived
through the negotiation process and information exchange which incur costs.
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Let M = �A,G, βi, CS,Φ, v� be a multi-agent system where:

• A = {a1, a2, ..., an} represents the set of agents of a given portion of the distri-

bution grid. We assume that each stakeholder that is connected to the grid is

represented by a software agent that manages its corresponding devices (e.g.,

generators, storage devices, intelligent loads).

• G = (A, E) is the underlying communication network denoted as an undirected

graph where the set of vertices is the set of agents and edges are communica-

tion links. Ni represents ai ’s set of neighbours s.t. ∀ai, aj ∈ A, if (ai, aj) ∈
E then ai ∈ Nj and aj ∈ Ni.

• βi is the forecast amount of electricity for the following day associated with

agent ai. If βi > 0, then agent ai is a provider, whilst if βi < 0 then agent ai is a

consumer (or load). Let P ⊆ A denote the set of providers, and L ⊆ A the set

of consumers. In this chapter we assume that an agent is either a provider or a

load, and therefore L∪P = A, L∩P = ∅. We will refer onwards generically, to

an agent belonging to set P as PA, and to an agent belonging to set L as LA.

• A coalition S is a subset S ⊆ A that satisfies the set of constraints Φ = {φ1,φ2}:

φ1 :
�

ai∈Sj

βi > σ(Sj)

φ2 :
�

ai∈Pj

βi ∈ [ψ1,ψ2]

where Pj = P ∩ Sj; ψ1,ψ2 ∈ R+ and

– the excess e(Sj) =
�

ai∈Sj

βi represents the energetic balance within a coali-

tion.

– σ : 2A → R+ specifies for every coalition S ⊆ A the power loss over the

distribution lines inside the coalition.
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– φ1 enforces that each coalition is able to supply electricity to all of its

loads, so that the energetic balance e between generation and consump-

tion remains positive within the coalition, while also accounting for the

power loss in the system given by σ; φ2 prescribes that each coalition must

realise a specific generation profile of electricity that would qualify them

as microgrid, lower and upper bounded by ψ1 and ψ2 respectively.

• c : S → R represents the cost of a coalition, which quantifies the power loss

within coalition S and its deviation from an equilibrated energetic balance where

supply matches demand:

c(S) = σ(S) + |e(S)|

With the assumptions and definitions above, we formulate the coalition formation

problem as follows:

Determine a coalition structure CS∗ = {S1, S2, ..., Sm} from the set of possible

coalition structures CS, representing an exhaustive and disjoint partition of the

set of agents A, such that the total loss of power over the distribution lines is

minimized:

CS∗ = argmin
CS

�

Sj∈CS
c(Sj)

where
m�

j=1

Sj = A, Sj ∩ Sk = ∅, ∀ j �= k

Again, the goal of the coordination problem is obtaining a partitioning of A into

a coalition structure CS∗, where each coalition complies with the set of constraints

Φ and at the same time maximises the social welfare of the system in the sense of

minimizing loss of power over CS∗, without jeopardizing the functionality of any of

the coalitions. We leave aside for now what this trade-off implies and further develop

on this issue in Sections 3.5 and 3.4.
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3.3 MAS-based algorithm for Microgrid formation

The first stage of the process concerns essentially the coalition formation mech-

anism, which itself consists of three phases and which would yield subsystems of

the grid that represent a self-sufficient electrical and informational interconnection of

generation, storage and load devices.

Coalition initiation

Initially, during the coalition formation phase, neighbouring PAs need to coalesce

in order to attain a minimum threshold power that would qualify them as microgrid

(φ2). The actors can assume one of the following states: committed or uncommitted

to a coalition. Function s : A → {committed, uncommitted} returns the status of

one agent. In the beginning, all agents are assumed to be uncommitted. Additionally,

we presume that the agents’ ability to communicate is bounded by topological con-

straints: ai and aj can communicate within the predefined distance ∆; Ni will denote

the set of neighbouring agents for ai. The agent’s decision of collaborating towards

establishing a microgrid is based on aggregating information about agents in its prox-

imity, as well as other domain dependent values such as association coefficients, as will

be further detailed in the following sections. There are numerous possible procedures

for initiating a coalition (e.g. leader election [171]), though in order of placing into

focus our coalition formation mechanism we have chosen a straightforward approach

for accomplishing this task. Thus, those PAs whose energy availability exceeds a

predefined value (ψ∗) are entitled to establish themselves as microgrid initiators and

will do so with a probability p inversely proportional to the number of the agent’s

uncommitted PA neighbours that are also set to do so.

p(aj) = 1− |{ai|ai ∈ Nj,P , s(ai) = uncommitted, β(ai) ≥ ψ∗}|
|{ai|ai ∈ Nj,P , s(ai) = uncommitted}|
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Algorithm 1 Provider Aggregation; Initiator behavior.

for each ai ∈ P do

if β(ai) ≥ ψ∗&& s(ai) = uncommited then
do with probability p

role(ai) = CA

/* coalition expansion proposal */

for each aj ∈ PA&&aj ∈ N(ai)&&s(aj) = uncommitted do
sendProposal(aj)

end

end

/* resolve joining coalition request */

if incomingRequestList!=NULL then

for each aj in incomingRequestList do
List ←− constructOrderedCandidateSet(aj)

end

while e(Si) < ψ2 do
aj = popUp(List)

s(aj) = committed

Si ←− Si ∪ {aj}
e(Si)+ = β(aj)

end

end

end

Provider Aggregation phase

The next stage to be undergone regards the aggregation of providers. The initiator

PA assumes the role of CA (coordinator agent) for the emergent coalition. This pro-

cedure is realized in a self-organizing fashion that iteratively constructs the coalition

structure through a distributed mechanism.
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Algorithm 2 Provider Aggregation; PA behavior.

for each ai ∈ P do

if β(ai) ≥ ψ∗&& s(ai) = uncommited then

if incomingRequestList!=NULL then

for each aj in incomingRequestList do
List ←− constructOrderedCandidateSet(aj);

end

end

/*initiate contact*/

for each aj ∈ N(ai)&&(s(aj) = committed||(role(aj) = CA)) do

if (profile(CA(aj))) then
List ←− constructOrderedCandidateSet(CA(aj));

end

end

sendProposal(popUp(List));

end

end

As an indicator of the degree to which an agents ai impacts the formation of a

coalition S, we introduce the term association coefficient, that quantifies the power

loss incurred by S if ai joins the coalition.

ϕS(ai) = σ(S ∪ {ai})− σ(S) (3.1)

With these considerations in mind, the mechanism proceeds in a Contract Net-

like manner [164] with the following steps, as depicted by the algorithms 1 and 2:

i) CAs send requests to their neighbouring PAs indicating the microgrid profile they

want to realize, in terms of the energetic potential ψ (the constraint φ2 imposed

on the coalition formation process may vary according to the desired feature of the

emerging microgrid); ii) based upon this specifications PAs evaluate the association
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coefficients for joining different CAs and select the one that minimizes ϕ from their

respective candidate set; iii) finally, CAs receive these responses and take the decision

of committing PAs subject to achieving the energetic potential of the coalition and

minimizing the power loss.

In the pseudo-code of the algorithm in table 2 the popUp function extracts and

eliminates from the PA’s list the CA that meets the criteria of being the most ad-

equate candidate. Thus, in case the PA would not have been selected by the CA,

the latter would not remain in the candidate set of the respective PA. To be noted

that the decision of selecting the best candidate is carried without a complete rep-

resentation of the environment, but rather based on local information. This is the

underlying reason for the evolutionary nature of the algorithm that iteratively approx-

imates a solution through refinement steps. It’s worth mentioning that, while CAs

are looking for suitable suppliers of energy, the PAs themselves are pursuing an active

role, ongoing an exploration phase of expanding their candidate set. For instance,

information regarding a coalition obtained from another PA already committed to

that particular coalition could cause the agent to submit a joining request without

being explicitly addressed by the CA. This is meant at increasing the convergence

rate towards emerging coalitions.

Consumer Aggregation phase

Once the microgrid’s energetic potential has been ensured, the only remaining

phase for the coalition formation process requires the aggregation of consumers (LAs),

which operates in a similar manner to the one previously explained. i) LAs proceed

by submitting their forecasted demand to the CAs in their proximity; ii) for each such

request, the CAs calculate the association coefficient that reflects the power loss of

the potential coalition i assuming the joining of the particular LA, while ensuring the

energetic balance of the coalition remains positive iii) LAs will conclude the procedure

by selecting the coalition whose power loss σ is least increased by their commitment.

The decision is unequivocally accepted by the CA since it comes as a response to its

precedent proposal and it is exclusively addressed to the CA. The LAs’ preference for
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acting in this sense is justified by the fact that the utility of the coalition would have

a direct effect on the price of energy being traded within the coalition as well as its

reliability.

Thus, the organization of agents is fundamentally correlated with the associa-

tion network amongst them that emerges from their interactions in superposition to

the topological communication network. The resulting interdependence between the

agents within each coalition strongly impacts the characteristics and outcome of the

procedure.

3.4 Experimental results

In this section we first evaluate our mechanism for a restricted scenario, consid-

ering a small agent population. The problem of generating a coalition structure op-

timally is a computationally intense one, as the sheer number of combinations makes

exhaustive search impossible as the number of agents increases (e.g. computing the

optimal CS for 20 agents requires around 3.4 × 109 operations). This demonstrates

the applicability and advantages of our domain-driven heuristic method. In the first

scenario we consider a small-scale setting such that we can provide an empirical com-

parison to the optimal solution, which is however inappropriate in real-world cases.

The experiments presented in the second part focus on a large-scale scenario and

aim at understanding how the underlying interaction topologies are able to foster, or

else hinder, the organizational efficiency of our proposed multiagent model. We are

interested in determining the effects of the communication structure on the system’s

behavior at large, in order for exploiting the network configurations to achieve certain

goals.

We initially run our experiments for a population of |A| = 15 agents (|P| = 5

and |L| = 10). The energy profiles of consumers are uniformly distributed with β ∈
[10, 40]kWh, while for producers we assume DER generators with β ∈ [30, 70]kWh.

We generate synthetic topologies to resemble statistical properties of real power grids.

A topology represents in fact a graph where nodes denote agents and edges are the

transmission lines. Particularly, we use the findings in [63] to generate topologies
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Figure 3.1: Percentage gain of our approach against optimal

that preserve the probability for node degree as in the IEEE 300 bus network. The

lines’ length are uniformly distributed with l ∈ [5, 25]km. For the sake of simplicity

we consider the following power loss approximation:

σ({ai, aj}) = k · l(ai, aj) · Pai→aj , where ai ∈ P , aj ∈ L (3.2)

such that the power loss σ between agents ai and aj is proportional to the amount of

power exchanged Pai→aj and the line length l between them, according to the dissipa-

tion rate k. An interesting aspect is how the communication between agents occurs.

For now we will assume PLC communication through the existing power line commu-

nication infrastructure. This mean that the communication graph G has essentially

the same structure as the topology. We report result averaged over 100 topologies.

Figure 3.1 gives the relative percent gain obtained comparing the performance of our

approach to the optimal solution as a function of the dissipation rate k, which yields

an average worst-case result of 78%, while attaining a maximum 83% gain.

Secondly, we are concerned with the sensitivity of the coalition formation process

with regard to the communication network between agents and provide three different

network models. For our experiments we have chosen to set aside from the less realistic
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of performance over time of different communication network

configurations

scenarios of regular networks and rather consider complex topologies of non-trivial

connectivity patterns. As underlying topologies for our MAS we have focused on

random graphs, small-world networks and scale-free networks. The choice for these

particular configurations was justified by their proliferation in real-world, as well as

in agent-based scenarios [19, 22]. In order to perform a relevant comparison between

these classes of networks we have considered the same average connectivity per node

equal to 4.

For generating the random graph structure we have used the model proposed in

[41], where undirected edges are placed randomly between a fixed number of vertices,

resulting in a network where each possible edge is present with equal probability. The

second class under investigation addresses networks exhibiting the small-world effect.

Basically, this means that the mean geodesic distance2 scales logarithmically or slower

with network size for fixed mean degree. Thus, such graphs are highly clustered and

have small geodesic distance. We have implemented the model introduced by Watts

2Shortest path through the network from one vertex to another
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and Strogatz [187], which is capable of obtaining small-world networks by applying

the least amount of reconnecting transformations to regular graphs. The last category

of networks considered are scale-free architectures, which are essentially characterized

by the existence in the network of few nodes with many links. According to Barabasi,

Albert and Jeong [4], constructing such topologies can be achieved by growing the

network by means of preferential attachment to already existing nodes, proportional

to their current degrees. It is important to say that this model generates a scale-free

network that does not have the small-world property.

With the purpose of studying how the communication structure will affect the

behavior of the system, we use as a measure of efficiency the percentage of agents

that have committed to joining coalitions within a pre-set time frame:

f =
|{ai|ai ∈ A, s(ai) = committed}|

|A| (3.3)

More precisely we simulate a system comprising 100 agents throughout a maxi-

mum of 30 rounds of interaction, according to the scheme proposed in Section 3.3.

The energetic capacity for the microgrid is assumed at an average of 1MW (small-

scale). For these experiments we have considered commercially available residential

DERs of 5 capacity classes (in kW) varying uniformly over the set 50, 100, 150, 200

and 250. The results presented have been obtained by averaging over 20 realizations.

The system proves to reach a stable organization in a short number of steps by ap-

plying the scheme proposed for all the topologies analyzed. However, in term of the

efficiency metric abovementioned, there appears to be notable differences.

To begin with, one can observe from Figure 3.2 that the random graph topology

is outperformed by both scale-free and small-world networks. In contrast, the small-

world configuration is the one that dominates, exhibiting a significant improvement

of approximately 15% over random networks and slightly under 10% over large-scale

networks. Besides, it is the only complex network that is able to reach an efficiency

of above 90%. This is intuitively reasonable according to the intrinsic properties of

such networks, which enable rapid spread of information due to its short geodesic

distance and high clusterization. Therefore, dynamical processes are facilitated, as
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quick communication can be provided between distant parts of the system.

Scale-free networks appear to be an intermediate solution, as they outperform

random graphs while being surpassed by small-world networks. In spite of this, it

presents a functional advantage as opposed to the other ones if we take into account

how the topology affects the robustness and stability of the system. Scale-free net-

works exhibit resilience to random failures because of the existence of a few number

of hubs. On one hand this implies that in the event of a node failure, there is a

high probability that the node has a small degree and such, its removal would have a

little effect on the functioning of the system at large. Furthermore, while most nodes

have a low degree, they happen to lie on few paths that connect other nodes and

so, their removal does not affect drastically the overall communication. On the other

hand though, deliberate attacks could cause significant vulnerability to the system.

Moreover, the experiments indicate that scale-free networks are able of attaining a

significantly higher efficiency during the first iteration steps in comparison to the

other configurations considered. This is obviously an important aspect in case a good

solution needs to be reached in a bounded amount of time.

Thus, results suggest that small-world configurations primarily and scale-free net-

works represent the best choices for an underlying communication topology for our

MAS scenario. As the experiments have shown, the choice for a particular configura-

tion needs though to take into account several trade-offs, according to the prioritiza-

tion of the system’s performance criteria.

Along these lines, we extend our model in the following section with an inter-

coalition self-adaptation mechanism that enables for a reorganization of the coalitions

in order to assure an enhanced coordination, required by the transient nature of the

environment.

3.5 Coalitional mechanism for Microgrid self-adaptation

The mechanism presented hereafter proposes an organizational design for man-

aging the smart grid actors, that operates at the level of the electricity distribution

network. Namely, the foremost issue we address in this section regards the notion of
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stability that a system of a given random coalition structure is capable to achieve,

given the dynamism of the environment. This represents an adaptive process, pro-

viding much needed flexibility and functional scalability.

The mechanism proceeds as follows and is synthesized in Algorithm 3. Each coali-

tion designates a coordinator agent (CA) which shall be performing the inter-coalition

negotiations. There are numerous possible procedures for leader election [171], though

in order of placing into focus our mechanism we have chosen a straightforward ap-

proach of assigning this role for each coalition to the PA with the highest value of

β.

We note in advance that the process executes asynchronously and in parallel for

all agents. Communication amongst agents assumes the use of time-outs by means of

which agents place upper bounds, specifying the amount of time allocated for receiv-

ing a reply. In case no reply is received in due time, the particular agent is simply

disregarded from being considered as a candidate for coalition reorganization. Here

coalition adaptation is achieved in a self-organizing fashion by opportunistic aggre-

gation of agents, while maximizing coalitional benefits by means of taking advantage

of local network resources.

As it had been described in Section 3.2, all agents ai submit on a daily basis their

forecasted profile βi, which typically does not differ exceedingly from their previous

one. Nevertheless these cumulative variations might entail a reorganization of the

coalition structure CS for the following forcasted period in order to assure enhanced

coordination at the coalition level. Therefore, consequent to calculating the cost c

of the coalition given the existing LAs and PAs comprising it, it is to be determined

the PA actors that would qualify to be signed-off, or the profile of the actors that

would be eligible to be signed-in to the coalition. Interconnected coalitions should

incorporate a control mechanism for achieving a basic energy optimization for the

entire system via a close coordination with neighbouring coalitions. Otherwise, the

security and stability of the main grid could be threatened severely. The mechanism

is in such a way designed that it proves to be consistent with our proposed solution

concept introduced hereafter.

Thus, the problem we are facing in open organizations requires a modification of
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the coalition structure due to the variations occurring within the system. With these

considerations in mind we seek a notion of equilibrium and a corresponding negotia-

tion scheme, which allows for a reorganization of the coalition structure. Furthermore,

the solution concept should reflect the decentralization outlook of our scenario, while

minimizing the structural adaptations by providing a minimum set of interaction rules

in order of attaining the desired stability properties amongst negotiating agents.

Algorithm 3 Adaptation Algorithm. CA behavior.
t

if ai ∈ P & β(ai) > β(aj), ∀aj ∈ S, i �= j then
Set role(ai) = CA

\\ construct objection

ak = argmina∈S ϕS(a)

for each T ∈ NS do
Send (Objection(ak), T)

end

\\ resolve response

Extract(acceptList,incomingRespList);Sort(acceptList)

ak = popUp(acceptList)

S ←− S\{ak} ; Send(�ack�, T)

\\ resolve objection

for each Obj(ak) ∈ Sort(incomingObjList) do

if ∃ counterObj to Obj then
Send (CounterObj, T)

end

else
Send(�accept�, T) ; S ←− S ∪ {ak}

end

end

end
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The solution we propose here is inspired by game-theoretic approaches on issues

of stability and negotiation. For further considerations on notions of stability, their

strength, limitations and interrelations we refer the reader to [126]. In our scenario, of

utmost importance is the agents’ capability to coordinate and reorganize into groups

or coalitions within dynamic environments. Moreover, we advocate for reorienting

game-theory to accommodate situations where coordination is a more likely descriptor

of the game rather than simply self-interested settings. As it is emphasized in [126],

an equivalent formulation for solution concepts can be in interpreted in terms of

objections and counter-objections.

More formally, given a coalition structure CS = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} we denote by

x = {c(S1), c(S2), . . . , c(Sm)} the associated cost vector. We define our negotiation

scheme as follows:

• (S, y) is an objection of coalition S to x against coalition T if S excludes i and

c (S ∪ {i}) > c (S)

• coalition T counteracts to the objection of coalition S against accepting player

i if c (T ∪ {i}) /c (T ) > 1 + µ or c (T ∪ {i}) + c (S) > c (T ) + c (S ∪ {i})− τ .

The objection (S, y) may be interpreted as an argument of coalition S for excluding

i resulting in cost vector y where its cost is being decreased. Our solution models

situations where such objections cause unstable outcomes only if coalition T to which

the objection has been addressed fails to counterobject by asserting that S ’s demand

is not justified since T ’s cost under y by accepting i would be larger than it was

under x. Such a response would have hold if we simply presumed players to be

self-interested and not mind the social welfare of the system. If on the contrary,

players are concerned with the overall efficiency of the system, they would consider

accepting the greater sacrifice of y in comparison to x only if this would account for

an improvement of S that exceeds the deterioration of T ’s performance by at least the

margin τ . Thus, τ is the threshold gain required in order for justifying the deviation,

whereas µ represents S ’s tolerance to suboptimal gains.

Recalling our microgrid scenario, it becomes imperative, as system designers, to
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endow the system with the possibility for relaxing standards of their individual per-

formance in the interest of the social welfare. Our proposed mechanisms, thus aims at

assessing how and to what extent this may be achieved in order to satisfy the desired

system functionalities. We further elaborate on this matter in Section 3.6 based on

the experiments performed.

For applying this solution concept to our setting, we additionally need to take

into account the underlying topology and thus restrain the inter-coalition negotiation

to the given network structure (representing a particularization of the more generic

outline presented so far).

Thus, each coalition perceives a local solution with respect to its neighbourhood.

Accordingly, from coalition Si’s local view point at iteration l the local solution is:

CS i(l) = {Si1, Si2, ..., Sik} , Sik ∈ NSi

A potential argument of one coalition would trigger reactions in its vicinity and so,

coalitions need to make local adaptive decisions. Therefore, the system is able to

determine the most appropriate organizational structure at run-time in the absence

of a central controller and in a scalable manner.

When multiple objections are being addressed to one coalition, its decision of con-

sidering one would be based on the criteria of maximizing parameter τ , while mini-

mizing parameter µ. The distribution of PA agents amongst microgrids is repeated

until there are no neighbour microgrids that would gain a lower cost value in terms

of the interaction scheme described. Also worth remembering is that the procedure is

ought to occur with the domain dependent constraints, that impose maintaining the

profile of the coalition within certain limits (see Section 3.2). Finally, we stress that

the aim for our proposed scheme is intended towards an open-ended organizational

adaptation concerned with achieving stable configurations in dynamic environments

where one-shot optimization procedure are inapplicable.
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Figure 3.3: Social welfare of the system in number of steps. a) normal behavior ;

b)induced variations

3.6 Experimental results

In this section we focus on emphasizing the results attained during the inter-

coalition interaction phase, based upon the solution concept introduced and pro-

jected on arbitrary grid configurations. We use hereafter the notion of a coalition

interchangingly with the term microgrid. We simulate a system comprising of up

to 1000 coalitions deployed in arbitrary topological configurations, which have been

generated according to the same considerations discussed in Section 3.4 The energetic

capacity for the microgrid is assumed at an average of 6MW (small-scale microgrid).

The simulations assume daily variations for the generated energy of each coalition,

bounded to an extent of at most 20%. For these experiments we have considered

commercially available residential DERs of 3 capacity classes uniformly distributed

over the values 15, 20 and 25 (kW). We presume the distribution of DERs in the grid

capable of matching the overall consumers’ demand. The results presented have been

obtained by averaging over 20 realisations (statistically significant for reducing the

results’ variance below 1%).

To begin with, we first evaluate the performance of our algorithm attained through
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the negotiation scheme introduced. Given the cooperative scenario reflected by our

chosen solution concept we have set aside from the Pareto optimal instance3 where

self-interested agents agree to participate in a trade if and only if the contract increases

the agent’s immediate utility. This basic type of negotiations alone, outside the smart

grid domain, has been proved to reach a local optima, with higher social welfare than

others [6].

Alternatively, our chosen scheme for negotiation is primarily aimed at increasing

the social welfare of the system and thus, avoiding some of the imbalances that could

occur otherwise at the coalition level and which would severely affect the microgrid

in our scenario. Such a situation would have corresponded to the undesired case of a

microgrid unable to assure an acceptable match of supply with demand. In doing so,

the mechanism proposed herein is able to improve on the quality of the local optima

reached, while still employing a straightforward self-organizing scheme that avoids

an otherwise exponential lookahead. The negotiation is based on the actor’s local

perspective, not assuming the configuration of the other coalitions to be known. The

experiments performed reveal that the procedure leads to a local optimum rapidly, to

a higher average social welfare and even more importantly, decreases the occurrence

of coalitions far from equilibrium.

Figure 3.3 points out the average percent increase in social welfare, that the system

manages to attain from an initial state to a stable one, achieved during the course

of the adaptation phase, against the optimal allocation of DERs in the system. The

system proves to reach a stable organization in approximately 50 steps by agreeing on

reassigning DERs between coalitions according to the scheme proposed. As the graph

in Figure 3.3a illustrates, a stable configuration of the system is abruptly reached,

meaning that the agreements realized earlier improve the social welfare more than the

ones performed later. Furthermore, the solution applied is an anytime algorithm that

achieves a monotonic improvement of the global (social) welfare of the system, which

can thus only improve at each time step. This is obviously an important aspect when

the best solution needs to be reached in a bounded amount of time. Hence we comply

3Represented in the graphs as the individualistic approach
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with our objective of converging abruptly to an efficient and stable configuration of

the system.

Transferring agents individually between coalitions as opposed to bundles of ac-

tors, although more time consuming, avoids a known outcome, that of concentrating

the agents among only a few coalitions [6]. Single transfers have been shown to have

the tendency of diffusing the spread of actors into more evenly configurations. This

is clearly a desired state for our organization structure. Another important aspect

achieved as a result of this is as well, performing a minimization of the structural

adaptation required.

Moreover, the organizational model proposed proves to be able to operate in

open environments and dynamically stabilize the system while actors are being added

or removed to the system. In fact its adaptable features leverage on the inherent

variations in the system permitting it to escape local optima. In Figure 3.3b we plot

a less usual instance, where the system undergoes considerable variations during the

adaptation phase, as some of the actors of the coalitions are removed (possibly due

to failures) and some have joined the system. We consider a rather extreme situation

where the proportion of coalitions that experience such modifications is considered

at 30%, while within each coalition up to 10% of the actors have been disconnected

or alternatively, have been appended to the system. The system demonstrates a

capability to reorganize and reach a stationary configuration as the spikes injected

into the system are flattened in a small number of steps.

We have evaluated the performance of a coalition in terms of the incurred cost. An

analogous way to think about the performance of a coalition is in terms of its relative

utility, which we define in Equation 3.4. In other words, the utility of coalition S

represents the percentual performance of S with regard to cost, relative to the best

and worst performing coalitions in CS.

u(S) =

�
1− c(S)

maxSj∈CS c(Sj)−minSi∈CS c(Si)

�
· 100 (3.4)

Subsequently we perform a series of experiments to draw more insight to the solu-

tion concept introduced. On one hand, our negotiation scheme implies that deviations
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Figure 3.4: Histogram representation for the utilities of the coalitions

would only occur if a certain minimum gain τ has been achieved. On the other hand,

the extent to which a coalition is willing to decrease its efficiency in detriment of the

gain in social welfare is represented by a satisfactory parameter µ. This represents

in effect a percentage, which defines what an acceptable performance would be and

how tolerant is one coalition towards suboptimal performance. For our simulations

we chose an initial value of 0.4 and considered a homogeneous population of actors in

the system. Although this does not make the objective of our scenario, heterogeneity

amongst the actors involved may as well be introduced.

Following, we analyzed the implications of the dependency on this parameter for a

better understanding of its functionality. Thus, we have analyzed the stationary states

the system falls into as a function of µ. For large values of µ, meaning that coalitions

are willing to significantly decrease their utility with respect to the improvement of the

global welfare of the system, we encountered an expected global increase in utility,

but a considerable variation in the allocation of utilities in the system. Instead,

when only lower decrease in performance is accepted by each coalition the results

obtained are plotted in Figure 3.4. The diagrams of Figure 3.4 illustrate a histogram

representation of the coalitions’ utilities discretised in increasing order of their worth.

It can be seen that a 20% increase of µ reduced significantly the number of coalitions
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operating at high utility denoted by the first column of the histogram, while the

number of coalitions operating at lower levels of utility has been increased. The

results emphasized that the best performance4 of the system, in terms not only of

social welfare but also relative to the distribution of utilities over CS, was obtained for

values of µ in the vicinity of 0.2 . Somewhat surprisingly, what the experiments show

is that being willing to accept lower efficiencies in the benefit of the global performance

is only advantageous to a certain extent. In actuality, there is a trade-off to be taken

into account. Although the overall system utility increases, the ratio between the

number of coalitions with low utility and those with high utility is increasing as well.

So, for assessing the performance of the system not only should we be interested in

the global utility, but also in having a uniform distribution of high utilities for the

majority of the coalitions.

3.7 Discussion

In the following we give a brief review on related approaches, positioning our

mechanism in the context of teamwork in agent organizations and more precisely,

along the problem of structuring a set of individuals as a team of cooperative agents

that pursue an institutional goal.

An important body of work has been devoted to the question of how to best

partition a group of agents (in non-superadditive domains), which is essentially a

combinatorial problem with an exponential search space [160]. The proposed solutions

can be analysed according to different attributes of the solution method, such as

optimality, centralisation and dynamism.

A first class of algorithms are those that are run centrally by an omniscient agent

that tries to find an optimal solution, or at least a solution that is bounded from

4In our acceptation of best performance we restrict the results to a number of threshold values. In
terms of utility distribution, namely we would like the number of coalitions pertained by the highest
utility class(last column of Figure 3.4) to represent a minimum of 50% of all coalitions, while the
remaining classes to be below the limit of 10%. Moreover what we have achieved is to maintain the
inferior fraction of lower utility classes, each below 5% of the total number of coalitions. In terms
of average percent increase in social welfare we impose an 80% improvement.
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optimal. As a subclass, a common practice is that of employing dynamic programming

solutions [153]. The complexity of such algorithms, although significantly better than

an exhaustive enumeration of all coalition structures, is prohibitive in the number of

agents, being usually suitable for situations of at most 20 agents. The second subclass

of this category of algorithms is built upon interpreting the problem in the sense

of a coalition structure graph, introduced by Sandholm in [155]. Extensions of this

approach consider different pruning techniques in order to establish solutions bounded

from optimal, such as the one proposed in [31]. For instance, using this algorithm one

may compute a faster solution when smaller bounds are desirable. Still, this type of

algorithms remain severely prohibitive in terms of scalability. Same is the case for the

state-of-the-art algorithm [145], which divides the search space into partitions based

on integer partition and performs branch and bound search.

The second class of algorithms are oriented towards providing solutions rapidly,

however not guaranteeing optimality, nor worst-case bounds for the solution. This

type of algorithms is known to be scalable and more applicable to real-world sce-

narios. Amongst them we mention several notable efforts employing, genetic al-

gorithms [160], swarm optimization [195] or constraint satisfaction techniques [16].

However, the limitation of these algorithms lies in that they represent a centralized,

one-shot optimization procedure.

Thirdly, we identify the class of decentralized and dynamic methods. Here, quite

the opposite, considering a multi-agent environment, it is desirable that computing

the solution could be achieved in a decentralized manner, based on the agents’ local

utility computations, that seek to find feasible coalition structures through series of

negotiations. Decentralized solutions are especially suitable for scenarios where coali-

tions have to adapt their structure due to the dynamic nature of the environment.

Along these lines, Klusch et al. introduced in [83] a distributed and completely decen-

tralized process for coalition formation, able of operating in open systems. Another

relevant instance of such algorithms is the one proposed by Apt et al in [8], though

limiting, in the sense of allowing transformations only to make use of simple split and

merge rules. A satisfying coalition formation algorithms is proposed in [165]. Here,

agents have an incomplete view of the world, time and computational constraints,
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the coalition formation goal being one of meeting minimum requirements rather than

achieving maximum performance. The algorithms aim to cope with the dynamism

of the system by engaging in opportunistic negotiations and of high-risk, while the

success of the formation of coalitions cannot be guaranteed.

In this chapter, we have modelled the domain-dependent constraints posed by

the electricity domain and propose a coordination mechanism that falls in the third

category of coalition formation solutions designed for dynamic environments.

As a proof of concept, our work has introduced a dynamic coalition-based model

deployed in distributed environments of negotiating agents. The adaptation mech-

anism introduced performs an open-ended adaptation of groups of organizational

agents, converging towards stable configurations. In particular, we have highlighted

the applicability of this approach through the design of a distributed adaptive scheme

for the problem of microgrid configuration. This process resulted in partitions of the

grid that would be able to commit to a steady and robust generation profile requiring

less or no energy from traditional power plants.

In terms of a full-fledged operational deployment of this solution in a real setting,

complementary techniques that enable to incorporate the electrical features of the

power system in a more factual form, such as load-flow computation analyses, that

verifies for contingencies and maintain the system within its operational limits, need

to be considered. Also, taking into account that at present the proliferation of DERs

in the grid is still yet to achieve an adequate level, an interesting future line of

work would be to address, at a more granular level, the most suitable techniques for

efficiently deploying such devices throughout the topology of the grid.



Chapter 4

Coordination Mechanisms for

Virtual Power Plants

It is the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too), those who

learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.

— Charles Darwin —

In this Chapter we tackle the implications of an increasing embedded generation in

the grid. We start off by addressing the organizational models that may emerge from

an ecosystem comprised of a mixed bag of distributed energy generation facilities,

in Section 4.1. We evaluate the economic viability of VPPs, which take the form of

energy aggregators bringing together a portfolio of smaller generators and operating

them as a unified and flexible resource on the day-ahead energy market or selling

their power as system reserve. Secondly, in Section 4.2 we look closely into mech-

anisms capable to couple and co-optimize energy resources in real-time in order to

accommodate a given load shape, facilitating the orderly integration of intermittent

renewable resources into the grid’s operations.
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4.1 An Investigation of Cooperation in Smart Grids

In this Section we study the phenomenon of evolution of cooperation in the elec-

tricity domain, where self-interested agents representing distributed energy resources

(DERs) strategize for maximizing payoff. From the system’s viewpoint cooperation

represents a solution capable to cope with the increasing complexity, generated by the

introduction of DERs to the grid. The problem domain is modelled from a multi-agent

system high-level perspective. We report on experiments with this model, giving the

underlying understanding for the emergent behavior, in order to determine if and

under what conditions such a collaborative behavior would hold. Finally we suggest

how insights from this model can inspire mechanisms to instill cooperation as the

dominant strategy.

Conventional methods for energy generation, transmission and distribution are

about to experience a radical change. This is on one hand due to the ever increas-

ing demand in energy consumption (e.g. electric vehicles) and secondly, due to the

proliferation of distributed generators (e.g. renewable energy) to be connected to the

grid. Current power networks will no longer be able to provide the required level of

reliability and robustness and thus there is a need for a more flexible connection and

management of the system.

Various approaches for the advent of agent technologies to this domain have been

proposed thus far, that range from micro-grid architectures [61, 104], demand-side

management [57, 174] and micro-storage solutions [184] to plug-in hybrid vehicles

coordination [77]. The benefits of applying the multi-agent systems paradigm as an

approach for distributed control of the Grid entails primarily: autonomy, scalability,

flexibility, extensibility, fault tolerance and reduced maintenance [104]. The actors

existing in the grid (i.e. consumer loads, distributed generators) represent different

owners with particular user behaviors, hence deploying an agent-based distributed

control over the system becomes highly suitable for this scenario. Moreover, decen-

tralization increases the system’s reliability in case of failures, enables local adapt-

ability to dynamic situations at runtime and allows coordination as opposed to the

more complex task of centralised management.
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The outline for the rest of this Section is as follows. Section 4.1.1 describes the

agent-based framework used for modelling the problem domain. Then, in Section 4.1.2

we discuss implementation details and outline a series of experiments that exhibit the

phenomenon of emergent cooperation.

4.1.1 Agent-based Model

Given that the penetration of distributed energy resources is expected to increase

significantly [122], integrating these devices to the grid poses difficult challenges. As

a solution for reducing the complexity of managing the system at large, the aggrega-

tion of DERs as virtual power plants has been proposed. A VPP is conceived as a

bundle of distributed energy generators that are connected through an informational

infrastructure and act in a coordinated way as a single entity, being represented as

one resource to the system operator. Generally, they represent renewable energy re-

sources such as wind or solar power, which accounts for high variability depending on

environmental conditions. We conceive an economic encounter where we synthesize

the main decision factors that influence the way DER devices are operated in relation

to today’s market structures and regulations in place. Our goal is to draw an under-

standing about what an efficient administration of resources means under different

regimes of the system which are detailed hereafter.

Now, considering the distributed nature of DERs and their selfishly driven behav-

ior it comes natural representing them as autonomous agents interacting in an open

an highly dynamic environment. Also, we consider agents to be controlling identical

DERs in terms of their capacity profile. Agents are thus interested in maximizing the

payoff obtained by selling their available energy. There are several day-ahead power

markets where agents may choose to bid: (i) Baseload Power Market : typically this

power is currently provided by large-scale power plants round-the-clock and at low

costs per kWh; (ii) Peak Power Market : this represents the additional power neces-

sary during high-demand intervals of time; (iii) Spinning Reserves Market : designed

for ensuring the reliability of the grid in case of transmission line failures or similar

contingencies, in practice they are rarely used but are being payed for the duration
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they are available; (iv) Regulation Markets : required in order to regulate the fre-

quency and voltage in the grid, must be capable to respond to frequent real-time

signals from the grid operator.

Taking into account the profile of DERs, in our model we consider for the agents

the options of participating in the either the Baseload or Peak Power Market, re-

flecting two opposing strategies, which denote exposure to risk. There is clearly an

uncertainty regarding energy availability for the following forecasted day. On one

hand selecting to bid in the Baseload Market ensures a lower profit (lower kWh

rates) regardless of the amount of energy provided, whilst the Peak Power Market

would guarantee higher profits (during high-demand intervals) given sufficient energy

availability. Thus, the former option represents risk-aversion, as the latter denotes a

risk-seeking behavior.

Secondly, agents need to decide whether they prefer cooperation, which takes

the form of a VPP, where agents reallocate energy in order to mitigate day-ahead

predictions and fulfil bids such that the payoff of the VPP is maximized or rather,

choose a non-cooperative behavior, where the agent’s payoff depends solely on its own

choice with regard to risk.

Therefore, essentially we modelled a game where the action space for each agent

is a two dimensional binary state space A = s1 × s2, characterizing willingness to

cooperate as the strategy set s1 = {cooperate(1), defect(-1)} and aversion to risk by

s2 = {risk-seeking(1), risk-averse(-1)}. Moreover, the stochastic and dynamic nature

of the system is due to the uncertainty of available energy and the varying number

of agents participating in the system at each iteration of the game, respectively.

Specifically, the n-player game proceeds in rounds, each consisting of three phases:

(i) the game playing phase, where agents commit to a particular choice of strategies

• s1: bid for the Baseload or Peak Power Market

• s2: participate in VPP or act alone in the market

(ii) output of the game, where payoffs are computed for each agent based on their

particular choice of strategies and the actual amount of energy available (θ)
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(iii) the strategy update phase, where based on the result agents may change their

choices for the next round

Now, assuming our previous considerations about participation in different energy

markets, we represent the agents’ payoff as a function of the energy that the agents

are able to provide, which is in turn the stochastic variable of the system θ. The

availability of the energy provide through renewable resources fluctuates randomly in

time and is denoted here by θ. Recall that for simplicity we assume in our model

all agents to be controlling identical DER devices, meaning all agents will have the

same amount of energy available. Specifically, by adopting a risk-averse strategy the

energy unit price p (refered in terms of kWh rates) is moderate, however the payoff is

received regardless of the amount of energy available: R = p · θ. On the contrary, a

risk-seeking strategy would return a considerably higher payoff in case of high energy

availability but, a significantly lower one otherwise.

R =

�
2 · p · θ if θ ≥ κ
0 if θ < κ

The payoff functions for the two strategies are defined to approximate current

pricing conditions in the renewable energy sector, representing a close-to-flat rate for

the former strategy, as for the latter generating twice the profit for large values of θ

and close to zero otherwise.

Moreover the choice over strategy s1 influences the agents’ payoff in the following

way. If they choose not to cooperate their payoff depends solely on their choice over

strategy s2. If they select to cooperate as VPP, all agents adopting the cooperative

strategy will pull together the total amount of energy available and redistribute it in

a way to cover the most profitable bids that the agents in the VPP have committed

to.

Choices are modelled probabilistically, each agent is characterised at each time-

step by two probabilities. Let P1 represent for each agent the probability for choosing

cooperation, whilst the complementary probability corresponds to defecting. Simi-

larly, we associate P2 with the probability of risk-seeking behavior and 1 − P2 with

risk-aversion. The update rule computes new probabilities for the next iteration for
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of the number of agents with respect to their strategy space

for θ with µ=5.

each agent ai of the set of all agents N based upon previous round results, by applying

a satisfying gradient ascent rule:

P t+1
i ← P t

i + α · sti · (Rt(Āai)/ argmaxaj∈NRt(Āaj)− ε)

where P t
i is the current probability associated with strategy si; P t+1

i is the probability

associated with strategy si for the following iteration; α represents the learning rate;

Rt(Āaj) is the payoff of agent aj at iteration t corresponding to its chosen strategy

set Āaj . Intuitively, the probability of a particular strategy is updated according

to the percent payoff difference between the agent’s current strategy and the best

performing strategy in the system, minus the margin acceptability ε. Parameter ε

represents the trade-off between the payoff difference and the probability to switch.

4.1.2 Simulation Results

Complete Information Games

The purpose of our experiments is analysing the conditions under which there is

evolution of cooperation for our domain specific setting and understand whether the
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Figure 4.2: Payoffs as a function of variable energy availability θ and number of agents

in the system.

system-level goals and those of our selfishly driven agent population align or on the

contrary, they are conflicting.

We start under the assumption of complete information, where all aspects of the

game are considered common knowledge for all players and the payoffs of the other

agents are directly observable. We simulated a system consisting of a population of

at most 100 agents. The initial probabilities, based on which agents are determining

their strategies are allocated randomly with uniform probability, while the learning

rate is set to α = 0.01 and ε = 0.5. The variability of the environment is represented

as the stochastic value θ, which determines the amount of energy available for each

agent. At each iteration, the value for θ(t) is generated randomly from a normal

distribution D(µ, σ). The mean value µ is kept fixed for each realization of the game,

while σ = 1. The simulation then proceeds for each round according with the three

phases previously described in Section 4.1.1.
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What the experiments show is that for each mean value of θ the system converges

to stable configurations, in terms of the ratios with which strategies are selected.

Convergence is reached in approximately 20 rounds. Figure 4.1 highlights for a popu-

lation of 100 agents and a particular mean value of θ the fraction of agents that have

selected to cooperate and for those that have defected, their strategy regarding risk.

We take this last stationary state of the system as the final result. Following, we plot

this data in Figure 4.2, representing agents’ payoff as a function of θ, by averaging

each data point over 1000 runs.

It appears that a cooperative strategy yields the highest payoff for the agents in a

situation where neither a risk-seeking nor a risk-averse strategy is clearly dominant.

Thus, in case of uncertainty cooperation proves to be the optimal choice, accounting

for a minimization of risk. However, when there is a higher level of certainty with

regard to strategy s2 for selecting a suitable energy market, defecting outperforms

cooperation. The underlying reason for this counter-intuitive result is the fact that

the reallocation of energy between cooperative agents produces also better results

for the agents with an incorrect choice for strategy s2, than would defecting. This

misguided feedback is causing them to react suboptimal, and thus, in detriment of the

cooperative VPP at large. In comparison defecting agents show better adaptability.

Moreover, we take into account a scenario where the number of agents is varying.

In Figure 4.2 the y-axis shows how the number of agents is influencing the outcome of

the game. Consistent with the abovementioned explanation, in conditions of higher

certainty about risk, a lesser number of cooperating agents are capable to better adapt

their strategies, rather than a larger coalition. Therefore we can conclude that the

limitation of the number of cooperating agents proves here to represent a solution for

promoting cooperation as a dominant strategy. This would allow for members of a

coalition to better respond to variations and adapt their respective strategies, while

maintaining a dynamic equilibrium with the environmental changes.
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Limited Information Environments

In this section we set to investigate the emergence of cooperation for games played

with limited information, wherein the global knowledge assumption of observable

payoffs for all players (as opposed to complete information games, see Section 4.1.2)

does no longer hold.

Thus, we consider the agents representing DERs deployed over a spatial distribu-

tion and restrict observability to their vicinity. Formally, agents are connected via

an underlying network G = (V , E), denoted as an undirected graph, where the set of

vertices V is the set of agents and edges E are the set of links in G, which connect

the agents in V . An agent ai may only directly observe agent aj’s payoff if they are

neighbours. Nai represents the set of ai’s neighbours, i.e. Nai = {aj|(ai, aj) ∈ E} ⊂ V .
For generating the random graph structure we have used the model proposed in

[41], where undirected edges are placed randomly between a fixed number of vertices,

resulting in a network where each possible edge is present with equal probability

p. Similarly to our previous experimental setting, we consider a population of n

= 100 agents. We set p = log(n)/n to ensure the graph connectedness and an

average connectivity per node equal to 4, corresponding to topological configurations

for generic meshed suburban network models1.

Strategy Selection and Convergence.

The strategy selection rule determines which strategy to play from the agent’s

strategy space. Considering the given limited information scenario, we use the fol-

lowing types of strategy selection rules2:

To maintain normalization, these two probabilities will be restrained to the interval

[0; 1], meaning that they will be set to 0 or 1 when they grow beyond these limits.

• The gradient ascent strategy rule performs an identical estimation to the one

1Identified as the most suitable setting for the deployment of medium-scale VPPs, thus the
particular spatial distribution considered.

2Note that probabilities are restrained to the interval [0, 1] by setting their value to 0 or 1
accordingly in case they exceed this bound.
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detailed in Section 4.1.1, revising its strategy selection probabilities Pi according

to the reward gradient, with one important difference. Namely, each agent can

only perceive the local highest payoff in its vicinity, as opposed to the global

highest payoff in the system:

P t+1
i ← P t

i + α · sti · (Rt(Āai)/ argmax
aj∈Nai

Rt(Āaj)− ε)

• Win-stay, lose-shift rule [120] maintains the current strategy selection proba-

bilities only if the current payoff is at least as high as in the previous iteration

round. Otherwise, revises Pi proportional to the difference of its current and

last payoff:

∆Rt = Rt −Rt−1; P t+1
i ← P t

i + α · sti ·∆Rt

This approach is highly suitable for limited information environments as it only

requires keeping track of short-term previous payoffs.

• Imitate best strategy rule [7] identifies the agent with the highest payoff in its

neighbourhood and adopts the same probabilities for strategy selection.

P t+1
i (ai) ← P t

i (aj), where Rt−1(Āaj) = argmax
ak∈Nai

Rt−1(Āak)

• Regret minimization strategy rule [157] consists of playing the strategy that

minimizes the average overall regret.

LT
i (k) =

1
T

T�
t=1

(argmax
aj∈Nai

Rt(Āaj)−Rt(Āai))

where LT
i (k) denotes the average overall regret of agent ai for strategy k over

the previous T iterations.

Evaluation.

In the previous section we ran our simulation under the assumption of global

system knowledge. However, in a practical scenario, it is more likely that agents are

capable to acquire only partial knowledge of the system. With these considerations in
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Figure 4.3: The evolution of the agents behavior with respect to the strategy selection

rule for θ with µ=9. a) gradient ascent ; b) win-stay, lose-shift ; c) imitate best

strategy ; d) regret minimization ;

mind we deploy agents over a spatial distribution and investigate to what extend this

may affect results. Moreover we derived several strategy selection rules for limited

information environments and performed a comparative analysis. The value used

for θ was chosen to reflect highly uncertain scenarios where cooperation is ought to

emerge as the dominant strategy.

It is interesting to observe from the plots in Figure 4.3 that the system converges

to similar results, obtained for games with minimal information. Particularly, the

gradient ascent strategy attains just about the same stationary states in terms of the

fraction of cooperating agents via local estimations only, though convergence occurs

after more iterations of the game.

For the win-stay, lose-shift rule we find a lower fraction of cooperators, denoting a
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Figure 4.4: a) Population share in mixed-strategy repeated games b) Average payoffs

in repeated games

lower efficiency for adopting the optimal strategy. Here strategy selection solely relies

on the agent’s own past results. This enables applying it to settings where payoffs of

other agents are unobservable, while still producing satisfactory outcomes. We found

that the win-stay, lose-shift rule was outperformed by the gradient ascent strategy

by a margin of approximately 20%.

In contrast, the imitate best strategy rule proves a rapid convergence to optimal

for the majority of the agent population. However, note that the success of this rule

depends on the agents’ capability of perceiving the internal states of neighbouring

agents for copying their probabilities of strategy selection, which may not always

hold as a reasonable assumption.

Finally, the regret minimization strategy rule shows a foreseeable result. Given

the highly uncertain conditions chosen for this experiment, the number of agents that

adopt a risk-seeking behavior is dramatically reduced, as risk-averse defectors and

cooperators become majoritarian.

Also, it is interesting to analyse the impact on performance considering a hetero-

geneous population of agents. We conducted experiments for mixed-strategy repeated

games, by having each of the previously detailed strategy selection rules equally rep-

resented in the population. Similarly, we evaluated the percentage of the population

that converged to optimal behavior for high uncertainty conditions. Figure 4.4 a)

shows that a heterogeneous population of agents achieves almost about the same
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level of cooperation for limited information domains as opposed to complete infor-

mation scenarios. Additionally, it is interesting to see which strategies have been

the top performers of the game in terms of the payoff obtained against the different

types of participating agents. As depicted in Figure 4.4 b), the highest average payoff

after 50 rounds of the game was achieved by the imitate best strategy rule, where

all agents employing it converged to the highest payoff possible (which was also the

case for the self play game). The win-stay, lose-shift rule population share returned

the second highest payoff, while the gradient ascent and regret minimization strategy

rules were respectively significantly outperformed. These results suggest that even in

limited information settings agents can learn optimal behavior under the more strong

assumption of local complete information, while moderate performance can still be

achieved relying solely on the agent’s own past results.

In the following section we address closely the inner mechanisms of operating

VPPs, in order to relax some of the underlying assumptions. In particular we intend

to experiment with a heterogeneous population of agents, in the sense of the type of

DERs and their output capacity in order to reflect more accurately realistic scenarios.
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4.2 Stochastic Optimization for Virtual Power Plants

A wide variety of renewable distributed energy technologies are now commercially

available. However, due to their small-scale capacity and intermittent nature, in-

tegrating such devices to the grid may degrade the security and reliability of the

distribution systems. Virtual power plants representing clusters of distributed gener-

ators may alleviate these drawbacks by aggregating a reliable energy supply. In this

section, we introduce a methodology for efficient demand-response in the context of

hybrid power generation systems that combine different sources of energy. Specifi-

cally, the planning problem is formulated as a stochastic DCOP for determining the

optimal dispatch. We then go on to propose a new distributed algorithm for solving

the scheduling problem and provide an empirical analysis of our approach for a smart

grid scenario.

The vision of the smart grid aims to ensure an increased amount of energy supply

via clean energy generators [123]. However, this type of devices pose serious chal-

lenges to the efficiency and reliability of the grid due to their volatile nature and

dependence on external factors (e.g. wind power, solar power, tidal power, plug-in

hybrid vehicles, etc.). Moreover, renewable generators are typically small-scale, het-

erogeneous and distributed within the electricity grid, which makes the coordination

problem significantly more difficult. Along this line, the concept of VPP has been

introduced as a means to aggregate various distributed energy generators (DERs).

A VPP is defined as a bundle of DERs that are connected through an informational

infrastructure and act in a coordinated way as a single virtual entity [36, 143, 109].

Multi-agent systems have been regarded as natural approach for VPP coordination

and various attempts have been made to provide and efficient coordination scheme.

Centralized structures for managing VPPs are proposed in [137, 143]. The shortcom-

ings of these approaches are essentially twofold. Firstly, the organizational structure

proposed fails to address an open system setting, where DERs may be dynamically

appended to the system, or (temporarily) removed. Secondly, the inherent stochas-

tic nature of DERs is not explicitly factored into the model and thus, the extent to

which the system can withstand disturbances in terms of power generation remains
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unknown. In this work we are particularly concerned with the need for a more flexible

coordination model, where the VPP can readily adapt to different operational modes

while being capable to cope with and reason about the uncertainty in the system.

In [24] the authors propose a novel pricing mechanism, that addresses the ques-

tion of allocating payoff amongst the VPP members, so that it can guarantee that

no subset of agents has an incentive to break away. Similarly, [151] introduces a

payment mechanism based on proper scoring rules that incentivise agents to report

private probabilistic predictions truthfully. Although complementary to our work,

pricing mechanisms are out of scope here. Here, our goal is restricted to providing a

solution for generating a schedule for a given hybrid power generation system under

uncertainty conditions.

The contribution of this Section is threefold: i) Firstly, we provide a new repre-

sentation of the VPP scheduling problem by formalizing it in the context of stochastic

DCOP; ii) Secondly, we propose a distributed algorithm for solving this optimization

problem by means of exploiting domain-dependent characteristics of our model; iii)

Thirdly, we present an empirical evaluation of our proposed approach and highlight

its superior performance in terms of computational time. Although the deployment of

DERs is expected to increase considerably in the following years, they are currently

overlooked in production planning by the distribution network operator for being

categorized as unreliable. Therefore, providing a mechanism that can ensure an ef-

ficient, large-scale coordination of such devices is of crucial importance for replacing

conventional, carbon-intensive power stations.

The remainder of Chapter 4.2 is organized as follows. In Section 4.2.1 we present

a DCOP formalization for a hybrid power generation system. Section 4.2.2 extends

our formalism to incorporate the inherent stochasticity of the problem to our repre-

sentation. Section 4.2.3 dwells on the usability of existing solutions for solving the

StochDCOP and proposes a the new resolution, together with a theoretical analysis

of our algorithm. An empirical evaluation of our model is given in Section 4.2.4.
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4.2.1 Problem definition & Model

Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) has been proposed in modeling a

wide variety of multiagent coordination problems [106]. In this section we use this

technique to investigate the problem of coordinating generation from intermittent

resources, constituted in the form of a VPP. Thus, given a demand profile that needs

to be satisfied, distributed energy resources (DERs) must coordinate their power

output selection so that a global objective function is optimized. The global objective

function arises as a distributed reasoning problem over a set of constraints, where each

DER knows about the constraint in which its output is involved.

Formally, a DCOP is defined as �A, V,D, F,α, σ� with

• A = {a1, a2, . . . , am} a set of agents

• V = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} a set of variables

• D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} a set of domains, variable xi taking values in Di

• F a set of cost functions fi : Di1 × · · ·×Dij → N0 ∪∞

• α an objective function, defines the aggregation of F

• σ : V → A a distribution function of variables to agents

The goal is to find an assignment to all variables that minimizes the result of the α

function. As we have introduced in Section 2.3.2, it is often the case that α is defined

as the summation over the set of cost functions F , which we will continue to assume

henceforth.

The DCOP representation enables us to capture the plug-and-play characteristics

of DERs, which may recurrently switch between online and offline modes, according

to exogenous operating conditions. Notably, our model ensues adaptiveness to this

dynamic setting by allowing DER units to be placed (or appended) seamlessly at any

point within the grid, without re-engineering the control logic of the system and thus

preserving its plug-and-play functionality. Hence, by means of the decomposability

property of the DCOP formalism we can guarantee that DERs could optimize their
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Figure 4.5: DCOP representation for a VPP scenario

joint performance in a flexible manner. In our representation we assume each agent

represents a DER. Consequently, each agent is assigned a single variable denoting

its power output, which it must select from the discrete set of possible outputs,

corresponding to the domain of the device. Because of this assumption, the terms

agent and variable will be used interchangeably. Note, in later research we can extend

our model towards complex decision problems within each DER, by formalizing this

as a set of local constraints. This can be captured with the used model, and will

result in a DCOP with complex local problems. Only the agent who is assigned a

variable has control of its value and knowledge of its domain.

As depicted in Figure 4.5, the representation of our DCOP corresponds to a hy-

pergraph. A hypergraph is a generalization of a graph, where an edge can connect

any number of vertices. Formally, a hypergraph H is a pair H = (X,E), where X

is a set of elements, called nodes or vertices, and E is a set of non-empty subsets of

X called hyperedges or links. Therefore, E is a subset of P(X)\{0}, where P(X) is

the power set of X. Here, vertices correspond to agents and edges to cost functions.

Then, xi1, xi2, . . . , xik are neighbors if there is a cost function that binds them.

Figure 4.5 gives a simple example of a constraint hypergraph for our application

domain. We consider a VPP consisting of n distributed generatorsG = {g1, g2, . . . , gn},
where each generator gi controls its power output variable vi via an agent ai. The

discrete domain of power output values, where variable vi can take values, is given

by the set Di = {di1, di2, . . . , dik}. The self-loop edges of the graph, denoted as unary

constraints fi defines the costs for generating the selected power output vi by gi.
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Thereby these costs have to be defined as a linear combination of several factors, as

shown in Equation 4.1. This approach allows the VPP planner to decide on the best

compromise between energy loss Ploss, carbon emissions ECO2 and production cost

Cg.

fi(xi) = w1Ploss(xi) + w2ECO2(xi) + w3Cg(xi) (4.1)

Now, the coordination problem spans over a discretized nonempty and finite set

of distinct and successive time periods T = {t1, . . . , tm}. Suppose that for each time

slot tj the VPP has committed to generate a specific amount of energy, denoted as

Lj. To ensure that for a specific time slot the correct amount of energy is produced

we have introduced a constraint in the DCOP by f̃ , a hyperedge of n-cardinality that

links all gi vertices. Thus, for each time slot tj we can define a constraint, likef̃ , that

guarantees to find assignments that satisfies the demand of Lj, if such an assignment

exists. Otherwise, the optimization problem will aim to minimize the cost incurred

for not complying with the designated demand in the market, denoted by the penalty

factor β.

f̃(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = β|Lj −
�

1≤i≤n

xi|, ∀tj ∈ T (4.2)

Furthermore, given the specifications of the generators, additional constraints need

to be factored into the model. Concretely, the power output of a generator gi can

be revised between two consecutive time-slots within a predefined limit lmaxi . Thus

we have to duplicate the variables and constraints, shown in Figure 4.5, for different

time slots and link them together with constraints, that represents these generator-

specific characteristics (Figure 4.7). Constraints that define the output behavior of a

generator in time will be of the form as shown in Equation 4.3, restricting the values

of xi for the next time slot t+ 1, based on the values at preceding time slots.

f̂i(xi,t−k, . . . , xi,t) → xi,t+1 (4.3)
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Figure 4.6: Reformulating the DCOP representation of the VPP scenario

Basic DCOP preprocessing and optimization

Now, the first step towards solving the optimal dispatch planning problem requires

a transformation of our constraint graph so that standard DCOP algorithms could

be efficiently applicable. Thus, we substitute the n-arry constraint by introducing a

complex local problem at the VPP agent level, as depicted in Figure 4.6. This requires

introducing the decision variables gi�, which mirror the value choices of each generator

gi respectively. In turn, f̃ becomes an unary constraint to be addressed locally by

the VPP agent, reducing the message passing overhead.

4.2.2 Stochastic extension

Renewable resources are intrinsically prone to inaccurate estimations of their gen-

erating output. The challange is then to account for this stochastic information and

optimize the variables with respect to a probabilistic distribution of their expected

domain, reflecting decisions under uncertainty.

In [95] Leaute and Faltings introduce StochDCOP, an extension of the traditional
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Figure 4.7: Revised DCOP representation of the VPP to include multiple time-slots

DCOP formalism, which includes sources of uncertainty in the form of random, uncon-

trollable variables with known probability distributions. We start from the definition

in [95] and proceed to show how our VPP scenario maps on this stochastic adaptations

of the DCOP formalism.

A StochDCOP is defined as a tuple �A, V,D,α, σ, R,∆, P, C, e�, where:

• A,X,D,α, σ are defined as in standard DCOP;

• R = {r1, . . . , rq} is a set of random variables modeling future, uncontrollable

events;

• ∆ = {∆1, . . . ,∆q} is a set of (not necessarily finite) domains for the random

variables such that ri takes values in ∆i;

• P = {π1, . . . , πq} is a set of probability distributions for the random variables;

with each distribution πi : ∆i → [0, 1] defines the probability law for random

variable ri, where the value of πi sum up to 1;
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Figure 4.8: StochDCOP representation of the VPP scenario for a single time-slot t

• C = {c1, . . . , cp} is a set of soft constraints over mixed subsets of decision and

random variables;

• e is an evaluation function, which, given a constraint ci(xi1, . . . , xil, r
�
i1, . . . , r

�
ik),

associates, to each assignment of values to ci’s decision variables, a single cost

eci(xi1, . . . , xil) ∈ R that is independent of the ri’s.

A solution is an assignment of values to all decision variables that is independent

of the random variables, such that:

(x∗
1, x

∗
2, . . . , x

∗
n) = argmin

x1,...,xn

{e�
i ci
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)}

In our scenario weather conditions are modeled as random variables, that represent

exogenous sources of uncertainty. This formulation enables to represent multiple

agents’ costs as depending on a common source of uncertainty. For instance consider

the scenario in Figure 4.8. Supposing generators g1 and g2 are wind turbines, each

with particular characteristics, controlled via agents a1 and a2 respectively. We then

introduce the random variable r1, which denotes the forecasted wind speed through
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an apriori known probability distribution πi. The impact of random variable r1 on

a1 is expressed by the constraints c1, having the constraint return a cost distribution

instead of just single cost value. Similarly is the case for the constraint c2, that binds

a2 to r1. Hence, the respective cost distributions of a1 and a2 are correlated by the fact

that they both depend on the uncontrollable variable r1. Furthermore, the probability

distributions for the random variables are assumed independent of each other and

of the decision variables. The knowledge of each random variable, its domain and

its probability distribution is only relevant to the agents in control of neighboring

decision variables and thus shared only among these agents. Consequently, solving

a StochDCOP involves choosing values for the decision variables only, with respect

to the given probability distributions of the random variables. Also note that by

defining the evaluation function e of the StochDCOP we essentially decide how to

evaluate the solution quality using a single criterion.

4.2.3 Solving the StochDCOP formalization

Given the StochDCOP formalism of our hybrid power generation system, we now

come to the question of determining a solution. The general approach for solving a

StochDCOPs was introduced by Leaute and Faltings in [95]. Essentially, it consists

of three phases. Firstly, it abstracts away from the random variables and generates a

pseudo-tree3 arrangement for the decision variables only, via a depth-first traversal of

the constraint graph. Secondly, random variables are assigned to decision variables.

Thirdly, once the constrained graph has been generated, it simply applies a standard

DCOP algorithm, namely DPOP4. As we have detailed previously in Section 4.2.1

and Section 4.2.2, the problem representation for the hybrid power generation system

defines a particular DCOP configuration, as depicted in Figure 4.8. The general

representation constitutes a two-level tree, when considering only decision variables.

3By definition, a pseudo-tree is a generalization of a tree, in which a node is allowed to have
additional links, called back-edges, with remote ancestors, called pseudo-parents and with remote
descendants, called pseudo-children, but never with nodes in other branches of the tree.

4The approach could be applied to other DCOP algorithms as well.
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Algorithm 4

Distributed reconfiguration of constraint graph, for each decision variable x

1: procedure Propagate constraints phase

2: for all constraints ci(x, xi) do

3: if xi is a random variable then

4: append(DepList, ci)

5: end if

6: end for

7: for all incoming messages Mj = {DepListj} from child xj do

8: DepList ← DepList ∪Mj

9: end for

10: send DepList to parent of x (root)

11: end procedure

12: procedure Construct new constraint graph phase

13: if x is root then sort DepList and go to line 18

14: wait until receive messages M = {DepList} from new parent

15: while ∃r ∈ DepList such that ∀xi ∈ DepList �c(xi, r) do

16: assign random variable r to decision variable x

17: end while

18: while ∃ subset S ∈ DepList so that:

19: ∃ri and ∀xi ∈ S ∃c(xi, ri) and ∀xj ∈ DepList \ S �c(xj, ri) do

20: split DepList into S and DepList \ S
21: y ← popUp(DepList)

22: create(cnew(x, y))

23: send DepList to new child y

24: end while

25: end if

26: for all r ∈ DepList do

27: if lca(r) is not assigned and x == lca(r) then

28: mark decision variable x as lca(r)

29: end if

30: end for

31: end procedure

=0
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Additionally, the presence of random variables introduces constraints between them-

selves and any number of decision variables situated at the second level of the tree.

Thus, according to the approach in [95], it appears that we only need to be concerned

with the assignment of random variables, since the tree-structure of our DCOP is

already in place.

However, simply using the existing DCOP is ought to result in poor performance.

The inefficiency is because all of the dependency information is to be centralized

at the root agent, which quickly becomes a bottleneck for our scenario. Therefore,

we look to adopt a pseudo-tree ordering of the decision variables that can better

exploit the topological structure of the problem. Consequently, we introduce a new

distributed algorithm (Algorithm 1) for pseudo-tree generation that better suits our

scenario. Moreover, we go on to show that the assignment of random variables can

be performed during the pseudo-tree generation, rather then through an additional

phase of tree traversals, which would be inefficient. The goal is then to retain as

much parallelism as possible and hereby improve performance. To address this, we

decouple the problem by generating a separate branch in the pseudo-tree for each

random variable, that includes all decision variables adjacent to a respective random

variable, on which computations will be performed in parallel.

Initially, the algorithm propagates up the constraint graph the dependencies on

all random variables (lines 1 to 11). This means that each decision variable waits for

the reception of a message from each of its children (if any), specifying dependency

on random variables and then joins them all together with its own constraints. Next,

the result is sent to its parent. As we have described before, largely, for DER devices,

it is the case that their operation relies only on one prediction factor, represented via

a random variable. Nevertheless, for the sake of generality we do include potential

dependencies for a decision variable on any number of random variables. Hence, once

the root variable has obtained messages from all its children it computes maximal,

ordered lists of decision variables that depend on the same random variable(s) (line

13-24). Each such list will represent a separate sub-tree in our new configuration.

The lists of decision variables are sorted based on the number of dependencies on

random variables, in decreasing order.
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Now, the top-down phase of the algorithm is actually responsible for constructing

the new tree topology (lines 12-31). During this procedure, each list is essentially

interpreted as a stack. The current node will extract the head of the list and insert a

link5 to this node, then propagate the list to this new child. However, if the current

node identifies that the list consists of subsets of decision variables that depend on dis-

tinct random variables, the list is split and the procedure continues recursively (lines

18-24). Note that using this lists’ ordering we can further parallelize the computation

by branching out the tree structure once a remaining subset of decision variables in

the list no longer depend on one or more of the initial random variables from that

list.

Completeness and Complexity Analysis

Another important consequence of using Algorithm 1 is that we can guarantee

consistency for the resulting constraint graph. Consistency means that the pseudo-

tree is chosen such that each random variable is positioned in the graph lower than

any other decision variable, with whom it shares a constraint. Thus, the modification

of the constraint graph to ensure consistency guarantees completeness, regardless of

the properties of the evaluation function e (linear/non-linear) [95]. This is reflected

in the algorithm (lines 15-17) by checking, at each iteration during the propagation

of the dependency list DepList, whether there is a random variable, that none of

the remaining decision variables shares a dependency with. If this is the case, the

respective random variable is assigned to the current decision variable. It follows, that

the information regarding dependencies on all random variables is propagated up the

pseudo-tree. Again, we take advantage of the new graph configuration we constructed

and stop the propagation of this type of information for each random variable r as

soon as no additional decision variable depends on r. This corresponds in effect to

the lowest common ancestor of r in the pseudo-tree. In our algorithm, given the list

5Similarly to Figure 4.6, the edges inserted between the root and the first level nodes represent
equality constraints, while the remaining edges that are to be inserted represent additive constraints.
Thus, the complex local problem at the root, given by Equation 4.2, essentially remains the same
while the local variables now mirror the value choices for each sub-tree component.
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of dependencies DepList that is propagated down the tree, determining the decision

variables where we can stop the upward transmission of information concerning each

random variable is in fact straightforward (lines 26-30).

Looking at the amount of information exchange, the algorithm requires a total

of 2 × (n − 1) exchanged messages, one per each edge of the graph for the upwards

and downwards propagation phases respectively. Given that the messages contain

information about constraints on random variables, this implies that the algorithm

yields a complexity of O(nm), where m is the number of random variables and n

is the number of decision variables. Finally, the newly resulted problem generated

via our proposed algorithm is solvable using any traditional DCOP algorithm. As

shown in [94], for instance, DPOP introduces an additional worst-case complexity of

O(nDn
max∆

m
max) in terms of information exchange (where the maximum domain size

of the decision and random variables are represented by Dn
max and ∆m

max respectively).

We can thus conclude that against DPOP, the added complexity for our algorithm for

distributively generating a consistent pseudo-tree can be considered largely negligible.

4.2.4 Experimental setting

Mathematical Model of DERs

This section describes the calculation of the output power for some of the most

prevalent distributed energy generators commercially available.

Wind Turbine

The output power of a wind turbine is a function of the area swept out by its

rotor (A), the air density (ρ) and most notably, the cubic power of the wind speed

(v) [44]. It is calculated using the following equation:

Pw = 0.5αρAv3
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PV modules

The output power of a PV system is dependent on the solar irradiance (IT ) as

well as the characteristics of the module itself, which include the surface area of the

cells (A) and the system’s efficiency (η) [44].

Ppv = ITAη

where the solar radiation can be estimated as IT = IbRb + IdRd + (Ib + Id)Rr

Ib and Id denote the direct normal and diffuse solar radiations;

Rd and Rr are the tilt factors for the diffuse and reflected solar radiation.

CHP unit

In contrast to the devices abovementioned whose energy availability is dependent

on meteorological conditions, a CHP system is driven by natural gas and is used to

meet the electrical demand. Hence, CHP units can easily be adapted to various power

output characteristics, while the running cost for CHP is given by the fuel cost.

CCHP = ECHP
Cgas

η +HR

where ECHP is the electricity load (kW );

Cgas is the price of gas;

η represents the electricity efficiency (%);

HR is the heat rate (kWh/m3)
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Figure 4.9: Computational time for generating a schedule

Micro-storage system

For our scenario we further assume that VPPs may also include storage devices en-

abling them to coordinate with renewable energy generation facilities to maximise the

usage of the energy produced from such sources. Micro-storage devices are character-

ized by the available storage capacity ci and their storage efficiency αi. Consequently,

if a certain q amount of energy is stored, then at most αiq may be discharged, dis-

cretizing the output domain of device gi within the interval Di = [0,αiq].

For simplicity, we assume no maintenance costs of DERs, thus for renewables as

well as micro-storage units the generation cost incurred is considered negligible. The

carbon emissions for each generator gi is calculated as a function of its output xi and

its carbon intensity Ii ∈ R+kgCO2\kWh, as follows: ECO2 = Iixi. Additionally, the

output variable of a generator gi can take values in the domain Di = {d1, . . . , dr},
0 ≤ di ≤ Pmax, where di denotes a possible operating mode of the device and Pmax is

its maximum generating power.
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Performance evaluation

In the following, we give a performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm in

the Smart Grid domain. We consider an instantiation of a VPP scenario consisting

of a combination of at most 100 DERs, that operate according to the specifications

aforementioned. Namely, we simulate a VPP including a PV installation6 of at most

10MW and a number of at most 24 wind turbines7, with a maximum capacity of

17.56 MW. Additionally, we assume CHP units with variable outputs ranging be-

tween 100-200kW and a total storage capacity of 300kWh, represented by batteries,

with 25kW and 30kW as charging and discharging rates respectively. For the target

consumption profile that the VPP is ought to secure we have used datasets pro-

vided by the Australian Energy Market Operator8. A piece of Java software was

implemented to synthesise this scenario and further integrated with the FRODO 2

platform [96], which has been released to the public under the Affero GPL license

and has been extensively developed by numerous contributors from the DCSP and

DCOP community.

The empirical results are summarized in Figure 4.9 by computing a generation

schedule based on the given scenario. Firstly, the experiments we conducted show that

our model adheres to the real-time constraints of the VPP scheduling problem, where

for grid regulation the response time is constrained within minutes, or to even a couple

of seconds. Secondly, our proposed algorithm delivers a superior performance in terms

of computational time. Results show that applying our algorithm for a reconfiguration

of the constraint graph produces a moderate decrease of computational time in the

number of DERs, as opposed to standard approach used for solving the StochDCOP

formulation. Specifically, as we approach the upper bound for our considered scenario,

in terms of number of coordinated DERs, we improve the scheduling time by a factor

of 10 (notice the log scale in Fig. 4.9). This becomes particularly important as

the scale of the VPP increases and a larger portion of the consumption profile is

6https://openpv.nrel.gov/

7http://www.sotaventogalicia.com/

8http://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/Data
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accommodated via renewable resources.

4.3 Discussion

Generically, these intelligent electricity network technologies support the vision

of a Smart Grid that aims at reducing the carbon footprint, while increasing energy

efficiency and clean energy usage. A key approach in doing so, focuses on decreas-

ing the high energy costs and emissions during peak demand periods by means of

intelligently coordinating the variable output of wind or solar energy generators. In

particular the cooperative concept of virtual power plants has been advocated as a

viable organizational model [24, 110], from the grid operator’s viewpoint, allowing to

cope efficiently with the integration of the many distributed energy resources.

In [24], the authors start from the assumption of an existing VPP and propose

a novel pricing mechanism, that addresses the question of allocating payoff amongst

the VPP members, so that it can guarantee that no subset of agents has an incentive

to break away. Additionally, the payoff scheme elicits truthful behavior from the

VPP members, while their production estimates are evaluated by means of statistical

methods. Similarly, the PowerMatcher described in [84] is a market-based multi-agent

tree-architecture for balancing supply and demand within clusters of DERs.

From an organizational perspective earlier works [137, 143] suggested centralized

structures for managing the grid, that come short in addressing an open system set-

ting and the inherent stochastic nature of DERs. These issues have been captured

in Chapter 3, where a dynamic coalition formation mechanism is proposed for the

creation of dynamic microgrids, considering a scenario that introduces a decentral-

ized algorithm according to which, agents efficiently self-organizing into coalitions

representing the actual microgrid configurations.

Alternatively, in Section 4.1, we have taken a different perspective and question

the emergence of such a phenomenon of evolution of cooperation itself in a popula-

tion of self-interested agents in the context of VPPs. We modelled the problem as

a repeated game and conducted an analysis in order to determine the context under

which collaborative behavior could result. Gaining an understanding of what drives
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cooperation under the assumption of rational agents is particularly important in de-

signing system-level mechanisms and policies that could incentivize efficient resource

allocation.

The emergence of cooperation amongst self-interested agents has received a lot of

attention from various research areas including social sciences, behavioral economics

or evolutionary biology [9, 156]. Several notable efforts have looked at different varia-

tions of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game9 and studied the influences of parameters such

as underlying network topology, interaction rules or updated rules [196, 65]. In Sec-

tion 4.1 we have taken a different outlook on this issue and addressed the problem

of stochastic environments, specifically represented here by the electricity domain,

showing how collaborative behavior can emerge as an adaptive strategy for handling

uncertainty. We have described an agent-based model for a smart electricity grid that

assumes the presence of large number of distributed energy resources in the system

and studied the phenomenon from the perspective of self-interested agents, that look

to maximize their payoff, in order to determine if and under what conditions such a

collaborative behavior might emerge.

Experiments have shown that cooperation amongst rational agents is an emergent

phenomenon in this setting for a large fraction of the agent population, including for

games played with limited information. In fact cooperation is the optimal strategy

in situations of high uncertainty, where agents adopt it as an adaptation mechanism

to variable environmental conditions. However, when uncertainty is decreased defect-

ing may produce better results for good predicting agents. Whereas collaboration

becomes more susceptible to suboptimal gains as some cooperating agents may still

return acceptable payoffs although selecting suboptimal strategies, due to the redistri-

bution of available energy. Therefore, in such instances, in order to instil cooperation

as the dominant strategy further mechanisms need to be implemented at the VPP

level in order to ensure optimality.

The work presented in Section 4.2 is intended to provide a flexible approach for

9Well-known two-player game-theoretic framework where agents have to chose between two strate-
gies: cooperating or defecting. While defecting is the dominant strategy and the only Nash Equilib-
rium, it is also Pareto-inefficient as cooperation would make both players better off.
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coordinating a hybrid power generation system. Here, our goal is restricted to provid-

ing a solution for generating a schedule for a given hybrid power generation system

under uncertainty conditions. Firstly we have provided a new formulation of the

scheduling problem in terms of a distributed constraint optimization. We then go on

to extend our formalism to capture the inherent stochasticity of the domain. A novel

distributed algorithm is introduced for solving this optimization problem by means

of exploiting domain-dependent characteristics of our model. Finally, we provide an

empirical evaluation of our approach, which shows its practical applicability and the

performance improvements in terms of computational time speed-ups.

In Section 4.1 we have addressed specific energy markets suitable for DER partic-

ipation. However, assuming reliable VPPs, there are multiple markets available for

trading energy (e.g. baseload power market, peak power market, spinning reserves

market, regulation market). A further interesting perspective on this work would be

to to investigate how would the VPP be able to maximize profits gained from par-

ticipating in these different markets concurrently and what would the impact of such

behavior be on the grid at large.

To sum up, the role of traditional power plants is expected to diminish consid-

erably in the near future. Virtual Power Plants represent a key concept for the

future smart grids, levering distributed generation resources. Importantly, the ma-

jority of DERs provide clean energy, significantly reducing the total carbon emissions.

However, this also makes their power output highly weather dependent. Laying the

foundations for DER integration needs therefore to provide solutions for systems that

remotely and automatically dispatch and optimize generation from intermittent re-

sources. Hence, there are many interesting questions to be investigated.

In this chapter, in Section 4.1 we proved the financial benefits of DER owners

that come through VPP cooperation, under varying profit maximizing strategies and

production conditions. Also, it is imperative that VPPs can package a wide variety

of generation devices and storage units to ensure a reliable service of energy supply.

Section 4.2 addresses this very aspect of generating a schedule for a given hybrid

power generation system under uncertainty conditions. In this way, we essentially

reconstruct the power plant functionality by aggregating its distributed equivalent.
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Conclusively, in this chapter we align our VPP solution along the same underly-

ing principle of tackling the emerging complexity of the system by cooperation and

modularity.



Chapter 5

Coordination Mechanisms for

Forward & Intraday Markets

The behaviour of individuals is the tool with which the organisation

achieves its targets.

— Herbert Simon —

A central pillar behind the vision for a new electricity grid is the smart-meter.

Essentially, the smart-meter opens up an entirely uncharted territory in the sector of

energy-efficiency, by empowering consumers to become an active participant towards

improving the performance of the grid. It allows them to gain a better understanding

of their consumption and therefore take better informed decisions about the impact

of their usage. Against this background, the European Directive EU 2006/32/EC leg-

islated to provide a complete smart-meter coverage until 2018 across Europe. Similar

initiatives are currently running around the world.

In this chapter the focal point of our research is to provide a consumer-centric

approach for balancing supply and demand by designing mechanisms that tie con-

sumers into the loop and enable automated decision making on their behalf. We

begin by setting the context and answering the question of how supply and demand

are maintained in balance today and highlight the inherent inefficiencies.

119
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Figure 5.1: Generation optimization to meet demand for scenario:

dispatch cost of generator 1 < cost generator 2 < cost generator 3

Conventionally, electricity is produced to meet the instantaneous demand, which

is dependent on the current aggregated load of consumers. Electricity generation

is characterized by a non-decreasing marginal cost of production. Why is this the

case? As we have described in the previous chapter 4.2, a utility or virtual power

plant operates its generators such that the load profile is met with minimum costs.

This means that generators will be activated in the order of their economic efficiency

(see Fig 5.1). Due to this allocation procedure, the marginal cost of electricity is

non-decreasing. Thus, we can conclude that during intervals of higher demand the

marginal cost of producing energy is higher, while during periods of lower demand

the marginal cost is lower.

In Figure 5.2 we plot a generic, average representation of the load curve for a stan-

dard residential area. This pattern is the cause for a number of severe inefficiencies:

• Firstly, there is the hindrance of cost-inefficiency. Due to the abovementioned

explanation, peaking power to supplement short-falls during peak demand can

double or quadruple the marginal cost of electricity.
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Figure 5.2: Average daily consumption diagram. L represents the desired level of

demand.

• A second concern is the eco-inefficiency. Peakload and contingency periods

are handled by firing carbon- intensive, peaking plant generators, which impact

heavily the carbon footprint.

• Thirdly, as the demand of electricity is increasing steadily, during peakload

intervals the power system will be operated near to its limits. This network-

inefficiency is on one hand a threat for brownouts1 or potentially more severe

cascading blackouts. On the other hand, for the current situation, in order to

cope with the increasing demand, high capital investments into the bulk power

infrastructure are required.

It follows then that, if the load curve could be influenced so that peak-periods

could be shifted to off-peak, the overall operating cost could be reduced. As repre-

sented in Figure 5.2, electricity curtailment means avoiding surplus periods denoted

with ’C ’, as well as the times when energy is in deficiency, denoted with ’A’. The

traditional operational mode of the grid where generation must follow demand needs

1A brownout is a drop in voltage in an electrical power supply. Brownouts may also occur
intentionally in order to reduce the load during emergency conditions, to prevent a total supply
failure (blackout).
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Figure 5.3: Market timeline

to be reversed to a business model where demand can follow generation. Aside for

alleviating the enumerated inefficiencies, the flexibility of demand will foster the in-

tegration of renewable resources.

The general structure for trading energy distinguishes between two market time-

lines (see Figure 5.3). On one hand, the base-load energy requirements are traded

in the day-ahead market, also referred as the forward market, which settles the price

and volumes of electricity for each time-slot for the following day. On the other hand,

the intra-day market is responsible for a real-time balancing of supply and demand,

whenever there is an imbalance between the contracted energy supply and demand

within a given time-slot. It is important to note that the difference in terms of time-

horizon, means that different approaches are required to determine a viable provision

of energy solution for these two markets. Against this background, consumers can be

engaged to provide two types of services.

• Firstly, we shall address the forward market, which plans the day-ahead sched-

ule. Here, based on the estimated demand a number of generators are commit-

ted for dispatch during the following day. This sets a threshold in terms of the

available amount of energy to be distributed among consumers. The challenge

here is to design a mechanism where consumer can mostly benefit from operat-

ing under the given constraints by adapting there consumption. This class of
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services fall under the term of demand-side management, which we dwell upon

in the first half of this chapter.

• Secondly, unlike the forward market, where the goal is flattening the energy

consumption curve for the day ahead, the intraday market aims to balance

generation and consumption in the event of a contingency. Here, consumers

need to react quickly to provide demand response services, which are requested

with only a few minutes notice. This topic is addressed in the second part.

The key point here is that there is a real economic value proposition that con-

cerns utilities, regulators and customers altogether, in contrast to other ”green”

initiatives that rely on financial subsidies or other intangible societal benefits.

The application of autonomous consumer response for active power regulation

could enables the system to respond dynamically to time-varying grid conditions

through adaptive, localized, and continuous power regulation.
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5.1 Adaptive Demand-Side Management

The concept of the Smart Grid envisions deploying intelligent agent technolo-

gies for managing the future electricity networks. One key challenge in this regard,

generically known as Demand-Side Management (DSM), aims at eliciting a desired

consumer behavior for increasing energy efficiency, via reducing peak energy demand

and capitalizing on available, intermittent energy resources. To this end, game the-

ory proves to be a particularly suitable tool for analysing such setting, given that

consumers can be modelled as individual and independent decision makers whose

behavior impacts all other consumers and the grid at large. Hence, in this section,

we introduce a game-theoretic approach, which focuses on consumer coordination

for energy efficiency. A non-cooperative game is proposed where agents representing

consumers adapt their loads in order to maximize their user satisfaction, represented

as a utility function. Next we address the existence and uniqueness of Nash Equi-

librium for the proposed game. We then put forward under this framework a novel

DSM algorithm for enabling decentralized control of the grid, which we analytically

prove to converge to the Nash Equilibrium. Finally, the performance of the proposed

mechanism is evaluated by simulation.

The outline for the rest of chapter 5.1 is as follows. Section 5.1.1 describes the

agent-based framework used for modelling the problem domain. Then, in Section

5.1.2 we formulate the DSM problem by defining a game in the analytical setting of

non-cooperative game-theory. The description of our proposed algorithm is given in

Section 5.1.3. Numerical results are presented in Section 5.1.4. In Section 5.1.5 we

provide a discussion of the solution proposed, relating it to existing work in this area.
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Variable Description Variable Description

N set of players u agent utility

L subset of consumer agents li A n-tuple of action variables

T set of time-slots tk Cmax cost constrain per agent

β agent profile function Γ non-cooperative game

D set of deferrable loads Θ desired consumption level

l set of deferrable interruptibles CoS cost of stability

l̄ set of deferrable non-interruptibles k iteration count

Φ maximum power constrain c cost vector

s initial starting time slot per device δ duration of loads

ζ1 earliest time slot for the load to start r preference rating per device

ζ2 latest time slot for the load to start d device power rate (in kW)

ϕ determines active periods of devices ∆ deferment per device

5.1.1 MAS Framework for Smart Distribution Grids

We represent the set of consumers as the set of self-interested agents L = {li |
0 < i ≤ n} that always aim at minimising their incurred costs. Each agent l ∈ L
is characterized by its estimated load for the fixed set of time intervals tk ∈ T via a

profile function βli(tk). The day-ahead aggregate of all profile functions for all agents

represents the system’s operational mode:

β =





βl1(t1) βl1(t2) . . . βl1(tm)

βl2(t1) βl2(t2) . . . βl2(tm)
...

...
...

βln(t1) βln(t2) . . . βln(tm)





where each line of the matrix, β̄li(tk), ∀tk ∈ T , ∀li ∈ L, represents the operational

mode vector for agent li.
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Now, each agent li is responsible for computing β̄li(tk) according to its consumer’s

preferences. Generally, home appliances can be classified into deferrable and non-

deferrable loads. While the latter are assumed to be fixed requirements of the user,

the former category will be managed by the agent program. Each agent seeks to

optimise energy usage in order to reduce costs as well as applying the least amount

of rescheduling, required in order to meet budget constraints.

Within the domestic energy domain, for the category of non-deferrables, we ex-

emplify: entertainment devices, lighting, computer usage, etc. Alternatively, the set

of deferrables D can further be differentiated into two specific categories: i) non-

interruptible Ī (e.g. washing machines, dishwashers, etc.) and ii) interruptible loads

I (e.g. electric vehicles, heat pumps, radiators, etc.), where D = I∪Ī. In the following

we build specific models for the two classes of deferrable devices.

We associate with agent li the set of deferrable non-interruptible loads dlij ∈ Ī (in

kW) and their initial starting time slots slij set by the user, as well as the duration δlij

and the descending preference rating rlij for the respective device. In doing so, we can

represent the objective of the agent in terms of a MILP (mix-integer linear program)

optimization problem of determining the optimal deferments ∆j for minimising loss

of comfort and maintaining demand within certain specified constraints:

argmin
∆j

�

d
li
j ∈Ī

rlij |∆j| (5.1)

subject to:
�

d
li
j ∈Ī

dlij ϕj(tk) ≤ Φi(tk)

ζj1 ≤ sj +∆j + δj ≤ ζj2

where: ϕj(tk) =

�
1 if tk ∈ [sj +∆j, sj +∆j + δj]

0 otherwise
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such that T = {1, . . . , 48} discretizes the daily schedule over half-hourly time slots

tk ∈ T ; interval [ζj1 , ζ
j
2 ] represents a hard constraint for scheduling load j; ∆li

j specifies

the time deferment of load j for agent li; ϕj determines the active periods for each

load according to the revised schedule; Φi(tk) denotes the maximum power constraints

of the user for the respective time period tk; Deferments from the preset time for

operating a particular device may be required in order to comply with the maximum

power constrain Φ. The more the starting time for a device is deferred, the more

discomfort it will cause to the user. The minimization in Equation 5.1.1 strives to

reduce the user’s discomfort by ensuring least deviations, following the preference

rating ordering over the set of devices.

We now turn to modelling deferrable interruptible loads, by following a similar

approach. For the previous category we minimized the deferment of each load with

respect to the user’s preferred starting time, in the order of their preference rating

denoted by rlij . An interruptible load has an additional degree of freedom because

it can further be interrupted and resumed as long as the scheduling happens within

the hard constrained interval [ζj1 , ζ
j
2 ]. Hence, we are concerned here with minimising

the deferment ∆j from the earliest preferred finishing time ζj1 + δj. Let ζ
j
f denote the

finishing time-slot for device dlij , while the remaining parameters preserve the same

meanings. Then, the optimization problem for deferrable interruptible loads boils

down to:

argmin
∆j

�

d
li
j ∈I

rlij |∆j| (5.2)

subject to:
�

d
li
j ∈I

dlij ϕj(tk) ≤ Φi(tk)

�

tk∈T
ϕj(tk) = δj
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where: ∆j = ζjf − (ζj1 + δj)

and ϕj(tk) =

�
0 if tk < ζj1 or tk > ζj2 or tk > ζjf or device is inactive

1 device is active

We are now in the position to bring it all together and summarize the overall

optimization procedure for both categories of deferrable loads, denoted respectively

with subscripts I and Ī:

argmin
∆I

j ,∆
Ī
j




�

d
li
j ∈I

rlij |∆I
j |+

�

d
li
j ∈Ī

rlij |∆Ī
j |



 (5.3)

subject to:
�

d
li
j ∈Ī

dlij ϕ
Ī
j (tk) +

�

d
li
j ∈I

dlij ϕ
I
j (tk) ≤ Φi(tk)

ζj1 ≤ sj +∆Ī
j + δj ≤ ζj2

�

tk∈T
ϕI
j (tk) = δj

where: ∆I
j = ζjf − (ζj1 + δj)

and ϕI
j (tk) =

�
0 if tk < ζj1 or tk > ζj2 or tk > ζjf or device is inactive

1 device is active

and ϕĪ
j (tk) =

�
1 if tk ∈ [sj +∆Ī

j , sj +∆Ī
j + δj]

0 otherwise
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Figure 5.4: Agent-based Smart Distribution Grid

5.1.2 The Non-Cooperative Game Formulation

The scenario under consideration pertains to a typical setting for a residential area,

where consumers optimise their energy usage based on the procedure detailed in the

previous section. According to the discussion in the introduction of this chapter, there

are several aspects against which the efficiency of the grid could be evaluated. We

termed these: cost-efficiency, eco-efficiency and network-efficiency. For the remainder

of Chapter 5.1 it is important to acknowledge that they come as a direct effect from

setting the constrain on the load curve. Aside from this, there is of course, a limited

amount of power that a distribution substation in a residential area can safely provide.

The problem is thus closely akin to a resource allocation problem where consumers

represented by software agents compete for a scarce resource. The setting assumes

the presence of a distribution network operator agent (DNOA) that has the task

of allocating the available amount of energy. Additionally, each consumer provides

an initial set of information regarding preferred consumption patterns and delegates

control to a software agents that interacts with the DNOA. We use a game-theoretic

approach in order to better understand the expected behavior of the agents for the

outlined scenario and consequently, to design a distributed mechanism capable to

induce a socially desirable equilibrium. Moreover, we intend to do so without revealing

private information about the agents’ preferences.
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We begin by giving the basic intuition behind the coordination mechanism pro-

posed. The problem of efficient power allocation to consumers is modelled in the form

of a game. Consumers are modelled as utility maximizing agents (or players in the

game) that choose the cost that they are willing to pay such that they can maximize

their utilities. The choice of an agents will influence the performance of other agents

in the system. The general picture is given in Figure 5.4 representing consumer agents

that have the capability to behave ”selfishly” and strive to optimize their own utility

unilaterally. The utility of an agents denotes a trade-off between the satisfaction of

the allocated energy amount and the cost of this allocation. We dwell upon this in

greater detail in the next paragraphs. The outcome of the game provides an alloca-

tion of power to agents from which, according to Section 5.1.1 the optimal schedule of

devices is determined. Based on this premise we investigate: What strategy should an

agent chose to maximize its utility? If agents selfishly select their utility-maximizing

strategy, will there be a stable state where no agent can unilaterally improve its utility

and where each agent attains its own optimum coincidentally?

Formally, let Γ = �N ,A, {ui}� be a n-person non-cooperative game that models

the interaction between individual rational decision-makers with potentially conflict-

ing objectives. N = {1, 2, ..., n} represents the set of players (decision-makers); A
denotes the n-tuple of decision or action variables of all players, A = ×n

i=1ci. The

action variable of player j is denoted by the finite strategy set cj = [1, .., C(j)max],

where each player j is characterized by its upper cost bound C(j)max. ui : A → R
is the set of utility functions that each player i wants to maximize. The utility of

user j, defined by uj(cj, c−j), is a function of the action chosen by the j th player, cj,

and the actions chosen by all the players in the game other than player j, denoted as

c−j. Thus, together cj and c−j make up an action tuple c, which is a unique choice

of actions by each player. We will refer onwards to c = (c1, c2, ..., cn) ∈ A as the cost

vector, where A is now the set of all cost vectors.

The outcome for the non-cooperative strategic game consists of the selection of

cost vector c, in which the players select their strategies without knowing the other

players choices (moving simultaneously). Given this scenario, there may occur a

set of Nash equilibrium points exhibiting robustness or local optimality in the sense
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Figure 5.5: The sigmoid function fi and the role of parameters: i) a determines the

slope of the curve; ii) p determines the point around which the performance growth

is the fastest.

that no player has any incentive to choose a different strategy. Furthermore, the

Nash equilibrium is fair among all players in the sense that it is achieved by the fair

competition among agents.

The Nash equilibrium (or non-cooperative equilibrium) is an action profile A =

(c1, ..., cn) at which no user may gain by unilaterally deviating. Formally, the ac-

tion tuple c∗ = (c∗1, c
∗
2, ..., c

∗
n) is a Nash equilibrium of the game iff ui(c∗i , c

∗
−j) ≥

ui(ci, c∗−j), ∀ci ∈ Ai and ∀i ∈ N .

Utility Function

For determining the payoff of the game for each player we further need to specify

the system-dependent utility functions ui, based upon the agent model introduced in

the previous Section 5.1.1. The utility function essentially measures the satisfaction

experienced by each player, by capturing the trade-off between the cost of energy and

the level of user requirements (corresponding to the initial profile function βli), that

are being actually met:

ui = k
fi
ci

(5.4)
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We represent the first component of ui as a function of the allocated energy x

(which can be also be translated as the number of terminated scheduled loads) using

a normalized sigmoid function:

fi(x) =
1

1 + e−a(x−p)
(5.5)

In doing so, parametrizing the function allows the specification of different degrees

of preference for following the initial user requirements as depicted in Figure 5.5, where

p represents the sigmoid center, while a is the sigmoid width. The user can control,

on one hand the preferable amount of terminated loads2 via the parameter p and

on the other hand, the steepness of the curve via a which corresponds to the user’s

sensitivity within its load range. Thus, for values below p we can observe a very low

utility, while as we approach p, it increases gradually according to parameter a. This

can be understood as low level utility and speed of growth when only a small number

of load devices from the agent li’s set dlij can be terminated, since a low number

of activated devices would not yield much improvement in utility. However, as the

number of activated devices increases, they result in a greater increase in user utility.

We consider a utility of 1 if all user requirements have been achieved, meaning all

dlij have been scheduled. Additionally, as shown in Figure 5.5, the increase in utility

decreases near the upper limit of the sigmoid function fi.

Now, the overall performances perceived by the user (the ai utility, ui) is given

by equation 5.4 and is represented in Figure 5.6 as the trade-off between user costs

ci and the level of requirements being met, denoted by fi. It can be observed that

as costs exceed the threshold budget constraints, utility is decreasing proportionally

inverse to costs. Here the parameter k is additionally used to specify the maximum

user utility as a function of incurred costs, which occurs when the partial derivative

of ui with respect to the cost ci is zero:

2We remind that the optimization algorithm running at the agent level ensures that the deferre-
ment of loads is considered in an ascending order according to the preference rating rlij specified by

each user li for his device set dlij
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Figure 5.6: Generic user utility as a function of incurred cost for different values of k.

∂ui

∂ci
= 0 (5.6)

Control Strategies

Before addressing the problem of analysing the Nash equilibria of the game, we

define a player’s best response as the strategy that maximizes her utility function for

a given action tuple of the other players. Formally, the best response of player j to

c−j is represented by:

c̄ ∈ {argmax
cj∈Aj

uj(cj, c−j)}

(5.7)

Specifically, for our scenario, determining the best response strategy for player

j corresponds to the selection of the optimal cost of energy for its associated day-

ahead schedule. Essentially, the cost vector c comprised of the choices of each agent,

determines the actual amount of energy Φ awarded to each player given below, with

respect to the grid operator’s desired consumption level Θ:
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Φj =
cj�n

i=1,i �=j ci + c
Θ (5.8)

As system designers, the particular choice for the energy allocation function Φj

enables to validate certain properties of the game. Constant c is used here for nor-

malization, with c ≤ C(j)max, ∀j ∈ N . We further define the cost of stability (CoS)

for the proposed game as the difference between the desired consumption bound Θ

and the actual allocated energy:

CoS = Θ−
n�

i=1

Φi (5.9)

Equation 5.8 indicates that for a fixed bid c−j of all other players in the game

except j, Φj has a linear growth as a function of cj. Based on the designated amount

of energy Φj, each agent adapts its energy usage by applying a deferrement set ∆
lj
i

to meet its energy constraints. This in turn sets the number of scheduled loads

d
lj
i , resulted from computing a new profile function βlj(t) obtained by solving the

optimization problem in Section 5.1.1.

Existence of Equilibrium

Proposition 1. The game Γ = �N ,A, {ui}� has at least one Nash equilibrium

point.

Theorem 1 (Glicksberg-Fan [51, 42]). A Nash equilibrium exists in a game

Γ = �I, (Si)i∈I , {ui}i∈I� if for each i ∈ I:

(a) Si is a nonempty, convex and compact subset of a Euclidean space Rn

(b) ui(si, s−i) is continuous in s−i

(c) ui(si, s−i) is quasi-concave in si
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Proof. In order to analyse the existence of equilibrium in the game Γ we can firstly

directly infer condition (a), given that the action set Ai is by definition non-empty

and convex. Similarly, it is easy to show that Ai is compact, given that it is on one

hand bounded by C(i)max and secondly, it is closed as it includes the boundary points

1 and C(i)max. Again, by definition ui is continuous (b), remaining to demonstrate

only that ui is quasi-concave on Ai (c).

A function g : X → R is quasi-concave iff either g is monotonic or it is single-

peaked, meaning that ∃x0 ∈ X so that g(x) is non-decreasing on X ∩ [0, x0) and

non-increasing on X ∩ (x0,∞). Then, clearly this implies that for those values for

which the first derivative g� is zero, the second derivative g�� must be negative. For

notational convenience and without loss of generality, let ui =
h(x)
x , where x ∈ [1,∞)3

and h(x) is obtained by substituting x in equation 5.5 with Φj from equation 5.8,

representing utility as a function of cost cj. Then the second derivative of the utility

function is:

u��
i (x) =

∂2

∂x2

�
h(x)

x

�
=

h��(x)

x
− 2(h�(x)x− h(x))

x3

where substituting u�
i(x) = 0 simplifies to:

∂2

∂x2

�
h(x)

x

�
=

h��(x)

x

which takes only negative values, ∀x ∈ [1,∞) which includes any finite strategy

set [1, C(j)max]. Hence, the conditions for quasi-concavity are satisfied. For a more

detailed discussion on quasi-concavity we refer the reader to [141] . �
In the following we derive an instance of a standard fixed-point algorithm, by

means of which such an equilibrium can be reached.

5.1.3 A MAS-based Control Mechanism

In this section we introduce a distributed algorithm designed for achieving decen-

tralized control over the grid. The challenge of DSM mechanisms is to elicit a desired

3Hence we are assuming that the players’ budget constraints C(j)max are sufficiently large s.t.
each player can achieve c∗.
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consumer behavior for increasing energy efficiency, via reducing peak energy demand

and capitalizing on available, intermittent energy resources. Such mechanisms can

essentially be classified into two categories: i) cooperative and ii) non-cooperative

scenarios. The former assumes a collaborative settings where user preferences are

subordinated to the grid operator’s objective and can thus be overwritten. Contrary

to this, our algorithm considers a non-cooperative environment where agents selfishly

aim to maximise their utility. Several attempts have looked into applying price sig-

nals, as opposed to fixed energy prices, in order to regulate consumer behavior. This

implies either using time-of-use pricing (different costs for peak and off-peak inter-

vals) or real-time pricing schemes (energy price is specified for the following half-hour

period). Unfortunately, although providing a better performance in terms of lower-

ing peaks, both time-of-use and real-time pricing mainly display a reactive behavior

shifting peaks and so, simply inducing other peaks during different time periods.

To cope with these drawbacks, we propose a decentralised multi-agent system al-

gorithm for coordinating an adaptive demand side-management (ADDSM), resulting

in an allocation where agents attain their own optimum coincidentally, while conceal-

ing specifications regarding their user preferences and valuations (utility functions).

We build upon the non-cooperative game framework previously introduced, where

players follow the rules detailed in Section 5.1.2. The outcome of the iterative game

Γ considered, represents the system’s day-ahead operational mode. The description

of the ADDSM algorithm is as follows.

1. Set iteration count to k = 0. Players initialize their action variables ci generat-

ing c(0), over each time slot T = {1, . . . , 48}.

2. Increment iteration k ← k + 1.

3. Given the action variables of the other users c−j(k − 1), each agent derives its

utility based on the allocation provided by the DNOA according to Equation

5.8 .

4. Each player updates strategy by computing the best response w.r.t the previous

iteration:
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c̄j(k) = argmax
cj∈Aj

uj(cj, c−j(k − 1)) ,∀j ∈ N (5.10)

5. Stop if algorithm has reached convergence or if k > MaxIterations; otherwise

go to Step 2.

The algorithm defines an iterative procedure where players adapt the cost of en-

ergy bid by applying a best strategy response with regard to all the other users’

actions during the previous iteration, presuming players update their action variables

simultaneously for every time instants k = {0, 1, 2, . . . }. The ADDSM algorithm falls

in the class of minimal information environments as each player needs not be aware

of the exact strategy selected by all other players, since their aggregated bids will

actually determine the designated amount of available energy corresponding to each

player. Based upon this information each player revises its action variable cj. The

procedure is terminated once all players have converged to a state where their changes

in the profile function become less than a predefined bound, or an upper limit in the

number of iterations has been reached, thus the convergence criterion. It is evident

that in case of convergence, the algorithm will reach the Nash equilibrium, however it

is still to be determined whether the algorithm always converges given that the Nash

equilibrium exists, as has been demonstrated in Section 5.1.2.

Proposition 3. The ADDSM algorithm converges to the Nash equilibrium for

the proposed non-cooperative game Γ.

Proof. We begin by defining the set-valued functionB : A → A as B(c) = ×n
i=1 c̄i,

where c̄i represents the best-response function of player i as defined in eq. 5.10, which

results from solving eq. 5.6:

c̄i = Φ̄i(
n�

j=1,j �=i

cj + c)

where Φ̄i denotes the unique solution of the same eq.:
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∂

∂ci

�
f(Φi)

ci

�
= 0 ⇔ Φf �

i(Φ)− fi(Φ) = 0.

Theorem 2 (Kakutani fixed-point theorem [76]). Let X be a compact convex

subset of Rn and let f : X → X be a set-valued function for which:

(a) ∀x ∈ X the set f(x) is non-empty and convex

(b) the graph of f is closed

Then there exists x∗ ∈ X such that x∗ ∈ f(x∗).

Now, the conditions of (a) have been proved in the demonstration of Proposition

1. Secondly, our set-valued function B has a closed graph since each best response

function c̄i(k) is continuous. Thus, according to Theorem 2, B has a fixed point,

which is the Nash Equilibrium of the game.

Theorem 3. M(·) : X → X is a standard function if it satisfies

(a) Positivity: X ∈ Rn
+

(b) Monotonicity: ∀x, y ∈ X, if x ≤ y then M(x) ≤ M(y)

(c) Scalability: ∀x ∈ X, ∀α > 1,M(αx) < αM(x)

Notice that verifying conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem 3 for function B is trivial given

the formula for c̄i, however we will need this result to demonstrate convergence.

Theorem 4. For a standard function B(·), if the iteration x(t+1) = B(x(t)) has

a fixed point, then:

(a) the fixed point is unique

(b) the sequence {x(t)} converges to the fixed point

Hence, given that B is a standard function according to Theorem 3 and that it has a

fixed point (Theorem 2), we can conclude that the ADDSM algorithm converges to

the Nash Equilibrium for game Γ. �
Moreover, property (a) of Theorem 4 also implies:

Proposition 2. The non-cooperative game Γ has a unique Nash equilibrium.
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Figure 5.7: Best response curves and equilibrium of a two-player game

5.1.4 Numerical results

An Example

In Figure 5.7 we illustrate graphically a simplified instance of the problem for

a 2-player fictitious game Γ = �{P1, P2},A, {u1, u2}� . In order to find the Nash

equilibria of the game we need to analyze first the best response curves for the two

players. That is, to associate for every action of player P2, player P1’s best response.

On the horizontal axis of Fig. 5.7 are plotted the actions of player P1, while on the

vertical axis we plot the actions of player P2. For constructing the best response

curve P1(P2) of player P1 for a given bid of player P2, c2, we determine c̄1 by solving

equation 5.6, which translates to finding the bid c1 that yields maximum utility for

player P1. The point of intersection of the two best response curves represents the

Nash equilibrium of the game, which boils down to solving the two best response

equations jointly. The intersection is a single point, thus there is a unique Nash

Equilibrium that specifies for both P1 and P2 their optimal cost (w.r.t. ui), to which

the players converge via iterative strategy updates following the ADDSM algorithm.

This implies that by selfishly maximizing her utility function and without need for

revealing it, in a distributed manner each player settles to an equilibrium point where

it can no further gain an increase in utility through individual effort.
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Figure 5.8: Realization of the scenario

Performance Evaluation

In this section we report on numerical results for the analysis presented in the

previous sections. To begin with, for the simulation we have considered an illustra-

tive scenario for accommodating 10 consumer agents, where Figure 5.8 shows one

particular realization of the system. We assume consumers to represent a load in the

system, each varying over the interval [0,10] kW for every time slot in T . As described

in section 5.1.2, the sigmoid curves, respectively corresponding to each user, allow us

to represent explicitly the user preference as the trade-off between the cost of energy

and the satisfaction level experienced from the allocated amount of energy. For this

particular realization of the scenario we run the ADDSM algorithm proposed and we

looked firstly at the stationary states that the system reaches.

As expected, the numerical experiments demonstrate that within the context of

a non-cooperative game, when each agent operates independently to maximize its

utility, the solution, representing the system’s day-ahead operational mode (the set

of energy allocation to users), converges to a unique stationary state - the Nash

Equilibrium. In Figures 5.9a and 5.9b we represent the evolution of user bids and

the evolution of allocated energy for user 1 to 6 respectively. The algorithm proves

to converges to an equilibrium point in a short number of iterations. Going back to
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of user (a) bids and (b) power allocation

Figure 5.10: Average utility vs. power supply Θ

Figure 5.8 we can observe the relation between these results. It can be seen that the

user with the highest demand is user 5. Then, it makes sense that at the equilibrium

state, which the system reaches after running the algorithm, a significantly higher

demand corresponds to a higher energy allocation as well as higher bids.

We now look at correlating the impact of the existing power supply versus the

aggregated user utility. Gaining such an understanding is critical for the system

operator, which can thus chose the power supply such that it may balance the user

preferences with network load and cost of energy. Figure 5.10 shows the average utility

of the system as a function of the energy availability in the system. The averaging

is done over 1000 realizations for different initializations of the iterative algorithm.
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Table 5.1: Cost of stability as a function of network load

Θ(kW ) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

CoS (%) 1.7502 1.7505 1.7505 1.7507 1.7537 1.7543 1.7537 1.7528 1.7532

Additionally, for each run we determine the Nash equilibria of the game for values

of the total amount of available energy ranging in the interval [10, 100] kW. Finally,

we plot the data of these last stationary states of the system as the final result. As

the results show, the average utility of the system improves proportionally with the

allocated energy. Hence the grid operator may directly derive an estimation of the

energy supply’s effect on the users’ utility.

Finally, we address the notion of cost of stability (CoS) introduced in section

5.1.2. As previously described, the robustness of the game, in terms of a fair energy

allocation amongst users, is a desirable property that comes with a price. Hence, we

examine the worst-case loss of performance for the proposed ADDSM algorithm, by

conducting a similar analysis repeated over 1000 realizations for each network load Θ

considered. The results in Table 5.1 show that this allocation scheme returns worst-

case solution values, which are very close to a complete energy distribution (within

a 2% bound). Moreover, in practice, this can be translated in fact as a favourable

property for our mechanism, as it provides a tolerance margin, considering the highly

dynamic nature of the various intermittent and distributed energy resource to be

integrated to the grid [140].

5.1.5 Discussion

A key challenge in the context of the Smart Grid, generically known as Demand-

Side Management (DSM), aims at inducing a specific consumer behavior depending

on available intermittent energy resources, in order to reduce peak energy demand

and to efficiently integrate consumption from renewable sources. The pitfalls of hav-

ing intervals of high peak demand include higher energy costs and increased carbon
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emissions, apart from potentially destabilizing the grid and exposing it to the risk of

cascading outages.

We classify existing DSM techniques according to two criteria of the solutions

proposed: centralization and cooperativeness. Most of the work reported on DSM has

adopted a centralized approach coupled with considering agents as participating in a

cooperative environment [174, 57]. We regard such an approach as a simplifying as-

sumption that overlooks consumer preferences and fails to represent the self-interested

nature of consumers that strategize to minimize costs while maximizing their user

satisfaction level. Moreover we advocate for fully distributed mechanisms that go

beyond existing central control systems, which represent an impractical approach for

coordinating complex large-scale settings.

In more recent work [184, 148] the authors are addressing these important issues.

However, even though they avoid the need for a central controller that imposes a

schedule on the system, they hardcode the decision mechanism at the agents’ level,

limiting severely the agents autonomy with regard to user preferences. Other re-

lated efforts that are confined to either centralized or cooperative environments have

been proposed for managing demand. Amongst, we note [85], where the authors pro-

pose a statical hierarchical design for matching supply, which is centrally organized.

Similarly, in [142] the authors introduce a dynamic tree structure where agents col-

laboratively perform local adaptations that propagate through each level of the tree,

resulting in locally optimal solutions.

In Chapter 5.1, we have positioned our work at the opposite pole and only consider

the case of non-cooperative users operating in a decentralized fashion. In order to

do so, we design a non-cooperative day-ahead game where agents compete with each

other to maximize their utility, which represents a specific balance of comfort levels

over price. The outcome of the game results in an equilibrium state of the system, that

is to be reached without implying any control over other agent’s actions, nor requiring

information regarding their preferences, that might expose them to strategic privacy

invasions.

Noticeably, the underlying assumption of modelling the problem from a game-

theoretic standpoint is that of considering that the utility of a consumer can be
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revealed accurately in a function form that pertains certain properties. In Section

5.1.2 we have argued the versatility of our approach in characterizing the utility of

the consumer through parameters that capture the user preference. However one may

conceive it to be difficult for the average consumer to describe in a mathematical form

the utility derived from using certain devices at various times. In this sense we point at

possible extensions of this work, particularly in the machine learning domain. It would

be especially useful to have a system capable to observe the consumption behavior of

users and actually learn a utility functions without explicit human guidance.

To sum up chapter 5.1, we have applied game-theoretic concepts for one of the key

arising challenges of the Smart Grid, Demand-Side Management. As the electricity

demand is rapidly increasing, this puts increasing pressure on the power network

requiring new mechanisms for accommodating peak usage. The key issue for enabling

the network to work more efficiently is developing solutions, where consumers can

mostly benefit from operating under a set of given constraints by adapting their load

profile. We have represented the problem in the context of a multi-agent systems

and formulated it in terms of a non-cooperative game, where agents optimize their

individual objectives. Following, we derive the Nash equilibrium of the game proving

the existence and uniqueness of such an operating point for our given setting. Finally,

under this framework we introduce a decentralized algorithm for the proposed game

that we analytically prove to converge to the Nash solution and give insights into a

deployment of our mechanism through simulation.
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5.2 Dynamic Coalition Formation for Power Reg-

ulation

In this part of chapter 5 we focus on one particular area of the smart grid, namely,

the challenges faced by distribution network operators in securing the balance between

supply and demand in the intraday market, as a growing number of load controllable

devices and small-scale, intermittent generators coming from renewables are expected

to pervade the system. We introduce a multi-agent design to facilitate coordinating

the various actors in the grid. The underpinning of our approach consists of an online

cooperation scheme, eCOOP, where agents learn a prediction model regarding poten-

tial coalition partners and thus, can respond in an agile manner to situations that are

occurring in the grid, by means of negotiating and formulating speculative solutions,

with respect to the estimated behavior of the system. We provide a computational

characterisation for our solution in terms of complexity, as well as an empirical anal-

ysis against the state-of-the-art mechanism, showing a performance improvement of

about 17%.

Recent years have seen the advent of distributed energy resources (DERs) with

particular emphasis for a cleaner generation of electricity, predominantly based on

wind and solar power [140]. Albeit representing a sustainable form of energy, renew-

ables pose a major challenge to current electricity networks due to their stochastic

behavior. DERs are essentially characterised by small-scale, intermittent and highly

unpredictable output. In this context, embedding such devices to the ageing infras-

tructure of distribution networks requires novel approaches for managing the grid

efficiently [71, 57, 58]. Given this setting, the organization of the exchange electricity

markets is also expected to change.

Currently, the majority of all power is being traded in what is known as the day-

ahead spot market. Here, the following day is discretized over hourly time intervals

and the market is cleared the day before, fixing the prices and volumes for the con-

tracted amount of energy. In addition, shortages or excesses of energy are mitigated

over the intraday market, which is cleared just before the actual power is delivered by
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producers. Such circumstances may include (but are not limited to) compensating for

errors in renewable energy forecasts, smoothing start-up ramps of conventional power

plants, correct instantaneous mismatches between supply and demand and providing

short-term contingency power in case of generator or transmission line failures.

Thus, as the network is becoming more reliant on the power generated by DERs,

the role of the intraday market is expected to gain significant importance [59]. The

goal is then to maximise the usage of clean energy upon its availability and maintain

the delicate balance between supply and demand in real-time. In order to do so, de-

mand should be able to adapt to the volatility in supply. This can be made possible

assuming that consumers too can engage in an online, self-interested negotiation for

shifting loads and thus adapting their demand. Moreover, the system ought to react

in real-time to sudden changes of the aggregated generation profile in order to bal-

ance supply from intermittent renewable resources, while complying with consumer

requirements. Here, we apply the multi-agent paradigm to devise a mechanism that

enables local adaptability to dynamic situations at runtime and allows coordination,

as opposed to the more complex task of centralised management [83]. We address

the above-identified requirements by proposing a dynamic coalition formation (DCF)

algorithm, where agents provide a bottom-up resolution for contingencies via a coor-

dinated look-ahead response.

In more detail, the contribution of Chapter 5.2 is threefold:

1. Firstly, we provide a new representation of the power regulation problem by

formalizing it in the context of dynamic coalitional games;

2. Secondly, we propose a distributed online protocol for solving this problem given

its real-time constraints, where we integrate:

(a) a cooperation scheme that on one hand benefits from attractive economic

properties and on the other hand is scalable and computationally tractable;

(b) prediction-based learning for reasoning about future interactions and states

of the grid;

(c) privacy-preservation guarantees for non-intrusive negotiations;
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3. Thirdly, we present an empirical evaluation of the approach against the state-

of-the-art real-time pricing (RTP) mechanism.

The organization of the rest of chapter 5.2 is as follows. Section 5.2.1 introduces

a new formalism for the intraday power regulation problem in terms of a dynamic

coalition formation analysis. The challenge of an efficient payoff allocation procedure

is addressed in Section 5.2.2, while Section 5.2.3 augments our approach in the context

of privacy preservation. In Section 5.2.4 we put it all together and synthesize our

coalition formation mechanism. Finally, Section 5.2.5 provides an empirical evaluation

of our eCOOP scheme. Section 5.2.6 discusses our approach in the context of related

work.

5.2.1 A Coalitional Game Formulation for Intraday Power

Regulation

Currently, the grid operator is responsible for compiling the day-ahead schedule

for power generation, that is explicitly passed to the actors in the grid. However, with

the advent of renewable generation, these schedules are becoming volatile in nature, as

they can be influenced by a wide variety of factors (e.g. wind speed, solar irradiance,

consumer patterns, etc.), though their accuracy improves as the time-to-prediction

elapses.

Henceforth, we take a standpoint where the grid operator, confronted with the

uncertainty regarding both generation and consumption capacities, is running a con-

tinuous prediction of both supply and demand in the near future, in order to prepare

for reductions in available supply or high-peak demand. We propose a mechanism

owing to which, the grid operator can attempt to manipulate the behavior of these

actors. Namely, once it determines that a control action needs to be executed, this

information is published and becomes available to the actors in the respective region

of the grid. Normally, due to the small capacity of individual actors, for obtaining a

meaningful impact cooperation and coordination is required.

More formally, we represent prosumers as the set of self-interested agents A =

{ai | 0 < i ≤ n} that always aim at maximizing their incurred gains. In doing so,
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we associate with each consumer agent ai the set of deferrable loads lj ∈ Li (in kW),

operated over a discretized time schedule T = {t1, . . . , tm}, by specifying their initial

starting time slots sj set by the user, their duration dj, as well as the active periods for

each load ϕj. For simplicity, we overload notation by denoting, for producer agents,

with lj the amount of energy to be generated during the interval dj, starting at sj.

Against this background, we introduce the following definitions.

Definition 1. A corrective action is a tuple αc = �ti, tj�, expressing the need to shift

capacity from time slot ti to tj, without affecting the remaining time slots.

Definition 2. A corrective action request is a tuple �αc, pc,R,P�. The grid operator

proposes corrective action requests by providing estimations that take the form of a

probability distribution P : D → [0, 1], specifying the likelihood pc of corrective ac-

tions αc ∈ D to be necessary. Additionally, functions R,P : R → R associate respec-

tively, monetary incentives to be distributed amongst the members of the coalition

that undertakes each task and penalties to be imposed for unfulfilled commitments,

based on the capacity to be shifted.

Definition 3. Each agent a ∈ A is characterized by its baseline preferred consump-

tion or generation, discretized over time slots T = {t1, . . . , tm} via the profile function

β that aggregates its schedule:

βai(tk) =
�

lj∈Li

ljϕj(tk), ∀tk ∈ T

ϕj(tk) =

�
1 if tk ∈ [sj, sj + dj]

0 otherwise
(5.11)

Now, we consider that each consumer agent ai is characterized by a set of actions,

which represent the shifting actions ai is willing to take.

Definition 4. An action is a tuple α = �l,∆� that specifies the potential deferment

∆ of load l. For each agent ai we denote its flexibility domain as the set of possible

actions χai = ∪αj.
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Figure 5.11: Structure of the coalitional game

Essentially, an action produces an alteration to the initial profile β of the agent.

Definition 5. Function δ : χ → RT captures the changes in consumption for each

time slot per action.

Definition 6. Let αc = �ti, tj� be a corrective action. Then an action α is relevant

for αc if the following holds:

δ(α, t) =






−q if t = ti

q if t = tj

0 otherwise

(5.12)
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Definition 7. The discomfort cost wai : χai → R quantifies the marginal loss of

agent ai in performing a particular action.

The business model (see Fig. 5.11) behind this approach implements a case-by-

case monetary reward for each specific corrective action requested by the grid operator

to consumers willing to participate. In principle, the reliability of the agents to carry

out corrective actions should be the basis in committing the agents for such tasks.

Importantly, in our approach the goal is in having the grid operator exempt from

micromanaging the interactions with every agent individually. We address this issue

by providing reward and penalty functions fit for this purpose. Explicitly, the reward

function consists of two components (Equation 5.13), a superadditive4 function f and

a subadditive5 function g. The threshold val specifies the point where increasing the

capacity to be reduced by the agents is no longer desired by the grid operator.

R(q) =

�
f(x) if q < val

g(x) if q ≥ val
(5.13)

The penalty P represents a superadditive function. Noticeably, while the reward

incentives agents to perform joint actions in return for a higher pay, the penalty

denotes a higher pay for failing to deliver this joint action. Thus, the problem of the

grid operator in assessing the agents’ reliability of actually delivering their actions is

now being transferred to the agents that are incentivized to police themselves, with

the scope of avoiding high penalties.

This models in effect a coalition game, where upon a corrective action request of

a given probability (inline with Definition 2), agents can reallocate load usage over

time schedule T , in order to fulfil the corrective action and be eligible to collect

the associated reward. Coalitions are formed based on the expected reward of the

coalition and the individual costs that the agents incur in performing the actions. If

the corrective action takes place and a coalition delivers the action α as promised,

4Suppose a1 and a2 can reduce demand with capacity q1 and q2 respectively. Superadditivity
implies R(q1 + q2) > R(q1) +R(q2).

5Similarly, subadditivity implies R(q1 + q2) < R(q1) +R(q2)
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then the reward R(α) is awarded to coalition. Contrary, if the coalition fails to deliver

action α as promised the penalty P(α) is to be imposed on the coalition.

Definition 8. A coalition is a subset of agents S ⊆ A that agree on pursuing a set

of actions αS called the joint action of coalition S:

αS ⊆
�

ai∈S
χai

Definition 9. Let αc = �ti, tj� be a corrective action. Let coalition S commit joint

action αS to a corrective action request αC , producing a reduction of capacity q.

Then, coalition S is compliant if the following holds:

�

αj∈αS

δ(αj, t) =






−q if t = ti

q if t = tj

0 otherwise

(5.14)

Definition 10. The cost of coalition S sums up the discomfort costs for all actions

performed by members of S:

C(αS) =
�

αj∈αS
ai∈S

wai(αj) (5.15)

Definition 11. Let S be a coalition with joint action αS that is compliant with

αc = �ti, tj�. The overall coalition value is computed based on whether the action αS

has actually been delivered or not, by subtracting the discomfort cost of all coalition

members from the given reward R(αc) or penalty P(αc), respectively:

ν(S) =
�

R(αS)− C(αS) if αS is delivered

−P(αS)− C(αS) if αS is not delivered
(5.16)
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We are now in the position to define a number of key requirements for our power

regulation protocol.

Requirements. Let �αc, pc,R,P� be a corrective action requests dynamically initi-

ated by the grid operator. Design a protocol where:

1. Agents self-organize to form a coalition structure CS such that each coalition

S ∈ CS is compliant with the corrective action αc

2. Determine a payoff distribution u : A → R that is:

(a) Individually rational iff ∀a ∈ S : u(a) ≥ ν(a)

(b) Efficient iff
�

a∈S u(a) = ν(S)

(c) Offers coalitional stability guaranties

3. Preserve data privacy w.r.t self valuation wai of possible shifting action in χai

during coalition negotiation

Example. Consider a 2-agent scenario, where a1’s flexibility domain is represented

by the action χa1 = {{α1
a1 = �l1,∆1�,α2

a1 = �l2,∆2�}}, while for a2 we denote χa2

as the actions χa2 = {α1
a2 = �l3,∆3�}. Function δ determines the modifications in

consumption induced by these actions: δ(α1
a1) = {q1, t1 → t2}; δ(α2

a1) = {q2, t3 → t4};
δ(α1

a2) = {q3, t1 → t2}. For instances α1
a1 means shifting the capacity q1 from t1

to t2. Suppose now the grid operator requires the corrective action αc = �t1, t2�.
Consequently, the coalition of agents a1 and a2 could reduce consumption in t1 with

q = q1 + q3 and shift it to t2 in compliance with the Grid’s request.

5.2.2 BSV-Stable Payoff Distribution for Dynamic Environ-

ments

The starting point for this section gives further insight into modelling the rationale

under which agents consider joining potential coalitions.It is important to realize that

agents, representing both consumers and producers of energy in the grid, operate
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within significant levels of uncertainty. We model a setting in which we consider the

sources of uncertainty to be twofold. From the agent’s perspective, on one hand the

challenge is in accurately predicting its user’s energy profile and preferences. On the

other hand, in order to increase their coordination efficiency, agents need to build a

prediction with regard to the expected behavior of potential coalition partners.

Definition 12. Given agent a’s estimation π of a joint action αS actually occurring,

the expected utility of agent a in coalition S is given by factoring in this probability:

µa(S) = πR(αS)− (1− π)P(αS)− C(αS) (5.17)

Intuitively, the utility computation considers the expected coalitional reward, the

expected penalty and the cost of performing the joint action.

Definition 13. Let S be a coalition with joint action αS. The expected utility of S
is the average over the individual utilities of the members a ∈ S:

µ(S) =
�

a∈S µa(S)
|S| (5.18)

Recall that we assume the grid operator to be providing estimations that take the

form of a probability distribution P : D → [0, 1], that specifies the likelihood pc of a

corrective action αc ∈ D to be necessary. It is important to note that a corrective

action will have different valuations for each agent. Agents will engage in a coalition

formation procedure by playing the best response depending on their prefered strat-

egy. Selecting a strategy, essentially boils down to a particular interpretation of the

expected reward of pursuing a certain corrective action:

α = argmax
αc∈D

E[R(αc)] (5.19)
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Notice now that given the fact that corrective actions can only be estimated to

occur, we have used for the strategy formulation the expected reward term, E[R(αc)].

Subsequently, each agent may adopt a different strategy according to its user’s expo-

sure to risk:

i) risk-neutral strategy : select the solution that maximizes the expected coalition

reward: α = argmax
αc∈D

pcR(αc)

ii) risk-averse strategy : selects the solution over a restricted set of corrective

actions with high probability for a given threshold h: α = argmax
αc∈D

pcR(αc) if pc > h

iii) risk-seeking strategy : selects the solution by favouring corrective actions with

high monetary incentive, regardless of low probability of occurrence: α = argmax
αc∈D

R(αc)

As previously detailed in Section 5.2.1, based on their expected utilities, agents

engage in a coalitional game G = (A, µ). The solution of the game is a configuration

�CS, u� that specifies a payoff distribution u : A → R and a coalition structure CS,
which partitions the set of agents A. According to the requirements of Section 5.2.1,

the payoff distribution u(a) is supposed to be individually rational, efficient and stable.

This means that another aspect that needs to be addressed, concerns coming up with

a payoff configuration that satisfies a notion of stability, implying that agents have

an incentive for behaving in a certain way.

The payoff allocation scheme is resulting from running a negotiation procedure,

where agents reschedule loads in order to meet the required constraints. Thus, con-

sidering the real-time constraints, for the payoff distribution, the protocol should

minimize computational and communication demands. It is however well known that

the classical stability concepts in coalitional game theory are of high computational

complexity [126]. Consequently, for the payoff distribution we adopt an efficient ver-

sion of Shapley value [161] introduced by Ketchpel in [79] and further developed in

[28]:

Definition 14. The bilateral Shapley value σ(Si,S, ν), i ∈ {1, 2} in the bilateral coali-

tion S is equivalent to determining the Shapley value of Si in the game ({S1,S2}, ν):
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σ(Si,S, ν) =
1

2
ν(Si) +

1

2
(ν(S)− ν(Sk)) (5.20)

with k ∈ 1, 2 , k �= i.

Notice that this can be rewritten such that the surplus of joining S1 and S2 into

S is distributed equally among S1 and S2:

σ(Si,S, ν) = ν(Si)−
1

2
(ν(S)− ν(S1)− ν(S2)) (5.21)

Now, given two disjunct coalitions S1 and S2, their union S is called a bilateral

coalition, while S1, S2 are subcoalitions of S. In order for a bilateral coalition S to be

recursively bilateral it needs to represent the root node of a binary tree TS for which

i) every non-leaf node is a bilateral coalition and its subcoalitions are it’s children and

ii) every leaf-node is a single-agent coalition. It follows then that a coalition structure

CS is recursively bilateral iff ∀S ∈ CS: S is recursively bilateral or S = a, a ∈ A.

Definition 15. Given a game G = (A, ν) and a recursively bilateral coalition struc-

ture CS, a payoff distribution u is called recursively bilateral Shapley value stable iff

for each S ∈ CS, every non-leaf node S∗ in TS: u(S∗
i ) = σ(S∗

i ,S∗, νS∗), i ∈ {1, 2}
with ∀S∗∗ ⊆ A:

νS∗(S∗∗) =

�
σ(Sp

k ,Sp, νSp) if Sp ∈ TS,S∗ = S∗∗ = Sp
k , k ∈ {1, 2}

ν(S∗∗) otherwise
(5.22)

Our aim is to find a recursively bilateral coalition structure CS for game G =

(A, µ), as well as a payoff distribution u that is recursively bilaterial Shapley value

stable. Notice that such a solution can be constructed incrementally through a bila-

terial merging process, where the intermediary coalition value is computed according

to Equation 5.22.

Example. (see Fig. 5.12) Consider the following 3-agent scenario (A, ν) with A =

{a1, a2, a3}, where we demonstrate the calculations for the payoff distribution using

the bilateral Shapley value:
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Figure 5.12: Example of generating payoff configuration through bilateral Shapley

value

• ν(a1) = 1; ν(a2) = 0.5; ν(a3) = 0.5;

• ν({a1, a2}) = 4; ν({a2, a3}) = 2; ν({a1, a3}) = 2

• ν({a1, a2, a3}) = 5.5

It follows that merging into coalition A = {a1, a2} and then into coalition B =

{a1, a2, a3} yields the following payoff distributions: σ(A, {B}, ν) = 4 + 1/2(5.5 −
0.5 − 4) = 4.5; σ({a3}, {B}, ν) = 0.5 + 1/2(5.5 − 0.5 − 4) = 1. Similarly, the payoff

of A is distributed recursively into σ({a1}, A, ν) = 2.25 and σ({a2}, A, ν) = 1.75.

5.2.3 Privacy-Preserving Layer

The cooperation scheme that we propose is run distributively among agents rep-

resenting various actors in the grid, requiring that individual valuations, such as

discomfort costs and the agents’ utilities to form coalitions, need to be communicated

between them. This implies that sensitive information will become distributed among

numerous agents, without transmitting the data to a central (trusted) site. Thus, in

order to avoid the possibility of malicious agents attempting to learn information

about other agents, in particular, the discomfort costs of their actions, our scheme is

to incorporate cryptographic primitives in order to perform secure multi-party compu-

tations. Evidently, there are numerous additional ways in which disclosure of energy

consumption data may negatively impact consumers. As the granularity of the data

collected and transmitted over the smart grid increases, privacy preservation is be-

coming an imperative concern [105, 149]. Primarily, protocols should prevent that
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Figure 5.13: Example of homomorphic cryptosystem

private behavior could be derived, which may reflect personal routines, when a loca-

tion is occupied, work schedules, or other information regarding occupant activities

and lifestyle.

To address this, we look at homomorphic encryption schemes, which make it is

possible to perform operations directly on cyphertexts that correspond to operations

on the initial cleartext messages. This means that despite that an agent cannot de-

crypt any of the individual messages received, he can however aggregate the messages

using the homomorphic property and ask a subset of the sending agents to help it

decrypt the result. Specifically, we are interested in applying an efficient additive

homomorphic encryption scheme (see in Fig. 5.13).

Let (pubkey, privkey) be a pair of public and matching private keys, Enc(pubkey,m)

a function that encrypts messagem using the public key pubkey andm = Dec(privkey,

Enc(pubkey,m)) denotes the corresponding decryption function using the private key

privkey. Then a public key cryptosystem with homomorphic property satisfies:

Enc(pubkey,m1) · Enc(pubkey,m2) = Enc(pubkey,m1 +m2) (5.23)

An efficient instantiation of such a scheme is the Paillier cryptosystem [129], which

provides a fast encryption and decryption protocol, the details of which we leave aside

due to space limitations.

Moreover, the public key cryptosystem is semantically secure, meaning that it

is infeasible for a computationally bounded adversary (probabilistic polynomial-time

adversary) to derive significant information about a message, when given only its
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ciphertext and the corresponding public encryption key. More formally, this means

that for any function f and plaintext m, the probability of guessing f(m) does not

increase, for a hypothetical adversary with polynomial resources, if he knows a cipher-

text corresponding to m. Nevertheless, a coalition can compute the aggregate over

these functions, which can then be revealed using the private shares of each coalition

member.

5.2.4 eCOOP : Putting it all together

In the following we summarize the main steps outlined in the previous sections by

giving the pseudocode representation of our online cooperation scheme. As detailed in

Section 5.2.1, the grid operator holds the responsibility of monitoring the grid at large,

in preparation for various instances of fluctuations, high-peaks, line overloads, reduced

DER generation, etc. As a precautionary measure, the grid operator dynamically

updates and publishes a list of corrective actions. The agents representing actors

on the level of the low voltage grid need to coalesce in order to perform the actions

indicated by the grid operator. According to the diagram in Fig. 5.11, that depicts

the overall structure of the game in Section 5.2.1, the coalition formation procedure

introduced hereafter corresponds to the second stage.

The eCOOP algorithm is run by every agent in the system. The starting point

for each agent is in inspecting the global list of corrective actions provided by the

grid operator, along with the probability of their occurrence. According to the user

prescribed strategy of the agent, a set of target events in EventQueue is selected

from CorrectiveActionsList (line 3), which induce a set of goal-oriented cooperative

games that are solved concurrently. Next, for each target event the algorithm itera-

tively attempts to construct feasible coalitions starting from the initial set of singleton

coalitions. A coalition represents an agreement between a group of agents for a suc-

cessful resolution of a corrective action solicited by the grid operator. Based on the

information exchange (line 30-34), each coalition computes internally the expected

utility of a bilateral merger with a potential coalition partner, by including individual

evaluations of past collaborations, which are reflected in the computation of the utility
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µ of a coalition in a given coalition merger. Then, potential coalition formations are

simulated via mergers of subcoalitions by computing the coalition value as the mean of

the expected utilities of the merging coalitions (line 37). Following the assessment of

potential coalition partners, for a particular candidate set, proposals are opportunis-

tically advanced (line 41-52). The procedure terminates once the algorithm converges

on a particular coalition structure. Finally, once the corrective action has been per-

formed by the coalition the reward is distributed according to the BSV computation

for that particular configuration (line 22), resulting in coalitions with stable payoff

distributions. Specifically, once the event has elapsed, according to Equation 5.16,

depending on the compliance or non-compliance with the corrective action, a reward

or a penalty is determined respectively. The amount is then distributed down the

coalitional tree based on the expected coaitional utilities µ (Definition 13) that were

used in generating the tree structure. Additionally, agents update their probabilistic

model (values of π) with the information inferred from the result of the coalition

formation.

As we have established, we assume that the agents representing prosumers in the

grid act selfishly, therefore, during the negotiation procedure for coalition formation,

information about agents’ profile must remain confidential. Firstly, this is achieved by

communicating to potential coalition partners only a restricted set of actions that an

agent is willing to take, instead of its complete profile. However, as this information

represents the objective of negotiation, revealing it may expose agents to strategic

behavior, in addition to the obvious risks of sharing detailed energy profiles (see

Section 5.2.3). Our algorithm employs a homomorphic cryptosystem that allows

agents to perform data aggregation without requiring that the data is decrypted

beforehand. That is, agents can only determine the coalition value, instead of the

individual preferences.

In the following we give the agent program of a leader agent ai in a coalition,

where a leader is determined by lexicographic order.

The complexity of the proposed DCF algorithm is given in the following proposi-

tions.
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Algorithm 5
Data: χai , µai (S), ∀S ⊂ A

1: procedure eCOOP

2: Update(CorrectiveActionsList)

3: Select target event set EventQueue from CorrectiveActionsList according to agent strategy in Eq. 9

4: for all target Ti ∈ EventQueue do

5: Initialize

6: repeat

7: if ∃S ∈ CSiter so that ai = Lead(S) then

8: Det. relevant action set αTi
S ⊆ χS such that Eq. 2 holds ∀α ∈ αTi

S

9: αS = MergeActions(αTi
S ) ; Candidate = ∅

10: if αS not null then

11: for all S� ∈ CSi \ {S} do

12: S̃ = S ∪ S�
13: Communicate(S�, S̃)
14: Simulate(S�, S̃)
15: end for

16: Bilateral Negotiation(Candidate)

17: end if

18: iter := iter + 1

19: else break

20: end if

21: until Convergence(CS) or iter = card(A)

22: Compute recursively payoff vector u(C�) for all C� ∈ TC as in Eq. 12 given µ(C)

23: end for

24: end procedure

25:
26: function Initialize

27: iter = 0; CSiter = {{a}|a ∈ A};
28: end function

29:
30: function Communicate(S�, S̃)
31: Send(S, S�, [αS ;Enc(C(αS))]) Receive(S, S�, [αS�;Enc(C(αS�))])

32: Aggregate µS(S̃) as in Eq. 8 based on µa(S̃), for all a ∈ S using Homomorphic Scheme

33: Send(S, S�, Enc(µS(S̃))) Receive(S, S�, Enc(µS�(S̃)))

34: end function

35:
36: function Simulate(S�, S̃)
37: Compute µ(S̃) = µS(S̃)+µS�(S̃)

2

38: Candidate := Append(Candidate, S�)
39: end function

40:
41: function Bilateral Negotiation(Candidate)

42: S∗ := MaxV alue(Candidate)

43: Send(S,Lead(S∗),MergeProposal)

44: if Receive(S,Lead(S∗), Agree) then

45: Inform coaltion members of forming S∗ = S ∪ S�
46: else Candidate := Candidate \ {S∗};
47: if Candidate not null then

48: Bilateral Negotiation(Candidate)

49: else break

50: end if

51: end if

52: end function
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Proposition 1. The computation complexity of the algorithm is O(pn2m) , where

we denote with n = |A|, m = maxS∈CS{|αS|}, p = max{|EventQueue|}.

Proof. The number of iterations that the algorithm needs to cycle through is

bounded by a) the maximum number of events in the global queue O(p) (line 6); b)

the maximum number of coalition mergers that may occur O(n), which corresponds

to the formation of the grand coalition (line 9); c) O(nm) the maximum number of

operations required in order to construct the list CandidateL. Besides, the secure

multi-party computation requires performing an encryption for every sent message,

while the destination agent is needed to add the corresponding decryption. Hence,

the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(p)O(n)O(nm) = O(pn2m). �

Proposition 2. The communication complexity of the algorithm in the number

of messasges per agent is O(mnp).

Proof. During each run of the algorithm the number of messages sent by an

agent is bounded by O(n) + O(m) for the case of coalition representative agents,

corresponding to inter-coalition negotiations and intra-coalition message passing re-

spectively. Otherwise, a single message specifying µa is required to be sent to the

coalition leader. In addition to this message, due to the usage of the cryptographic

layer, an extra message per agent for every iteration is necessary for computing and

sending the private shares of the coalition members to its leader. Thus, given at

most pn rounds of the algorithm, the overall number of messages sent by an agent is

O(mnp). �

5.2.5 Empirical Evaluation

Experimental Set-up

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, experiments were

conducted on real datasets obtained from the Australian Energy Market Operator

(AEMO)6. It is important to note that AEMO centrally coordinates the dispatch

6http://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/Data/Price-and-Demand/Aggregated-Price-and-
Demand-Data-Files
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Figure 5.14: Load curve for an individual household

procedure via a real-time pricing (RTP) scheme, by pooling the quantities of electric-

ity required by consumers from available generators. Specifically, the dataset used

for our first set of experiments archives price and aggregated demand data covering

the month of September 2012 for each hourly slot, for the NSW region. While no

detailed data was available on individual consumers, we infer this information and

construct the agents’ profile β by disaggregating the total demand. In doing so, we

fix the number of agents to N = 2252K, derived from the number of households7

in the NSW region. In Figure 5.14 we plot the real consumption profile8 for a typ-

ical residential area. Next, based on this profile we generate stochastically, using

a uniform distribution, new individual consumers that jointly match the initial ag-

gregated demand of the AEMO. For our scenario, we used simulated consumption

patterns for the number of N agents, where the consumption per agent per time slot

is drawn from a uniform distribution U(pmin, pmax). We set the following parameters

pmin(t) = −0.15p(t) and pmax = 0.15p(t), where p(t) denotes the typical consumption

at time slot t. We further assume that the strategies representing exposure to risk

(Section 5.2.2) are equally represented in the consumer population and that the extent

to which consumers are willing to reschedule demand by shifting loads is constrained

to Υ = 25%, denoting the elasticity of demand as recent reports suggest [140]. For

7http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/1338.1Dec%202010?OpenDocument

8Available at UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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associating shiftable loads to consumer profiles we generate loads with one time slot

duration distributed uniformly over the set of time slots T = {1, . . . , 24}, to match

the given elasticity of demand. The number of time slots to which each load can be

deferred is bounded to ∆ ∈ [−5, 5].

Corrective actions are triggered by the grid operator for each timeslot where the

ratio between the average consumption and the estimated consumption is outside

the interval [0.5, 1.5]. Additionally, in order to give a measure of robustness for our

approach, we factored into our simulation random variations in the power supply,

accounting for fluctuations from renewable resources, which are estimated to cover

about 13% of the total generation [140]. The mean absolute percentage deviation

(MAPD) is bounded to an extent of at most 20%. These may also represent the cause

for requesting corrective actions in case the abovementioned triggering condition is

met. Also we consider that coalitions perform joint actions successfully with a 90%

probability.

Predictive Model

The aspects of building an estimation model regarding potential coalition partners,

based on previous encounters, as well as the agent’s own estimated user behavior

has been addressed in Section 5.2.1. In our experiments, we address both aspects

in a unified approach by including sources of uncertainty in the form of random,

uncontrollable variables with probability distributions, that each agent attempts to

learn in an online fashion. Recall that for each agent a ∈ A there corresponds a set

of (deferrable) loads La. Essentially, the goal is in learning for a given action αlj ,

that shifts a load lj, the likelihood that the shift occurs to a particular timeslot k.

Suppose now agent a wants to determine the likelihood for the actions that constitute

its flexibility set χa. Let R = {r1, . . . , r|χa|} denote the set of random variables

modelling future, uncontrollable events and D = {D1, . . . , Dq}, a set of domains for

the random variables such that ri takes values in Di = T . Let σ : R → χa be a

distribution function of random variables to the agent’s actions. Agent a learns P =

{π1, . . . , π|χa|}, which is a set of probability distributions for the random variables,
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where each distribution πi : Di → [0, 1] defines the probability law for random variable

ri, so that the values of πi sum up to 1.

Also, there is uncertainty regarding the expected behavior of potential coalition

partners, which in turn needs to conform to their respective user demands in a timely

fashion. Similarly, agent a tracks past encounters with other agents and builds a

probability set Pi for each agent ai. Consequently, we exploit the repeated game

structure of the problem to learn a prediction model regarding future interactions

and thus infer potential synergies between agents.

In order to compute the set of probabilities P , for the sake of clarity we adopt the

fictitious play learning model9, where agents observe other agents’, as well as their

own user behavior. Concretely, for the latter case, the fictitious play requires that

agent a models the set of random variables ri by keeping, for each action of its user

αlj ∈ χa, a count cjαk
for each timeslot k:

πk
αlj =

cjαk�
i c

j
αi

(5.24)

Of note is the fact that particular actions may be enforced by the user by setting the

prior counts of the distribution. The same procedure holds for tracking agents that

a has been previously exposed to during preceding runs of the algorithm. Moreover,

for computing the probability of a joint action αS, we average over the individual

probabilities of each action α ∈ αS:

παS =

�
α∈αS

πα

|αS|
(5.25)

Results

Based on this data, we ran a comparison of the eCOOP algorithm against the

existing RTP mechanism implemented in the Australian market. Results from these

9Of course, more complex functions could be considered, but this is beyond the scope of this
work.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison over aggregated demand patterns

experiments are shown in Figure 5.15, where we plot the average daily consumption

patterns (in MW) for the given period. Based on our numerical experiments we

can conclude that our coalition-based approach leads to a significant flattening of

the energy consumption curve, as opposed to the RTP solution, although the overall

consumption is maintained the same. Intuitively, Figure 5.15 clearly shows that

by applying our proposed algorithm, ahead of critical peak periods, demand can

efficiently adapt so that such instances are being prevented from occurring. In order

to give a more quantitative measure for our results we consider the load factor metric

[188], which represents the ratio of average power demand to the maximum (peak)

demand. One of the key challenges behind bringing about the smart grid vision is

particularly related to the improvements of load factors. Using this metric as an

indicator of operational efficiency we can measures the disparity of the peak from

average usage. Thus, the flattening of the demand curve corresponds to an increase

of the load factor toward unity. For the one-month interval we have considered in our

experiments, our approach produces a 14% increase of the load factor from 0.77 for

RTP scheme to 0.91 when applying the eCOOP algorithm.

The second set of experiments are designed to speculate about future scenarios,

when due to a wide adoption of plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) as well as electrifi-

cation of heating, the proportion of shiftable consumption may increase significantly.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of (a) load factor, (b) carbon emissions and (c) percetage

savings for different degrees of elasticity of demand

Specifically, we are interested to evaluate the impact of our mechanism for variations

of the elasticity of demand Υ, by which we have denoted the percentage of energy

a consumer is willing to defer upon an incoming request from the grid operator. In

Figure 5.16 (a) we plot the effect of different values of Υ upon the load factor of the

system. We have already seen from our initial setting very promising result regard-

ing this parameter even for a moderate elasticity of 25%. A considerable increase

in elasticity above this value is thus expected to provide negligible increases of the

load factor, below 10%. Importantly though, the experiments show that against a

consumer with zero elasticity, even a small increase can produce a large impact on

the load factor, which is a very encouraging result.

Next, we investigate another criteria for evaluating the energetic efficiency of the

system, in close relation to the previous. Hence, a high value of the load factor means

a decrease usage of peaking plants and as a result, a lower carbon footprint. In other
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words, a reduced consumption during peak intervals and an overall flatter demand

means that energy can be generated from less polluting sources. The amount of

emissions is in direct correspondence to the energy mix required in order to satisfy

the aggregated demand. We use the AEMO dataset10 to determine the correspon-

dence between a load factor value and the induced CO2 emissions. Based on these

findings, Figure 5.16 (b) shows the decrease in the amount of carbon emission per

kWh by applying the eCOOP algorithm for various degrees of elasticity in demand.

Not surprisingly, a similar pattern can be observed representing a steep reduction of

emissions for small increases in elasticity for up to an approximate 20%.

Lastly, avoiding the need to deploy peaking plants can be directly translated into

consumer savings. In Figure 5.15 we have represented the evolution of real-time

pricing according to the given aggregated demand, provided by the AEMO dataset.

Observably, off-peak intervals are correlated with lower prices, while higher prices

correspond to peak periods. We now look into the peak timeslots, when correc-

tive actions are requested by the grid operator and compute the aggregated costs of

consumers for the RTP and eCOOP scheme respectively, based on the correlation

between price and aggregated demand in our dataset. We plot the results in Figure

5.16 (c), where we give an estimation of percent savings incurred by consumers during

peaking periods for varying degrees of elasticity. This is again an encouraging result,

showing an approximate 30% reduction of kWh cost in return for an elasticity of 20%.

Further flexibility in consumption can lead to a reduction of up to 40%.

Finally, we provide conclusive results for the performance of our algorithm, demon-

strating how eCOOP outperforms the existing RTP scheme, evaluated over an ex-

tended year-round scenario. It is important to note that consumption patterns vary

throughout the year. Specifically, winter and summer months are known to exhibit

increased high-peak intervals due to an intense usage of electricity. We started our ex-

periments investigating an average consumption month. For generality, we now give

in Figure 5.17 the year-round results based on the load factor computation for the two

approaches under consideration. It is interesting to observe that RTP produces differ-

10http://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/Settlements/Carbon-Dioxide-Equivalent-Intensity-Index
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Figure 5.17: Simulation results for year-round load factor comparison

ent outcomes depending on the particular period of the year, highly correlated to the

expected consumption usage. For instance, on the one hand, the lowest efficiency is

observed during January with a load factor value of 0.6 and on the other hand, April

and November represent the highest efficiency months. In contrast, eCOOP consis-

tently manages to attain a higher efficiency of an approximately 0.9 load factor value,

invariantly of the period considered, while producing an average 17% improvement.

5.2.6 Discussion

Similar to our work, multi-agent systems have been proposed in the smart grid

domain for the task of demand-side management in a number of studies [173, 184, 148].

Critical peak pricing or spot pricing mechanisms attempt to incentivize agents to

adapt their demand, by reducing consumption during peak times [117]. Of course,

this may end up in situations where peaks are only temporarely flattened and then

shifted to different time intervals, as some of the research has shown, [167, 148].

More sophisticated solutions have proposed a game-theoretic framework, [111, 24],

for a coordinated adaptation of the agents’ behavior.

Power regulation is however distinct in that the objective of a corrective action is

well defined and localized to a particular region of the grid. Peakload and contingency

periods are typically handled by means of adapting the power supply, by firing ex-
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pensive, carbon-intensive, peaking plant generators. Here, the grid operator provides

a request for a specific power regulation action that needs to be addressed in a timely

fashion. While demand-side management may be regarded as a day-ahead scheduling

problem, for grid regulation, the response time is constrained within minutes, or to

even a couple of seconds.

Due to these challenges, the majority of current methods have been limited to

propose solutions that can only be applied in the day-ahead market. For instance,

confining the space possible actors, in [180], the authors explore the idea of coupling

generation from wind farms with storage facilities, particularly batteries from electric

vehicles. Furthermore, the approach follows the assumption of a hierarchical organi-

zation, where a group leader computes an optimised schedule to maximising profit,

for a fixed number of given participants. In a similar approach, in [30], the authors

consider a single owner for the entire system that allows the use of centralised control,

based on dynamic programming scheduling.

More relevant to our context, in [77], the authors report some preliminary work on

deploying electric vehicles (EVs) for power management in the grid. However, they

restrict their study to a small-scale scenario, moreover, assuming centralized control

over the set of EVs. This eludes some of the harder problems of operating within

minimal information environments, where the assumptions of global knowledge and

top-down control of centralization no longer hold.

More grounded approaches for the task of load management fall under the category

of direct load control (DLC) as one of the best practices deployed so far to reduce

system peak load by imposing a brute-force on/off strategy to control loads. In [189],

the authors report on a study in cooperation with the Taiwan Power Company, where

to achieve DLC, they use a multi-pass dynamic programming method to schedule the

operation of air conditioner load in order to reach peak reduction and maximum cost

savings. Another DLC scheduling solution is given in [118], where the goal is that of

increasing the profit of the utility using a linear programming algorithm. Recognizing

the importance of taking user preference and comfort into account, improved DLC

solutions deploy a logic-based system to model by fuzzy variables the flexibly of

interrupting the air-conditioner and electric water heater loads, in an attempt to
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factor in user satisfaction [154, 192].

Clearly, the above-mentioned approaches pose a series of limitations. DLC meth-

ods, although practicle assume full control over the consumer loads, which can be

exercised at will. In a realistic scenario it is hard to imagine having consumers com-

ply with such energy usage violations. Centralised solutions assuming a single owner

of the system that has full control over the operation of all loads is again nonap-

plicable to instances where different stakeholders need to reach an agreement as to

fulfil a given goal. Finally, applying various pricing schemes has also been shown

to deliver poor results. For example, individual consumers may unilaterally decide

to shift consumption from expensive time slots to cheap time slots, thus replacing

peaks from one period to another. The problem here is due consumers i) not having

a clear perception of the amount of energy that needs to be shifted, ii) having an

interaction only with grid operator, while not being aware of the constraints and con-

sumption preferences of other consumers and iii) not being able to opt in/out at will,

dynamically, in the participation to energy management schemes. Moving towards a

decentralized, agent-based setting of the electricity grid, we identified and resolved

here a set of desiderata, that to best of our knowledge all current approaches fail to

address.

To sum up, in Chapter 5.2 we were interested in mechanisms that can cope with

an increasing amount of intermittent energy generated via renewable resources. We

introduced the eCOOP agent-based algorithm, where look-ahead coalitional nego-

tiations are run within minimal information environments in order to addresses the

dynamism and uncertainty of the system. Furthermore, our protocol provides for com-

puting an efficient payoff allocation scheme that guarantees stable coalitions, while

satisfying privacy-preservation of sensitive data. Notably, our approach is guaranteed

to achieve a security level of IND-CPA11, which is the highest security level for ho-

momprhic schemes. We have also provided an empirical evaluation of our approach

based on real datasets and shown the advantages of using it in terms of increased grid

efficiency.

11IND stands for indistinguishability and CPA for chosen plaintext attacks [186]
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It is important to point out that by design, the intervention of the grid operator

addresses explicitly the shifting actions that consumer need to perform in order to

collect the reward. In contrast to RTP schemes, this allows us to impose the necessary

constraints so that by removing peaks we are not replacing them by new arising ones,

which is also known as the herding effect. Moreover, the design of the reward function

allows us to transfer the responsibility of determining the reliability of the agents to

carry out corrective actions from the grid operator to the agents themselves.

In this work we have used a standard approach for computing the prediction

model, namely fictitious play. In future work we plan to look into more complex

models and asses their performance. Also, we are interested to evaluate our model

in scenarios where consumers are not only willing to shift loads to different time

intervals given monetary incentives, but may additionally be considering to reduce

their total consumption given that a certain revenue could be attained. Expectedly,

this is ought to further flatten demand and thus, increase the overall efficiency of the

grid especially during periods when generation from renewables is highly fluctuating.

Unfortunately, specifying this sort of parameters, such as the threshold in revenue to

which consumers may react and the extent to which their consumption behavior may

be altered remains an open question.
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5.3 Chapter Summary

This Chapter introduces a consumer-centric framework for operating the smart

grid. The problem is twofold and needs to be addressed in correspondence to the

organization of the electricity market. Thus, we provide an inclusive approach by

dwelling in Chapter 5.1 on the problem of Demand-side management, while Chapter

5.2 is focused on Demand Response. The former is formulated in the context of

the Forward market, where consumers adapt their consumption pattern to adhere to

the requirements of the DNO by providing regular reductions in demand for certain

periods. The latter is concerned with mechanisms applicable in the Intraday market,

where consumers have to wait for critical periods and cooperate in real-time to provide

demand reduction services, while DSM aims to prevent these periods from occurring

in the first place. Overall, we are providing a novel framework for managing the grid

efficiently by envisioning a game layer on top of the electricity grid infrastructure that

allows us to implement a consumer-centric approach as one key driving factor for a

new vision of the grid via increasing participation of customers in the energy field.



Chapter 6

Detection of Collusive Behavior in

Energy Markets

Singularity is almost invariably a clue. The more featureless and

commonplace a crime is, the more difficult it is to bring it home.

— Sherlock Holmes —

Fundamental changes in the electrical energy sector are drawing on serious impli-

cations. One key arising challenge regards current energy markets, which are under-

going a transformation towards accommodating a more decentralized and sustainable

provision of energy. As the number of traders in the market is increasing steadily and

the trading activities are becoming more complex, the energy markets are becoming

more exposed to potential fraud. In this chapter we address the problem of detecting

collusive behavior, where a group of individual traders act together, inconsistently

with the competitive model, to artificially manipulate the market and elicit illegal

profits. We investigate collusion attacks in the energy market and propose a novel

mechanism, showing the effectiveness and practical applicability of our method to

real scenarios.

Market surveillance represents a serious challenge and it refers broadly to the de-

tection of abnormal market behaviors, which are known to be predominant especially

in the emerging markets. In practice, an efficient way for influencing the market and

174
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gaining illegal profits is represented by the class of collusion-based malpractices. Con-

ceptually, collusive behavior represents an attempt of a group of individual traders,

that act together, to artificially manipulate the market (e.g. through price or market

share) for maximizing their gains, in a manner inconsistent with a competitive model

and in detriment to the other participants in the market.

While collusion has been reported in various market domains, the damages dis-

covered were averaged at about a 25% increase in costs incurred by costumers [92].

Unfortunately, most of the collusion cases that have been discovered thus far came

as a result of investigations triggered not through economic analysis, but rather due

to customers’ complaints or suspicious competition complaints (e.g. stainless steel

industry, graphite electrodes, facsimile paper).

Though there are many ways in which collusion could be discovered, we address

in this work collusion detection via the analysis of economic data, freely available in

the market. The set of laws that regulate the market require continuous surveillance

of trading activities. This can essentially be achieved either through online or offline

surveillance. The former is constrained to analysing short-term data as well as being

restricted to a limited time-window, thus being prone to overlooking occurrences of

more complex types of fraud. Alternatively, offline techniques can encompass a wider

spectrum of illegal trading strategies, while having an anticipatory or retroactive

character. Obviously though, both approaches remain dependent on the amount of

input data available.

In this chapter, we propose an effective offline method to identify collusive groups

with respect to the domain of energy markets, which are being reoriented towards re-

placing the traditional top-down energy supply with a decentralized, market-oriented

provision [146, 108, 109].

Chapter 6 is organized as follows: in Section 6.1 we provide background details

to this work. Section 6.2 introduces our novel mechanism and discusses how to apply

it to detect collusive behavior in the energy market. In Section 6.3 we show the

experimental results. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes and points directions for future

work.
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6.1 Energy Markets

Emerging financial markets are inherently exposed to malpractices, whereas a

subset of traders collaborate tacitly to manipulate the market for maximizing their

individual gains. In the course of the last years, new challenges in the Electricity

Market have come to the forefront, due to the transformations occurring in the power

supply infrastructure. As new distributed energy resources (DERs: e.g. wind plants,

photovoltaics, combined heat and power units) are pervading the electricity grid, they

provide for an increasing number of participants in the market. This trend has driven

the liberalization of electricity markets and the creation of power exchanges with the

emphasis on decentralized power provision.

More formally, the participants in the market, consumers and suppliers of power,

can be denoted by the market agent set A = {a1, . . . , an}, which exists in a bijective

relationship with the set of devices D = {d1, . . . , dn} connected to the grid. The day-

ahead market is discretized over a nonempty and finite set of distinct and successive

time periods T = {t1, . . . , tm}. Under this setting, a bid of agent ai timestamped

at tmpji is represented by the function bji : T → R × R, specifying respectively, for

time slot ti, the amount of electricity requested or offered and the intended price per

unit, as bji (ti) = (vj, pj). To summarize the trading activity for agent ai at trading

day tmpji we associate the time-series Xj
i = {bji (t1), . . . , b

j
i (tm)}, which captures the

existing bids for each time-slot in T , else being considered a null bid.

Several approaches have attempted to automate the process of collusion detection

based on economic data. A common method would be to apply supervised learning

techniques, given that proven fraudulent activities, previously detected, could be ob-

tained. Of course such datasets for training are not usually available in significant

amount. Thus, some work has looked into unsupervised learning, namely using graph

clustering algorithms. In [74], the collusive marker that the authors base their de-

tection mechanism on, addresses circular trading, where a group of market agents

are trading heavily among themselves aiming to raise the price of their shares. A

Markov clustering algorithm is introduced and applied to the stock flow graph, which

summarizes a trading database. In [130], the authors have adopted cross trading as a
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Figure 6.1: Mechanism flow-chart

collusive marker and compared the performance of different off-the-shelf clustering al-

gorithms. A similar approach is introduced in [46], by means of employing a spectral

clustering method.

In this chapter we address the phenomenon of collusion in the emerging energy

markets where the collusive markers identified above do not hold, as novel domain

driven markers need to be derived.

6.2 Collusion Detection Methodology

To start with, for discovering collusion in a market we need to be specific as to

what behavioral patterns, that might be indicative of collusion, we will be looking

for.
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Our goal is to detect the presence of colluders that are coordinating their behavior

at the expense of the rest of the market participants, by adopting a behavior incon-

sistent with what a competitive environment might entail. In this work, the collusive

marker that we investigate in order to provide evidence of economic collusion consists

of detecting colluders in the energy market based on the similar trading behaviors of

agents. Colluders can generally be differentiated by similar trading patterns (which

also depart from competition), as opposed to those outside their coalition. Thus,

within a coalition of colluders their trading behavior should exhibit correlations when

they should normally be independent.

Consequently, we design our collusion detection method as a three-stage process:

a screening phase, a verification phase and a validation phase, as depicted in the

diagram of Fig 6.1. The screening phase has the role of performing a triage through

the order record of the market and identifying a set of market agents that are worthy

of closer scrutiny. Due to the combinatorial explosion of possible colluder subsets and

the data-intensive analysis, this phase is ought to output a set of candidates that will

be further addressed during the verification phase.

Specifically, the screening phase is testing each market agent, looking for structural

breaks in its behavior. Such behavioral breakpoint could be associated with the

formation of a coalition of colluders (or with its dissolution). We approach this

by running a change-point analysis (CPA) over the discretized order record of each

market agent. If any behavioral breakpoints, which may be conductive to colluding

coalitions, have been identified, they will represent the input for the second phase.

Obviously such behavioral changes could be expected even when no collusion takes

place. During verification we are essentially looking at two aspects: i) whether there

is a price or volume correlation between the candidates’ breakpoint and ii) if there

appears inconsistencies with the competitive model. Finally, for the constructed

solution, the validation phase seeks to reveal an underlying laten structure that can

explain for the variability among observed, correlated behaviors.

While this methodology preserves a broad outlook into the realm of collusion

detection in financial markets in general, further approaches can be directly derived

for different contexts based upon the available data of the specific markets and agents.
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Additional domain-specific insights (see case study in Section 6.3.2), such as inferring

estimates of costs, may ease the distinction between collusion and competition.

6.2.1 CPA based Behavioral Screening Phase

This section demonstrates the potential usefulness of change-point analysis tech-

niques for detection of colluding behavior in Energy markets. The approach un-

dertaken in this work falls under the class of nonparametric change point detection

methods [20], that do not rely on pre-specified parametric models and thus avoid

strong model assumptions.

Change-point detection is the problem of discovering time points at which prop-

erties of time-series data change. Suppose that X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a sequence of

independent random variables, such that the first r observations XA = {xA
1 , . . . , x

A
r }

are distributed as FA and the remaining observations XB = {xB
1 , . . . , x

B
n−r} come

from another unknown distribution FB, where FA �= FB. Hence, integer r is called

change point. Representing the trading activity of each market agent ai ∈ A in terms

of time-series enables us to perform a change-point analysis (Algorithm 1).

So, when a behavioral breakpoint occurs this corresponds to a step change of the

mean value of X at r from α to α+δ, where δ represents the minimum increase of the

mean value of X. Then, the deviation from the average may indicate that a collusion

attack is being launched, if the cumulative deviation is noticeably higher than the

random fluctuations, lower-bounded by δ.

A popular method based on a recursive nonparametric change point detection

scheme uses a combination of cumulative sum charts (CUSUM) and bootstrapping

to detect the changes [75]. The analysis begins with the construction of the CUSUM

chart by calculating and plotting a cumulative sum, based on the timeseries data X.

The cumulative sums can be recursively defined using a new sequence {Sn}:

�
Sn = Sn−1 + (xj − X̄)

S0 = 0
(6.1)
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where by X̄ we denote the mean of the sample:

X̄ =

�n
i=1 xi

n
(6.2)

Thus, the cumulative sum series can be obtained iteratively by adding to the

previous sum the difference between a current value and the sample mean. This means

that the sequence {Sn} always ends at zero ( Sn = 0), as the differences computed

at each iteration sum to zero. Based on these remarks a CUSUM chart can be

interpreted as follows. An upward slope of the chart indicates that the corresponding

values tend to be above the overall mean of the sample, while a downward slope

indicates a period of time where the values tend to be below. When a sudden turn

occurs this indicates that around this time, the mean has shifted, which represents

a potential changepoint. Likewise, a relatively straight CUSUM represents a period

where the average did not change.

In order to associate a confidence level with a changepoint occurrence, a bootstrap

analysis can be performed. To start with, a number of bootstrap samples are gen-

erated by sampling without replacement, which essentially is a random reordering of

the original sample values. Thus, considering the initial sample X of size n, a boot-

strapping sample at iteration i will be obtained by permuting without replacing k

elements, generating X i
k = {xi

1, x
i
2, . . . , x

i
n}. For each of these samples, the bootstrap

CUSUM is computed similarly. Moreover, for each sample we need to determine the

maximum, minimum and difference of the bootstrap CUSUM denoted respectively

as Si
max = max

j=0,1,...,n
Sj, Si

min min
j=0,1,...,n

Sj and Si
diff = Si

max − Si
min. A bootstrap analysis

consists of performing a large number of bootstraps and counting the number of boot-

straps for which Si
diff is less than Sdiff of the initial sample. Let N be the number

of bootstrap samples performed. Then, the probability of a changepoint occurrence

for a fixed point r is given by:

Pr =
#{j : Si

diff ≤ Sdiff}
N

100[%] (6.3)

The bootstrapping technique basically compares the Sdiff value of the original

data with the Si
diff values from a number of bootstrap samples, which estimate how
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much Sdiff would vary if no change took place and checks whether these results are

consistent. It is clear that a better estimate can be obtained by increasing the number

of bootstrap samples, however statistically significant result can typically be obtained

for a reasonable number of generations.

Now, if a changepoint has been detected, in order to determine when the change

has occurred, different estimators can be employed. A straightforward approach

would be to determine the changepoint r as the point furthest from zero in the

CUSUM chart:

| Sr |= argmax
i=0,1,...,n

| Si | (6.4)

The point r estimates last point before the change occurred, while the point r+1

estimates the first point after the change.

Alternatively, the changepoint occurrence can be estimated by applying the mean

square error estimator (MSE). The idea behind this estimator is that of partitioning

the data in two sequences X1 = {x1, . . . , xr} and X2 = {xr+1, . . . , xn} and estimating

the mean of each sequence and compare this against the initial data:

MSE(r) =
r�

i=1

(xi − X̄1)
2 +

n�

i=r+1

(xi − X̄2)
2 (6.5)

where X̄1 =
�r

i=1 xi

r and X̄2 =
�n

i=r+1 xi

n−r .
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Algorithm 4 Change point analysis
Data: Xn, N , k, δ

Result: changepoint r (if any)

S0 ← 0

for i ← 1 to n do
Si ← Si−1 + (xi − X̄)

end

for j ← 1 to N do

generate bootstrap sample Xj
k, S

j
0 ← 0

for i ← 1 to n do

Sj
i ← Sj

i−1 + (xj
i − X̄j)

end

end

for j ← 1 to N do

Sj
diff = Sj

max − Sj
min, cnt ← 0 if Sj

diff ≤ Sdiff then
cnt ← cnt+ 1

else

end

end

P = cnt
N

if P ≥ 1− δ then
apply estimator to determine changepoint r

else

end

6.2.2 Verification Phase for Collusive Coalitions

Now, having identified a candidate set of potential colluders, which allows to

narrow our search space, we proceed to the second phase. Here, the focus is on de-

tecting correlations between any members of the candidate set, resulting in a coalition
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structure1. Considering two timeseries X = {x1, x2, . . . xn} and Y = {y1, y2, . . . yn}
representing the trading activities of agents ax and ay respectively, we are interested

to capture linear dependencies between the two variables: X and Y . As a measure of

similarity, we evaluate the covariance, which determines how X and Y vary together:

C(X, Y ) =
1

n

n�

i=1

(x(i)− x̄)(y(i)− ȳ) (6.6)

where x̄ is the sample mean of the X values and ȳ is the sample mean of the Y

values. The covariance measure ranges from 1 for perfectly correlated results, through

0 when there is no relation between X and Y , to -1 when the results are perfectly

correlated negatively.

More generally, if we consider k variables we can construct the covariance matrix

(k × k), where an element (i, j) represents the covariance between the ith and jth

variables. Removing the dependence of the covariance on the ranges of the variables

can be done by standardization, dividing the result by the standard deviations of X

and Y . The result is the correlation coefficient between X and Y :

ρ(X, Y ) =

�n
i=1(x(i)− x̄)(y(i)− ȳ)

��n
i=1(x(i)− x̄)2

�n
i=1(x(i)− x̄)2

�1/2
(6.7)

Algorithm 2 summarizes the verification phase according to the computations

previously detailed.

1If all members of the candidate set show correlations we refer to this as the grand colluding
coalition, while no correlations corresponds to the empty set.
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Algorithm 5 Collusion detection
Data: order record set O from one trading day discretize over a fixed time slot se-

quence τ = {t1, . . . , tk}; set of market agents A = {a1, . . . , an}
Result: collusion candidate set C = {S1, . . . , Sl}

C ←− ∅
for each market agent ai do

extract order record Xi associated to agents ai from O

run change point analysis for given Xi

if probability of change point occurrence ≥ 95% then
C ← C ∪ ai determine change point r with estimator

else

end

generating covariance matrix for elements ai ∈ C , l = 1

for i ← 1 to sizeof(C) do

for j ← i to sizeof(C) do
M(i, j) ← Cov(Xi, Yi)

if M(i, j) ≥ 1− δ then

Sl ← {ai, aj} if ai ⊂ Sk or aj ⊂ Sk then
append Sl to Sk

else
l ← l + 1 append Sl to C

end

else

end

end

end

6.2.3 Validation Phase via Principal Component Analysis

At this point we have reached the validation phase, where we attempt to ex-

plain complex relations between the resulting set of colluders by inspecting for an

underlying, unobservable, latent structure that governs their trading activities. The
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interesting question that we investigate here is whether we can reduce the variance

in the observed variables to an unspecified number of unknown, unrecorded variables

that account for most of this variance. Our aim is thus to reveal the causal rela-

tion that influences the evolution of the multiple recorded variables. To this end, we

base our method on a statistical approach known as principal component analysis

(PCA) [68], which benefits from the property of not making any assumption about

an underlying causal model.

Recall that for each collusive agent ax, her trading activity is captured as a time-

series X = {x1, x2, . . . xn}. Clearly, these variables can be directly observed and will

be referred onwards as manifest variables. The validation phase aims to express this

information in terms of a restricted set of new orthogonal variables that constitute a

latent variable model. The previous verification phase provided the covariance matrix

C based on which we assessed correlations between colluder candidates. According to

the PCA approach the standard eigenvalue-decomposition of the covariance matrix

yields:

Cvi = λvi (6.8)

where λi’s represent eigenvalues and vi’s represent eigenvectors of C.

In the matrix form, we have:

C = V ΛV T (6.9)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues λi’s in the diagonal, arranged in

descending order λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn and V is an orthonormal matrix. The principal

components are then obtained by projecting the initial manifest variables X onto the

reduced dimension space:

P = XV (6.10)

Columns in P correspond to principal components, that is, standard normal variables

describing patterns that are associated with causal relations in X. Note that only

the first few components account for meaningful amounts of variance and therefore,
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only these first few components are retained, interpreted, and used subsequently. The

uncertainty regarding the number of components extracted is typically resolved by

selecting the first few that explain a fraction greater than 90% of the total variance in

the data. Hence, if this feature can be identified as a characteristic of the data, this

in turn accounts for a validation of our initial findings in terms of collusion candidate

sets. Essentially, it means that we can simplify the problem by replacing a group

of variables with a few principal components, that are orthogonal to each other, so

there is no redundant information, but which can give an explanation of the driving

principal governing the behavior of the system.

6.3 Experimental results

6.3.1 Data preparation

Prior to running our collusion detection mechanism, the dataset needs to undergo

a pre-processing phase. As discussed in Section 6.1, we retain from the order record

of the Energy Market, for every agent, a time-series for each day consisting of their

bids, with respect to the predefined time-slots T of the day-ahead market. Therefore,

agent ai is characterized at day j by Xj
i = {bji (t1), . . . , b

j
i (tm)}.

Now, in order to run a meaningful change-point analysis over this data, detecting

relevant behavioral breakpoints, we need to span the investigation over a time-window

of several days. Moreover, we need to relate the agents’ trading patterns to the

temporal organization of the day-ahead market, T . Specifically, let’s assume a time-

window of length l days and a fixed discretization of the day-ahead market T =

{t1, . . . , tm}. This requires constructing for each agent ai the set of time-series X i
k =

{b1(tk), . . . , bl(tk)}, k = 1,m. Next, recall that a bid, bji (ti) = (vj, pj), from an

energy supplier consists of the amount of electricity offered and the intended price per

unit. This further implies that for each X i
k there corresponds a time-series denoting

price P i
k = {p1(tk), . . . , pl(tk)} and another for the intended trading volume V i

k =

{v1(tk), . . . , vl(tk)}. This representation of the data is used during the screening phase

for generating the collusion candidate set, as well as during the verification phase for
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Figure 6.2: a) Plot of the trading activity P 6
1 corresponding to market agent a6 for

January 2012. b) The associated CUSUM chart for the time-series of market agent

a6.

detecting price or volume correlations.

6.3.2 Case study

In this section we report on results2 obtained from applying our model to real

datasets, collected from the Philippine Wholesale Electricity Spot Market (WESM)

2We remind the reader that the analysis of economic data only, has the role of discovering
suspicious behavior and is not meant to provide conclusive evidence of collusion, nor substitute
antitrust authorities, but rather to provide supporting evidence and triggers for deciding whether
antitrust authorities should actively engage and further pursue such an investigation.
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Table 6.1: Results of the Change-Point Analysis with MSE Estimates for market

agents with confidence level above or equal to 95%, representing the collusion candi-

date set.

Market Agent Change-Point Confidence Level

a1 3 95%

a2 7 97%

a3 6 98%

a3 20 100%

a4 9 96%

a4 12 99%

a5 2 99%

a5 22 100%

a6 24 100%

a7 17 100%

a7 26 95%

a8 12 100%

a9 10 100%

a9 15 100%

a9 28 98%

a10 24 100%
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the covariance matrix for the collusion candidate set of market

agents using a grayscale range of colors. Correlations of 1.0 are plotted in white, while

no correlation are plotted in black. The diagonal elements of the matrix represent

self-correlations and are thus all 1.

[69]. We ran the analysis on the Market Bids submitted by the trading participants

over a one month time-window (January 2012), for the Luzon region. The list of

registered WESM market participants consists of 60 members; prices are listed in

Pesos per MWh; the nominated energy quantity is given in MW.

We proceed with the screening phase by conducting an exhaustive change-point

analysis over the bid records of each market participant. Table 6.1 summarizes the

results obtained at this stage, outlining the colluding candidate set as input for the

following phase. For the given scenario we have generated 1000 bootstrap samples

for each run of the algorithm. The results indicate that out of the total number

of market agents, behavioral breakpoints have been detected for 10 agents, some of

which exhibiting multiple ones. An illustration of this process is given in Figure 6.2

for market agent a6. Figure 6.2a is a representation of a6’s trading activity during the

specified time-window. The result of performing the screening analysis over this data,

using the MSE estimator, detects the occurrence of one change-point timestamped at
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Figure 6.4: a) Boxplot representation of the trading dataset; b) Scree Test.

day 24. The confidence level associated, indicates a 100% accuracy. In Figure 6.2b

we plot the corresponding CUSUM chart, highlighting a sudden shift in the average,

associated with the change-point detection. Generally, it is not the case that change-

points can be readily detected visually from the time series plot. A CUSUM chart

however, can facilitate pinpointing shifts in the mean of the data, by identifying slope

changes at the points where a change has occurred.

Next, the mechanism proceeds with the verification phase. As previously detailed,

for the designated candidate set, generated during screening, we investigate further

correlations between the market agents’ trading patterns. This phase yields the co-

variance matrix, a representation of which is given in Figure 6.3. Here, we perform an

exhaustive pairwise comparison of the candidate set. White squares denote a perfect

correlation between the respective market agents, while black stands for no similar-

ities. The color shading inbetween is indicative of the correlation strength. Thus,

according to Algorithm 2 the coalition structure of colluders is determined. For the

considered scenario, the coalition structure of potential colluders consists of solely

one group: CS = {{a1, a5, a6, a7, a10}}. For privacy concerns, we omit other direct

reference to the suspected colluders. Note that the particular choice of the value

of the correlation coefficient threshold δ is ought to impact the number of resulting

colluders. One one hand, higher thresholds imply a higher level of confidence for the
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Figure 6.5: Orthonormal principal component coefficients for each agent and principal

component scores for each observation.

collusion detection process, but on the other hand it may as well reduce the number

of possible suspects, disregarding certain abnormal trading behaviors. Alternatively,

lower thresholds may result in including false colluders to the coalition structure and

therefore reducing the accuracy of the mechanism. In this context, selecting a reliable

correlation coefficient threshold is an important issue for the overall performance of

the mechanism, which we plan to address in future work. Specifically, we intend to

calibrate the system based on already proven cases of collusion and use such scenarios

as training data. In addition to this, we plan to extend the model to integrate details

regarding the devices D, which are controlled by the market agents A, such as DER

type and geographical location. Adding this domain-dependent dimension is ought to

provide further insight into differentiating between correlations that may come as a

result of external conditions (e.g. weather conditions) and those that are irrespective

to this regard.

Finally, we weight on our findings throughout the validation phase. We begin by

plotting in Figure 6.4-a, comparatively, the distribution of the trading data for each

member of the colluding candidate set in terms of the shape of the distribution, its
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central value, and variability. Observably, there is more variability in the distributions

of agents a8 and a3 than it appears for agents a1, a2 and a10. With respect to skewness,

which measures the asymmetry of probability distributions, the data exhibits some

common patterns, in the sense that the distribution of agents a5, a6 and a9 is skewed

right, while for agents a2 and a4 is predominantly left skewed.

In Figure 6.5 the axes represent principal components, while the observed variables

are represented as vectors. Figure 6.5 shows how the principal components form an

orthogonal basis for the space of the data and how each observation is represented

in terms of these components. Moreover, it captures the magnitude and sign of

each variable’s contribution to the first three principal components. Again, the data

displays certain common patterns. For instance, the principal and third components

have negative coefficients for all agents, while the second principal component has

only positive coefficients.

Conclusively, Figure 6.4-b captures the scree plot representation of the first four

components that explain 95% of the total variance. However, by itself, the first

component appears to accounts for about 50% of the variance. By examining the

plot we can conclude that altogether, the first three components explain to a large

degree the total variability. Hence, this validates and supports the initial assumption

of the existence of a reduced, unobservable number of factors that represent the

driving forces that generated the original data.

6.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have addressed the challenge of detecting collusive traders that

collaborate illegally to increase their benefits at the expense of the other market

participants. We have pose this question in the domain of the emerging energy

markets, that are adapting to the integration of a diversity of distributed energy

generators. Such contexts are especially susceptible to various trading malpractices.

The proposed method for discovering colluders consists of three phases. Firstly

we apply a screening phase that performs a change-point analysis in order to detect

behavioral breakpoint in the traders’ activities, proposing a reduced candidate set of
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possible colluders. Secondly, for the denominated group we run a verification phase

aimed at revealing behavioral correlations. Thirdly, we seek to validate our results

by gaining a deeper understanding of the driving factors that govern the behavior

of the system. The procedure determines a potential coalition structure of colluders.

We evaluate our mechanism on real datasets and show the effectiveness and practical

applicability of our method, even for scenarios that are exploiting a minimal amount

of data, that is freely available on the market.

As the space of prosumer engagement and participation in the operation of the

smart grid is strongly augmented by this new paradigm, it is vital that mechanism

for keeping the markets in check are developed in parallel. In this sense, an impor-

tant part is played in the design of collusion markers which denote suspicious market

behavior. This brings us to the limitation of applying automated collusion detection

techniques. As the markets and the new procedures for efficient prosumer coordina-

tion mature, it is important that considerable attention is allocated for discovering

new ways and patterns that threaten its operation in the form of non-benevolent

participants that aim to ’game’ the system. Investigating these issues and integrat-

ing new collusion markers, that may expose potential vulnerabilities in the energy

market, represents new challenges for future work.
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Conclusions

The press, the machine, the railway, the telegraph are premises whose

thousand-year conclusion no one has yet dared to draw.

— Friedrich Nietzsche —

In this chapter we summarize the contributions made in this thesis. Furthermore,

we present some of the future lines that deserve to be addressed in future work.

7.1 Contributions

In the previous chapters we have taken a systemic approach to the problem of

modernization of the electricity grid. In line with the mainstream view in the field

of smart grids, we have identified two large groups of drivers that can catalyse the

transformation of the grid which are occurring on the one hand at (i) the supply side

through distributed energy generation at high penetration levels, and on the other

hand, at (ii) the demand side through smart metering capabilities. Throughout the

thesis we have applied the open multiagent paradigm to model a flexible represen-

tation of grid. Moreover, the central theme of this work is in framing the problems

addressed as a coordinating effort where the self-interested nature of the agents is

aligned with the system level requirements.

195
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In particular, as the generation infrastructure is changing the operation and topol-

ogy of the grid, our first objective in this work was to coordinate local optimization

tasks that are shifted from central control systems towards subsystems of the grid

driving a bottom-up efficiency in operation. In our approach, the dynamic distributed

nature of the grid, as well as its large scale optimizations, will result at local level

negotiations and cooperation among all the actors involved leading to energy effi-

ciency. In this case, our objective as system designers was to tackle the emerging

complexity by cooperation and modularity. By augmenting the prosumer model with

computational and communicational capabilities we set the context for introducing a

decentralized peer-to-peer mechanism for supply-demand-matching, proposing a new

type of organization, dynamic microgrid, where the traditional role of the energy re-

tailer becomes obsolete. The new setting proposed induces a macro-grid comprised

of many grid-connected microgrids, that are exhibiting reduced transmission losses

and an efficient utilization of renewables. Whenever the system deviates from its

operating point, its components automatically reconfigure themselves adaptively to

correct the problem.

In the same line of work, the second objective of this thesis was to address the

problem of integration and controllability of DG systems, also referred to as VPPs.

Here, coordination plays a key role for reconstructing the functionality of large power

plants through large-scale deployment of DG. For this reason, we started off by mod-

elling a game dynamic for underlying the economic effects of VPPs, by focusing on the

formation of agent coalitions and analysing the conditions under which cooperation

is beneficial, thus structuring the overall grid organization accordingly. We further

went on to provided a new formulation of the scheduling problem in a VPP taking the

form of distributed constraint optimization, extended to capture the inherent stochas-

ticity of the domain. In doing so, we have designed algorithms capable to increase

the potential for renewable power to contribute to the power supply in a reliable

manner locally, by assessing the most viable combination of distribution automation

and storage. The solution generates a plug-and-play environment where DERs can

dynamically become VPP constituents. Importantly, uncertainty is addressed in a

timely fashion allowing the system to reason reliably on its generation predictions.
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The third major objective of this thesis lies in the area of consumer engagement

as a future market segment that has not to this point been efficiently designed to

bring this niche to a mass-market application. Increased market demand as well as

climate change concerns are bringing a lot of pressure to the current ways in which

consumption is managed. This new setting opened up interesting questions corre-

sponding to two predominant energy markets. On the one hand, what is an efficient

and fair way to determine consumers to not power-up their electricity-hungry devices

at will, but make smart decisions in balancing costs and benefits in order to resched-

ule non-urgent activities to intervals when energy is abundant and cheaper. On the

other hand, given this highly dynamic and complex ecosystem of production and

consumption, can prosumers collaboratively service in an on-line manner stringent

requirements coming from a grid operator that is responsible in monitoring the good

operation of the network. We introduced a model where according to certain user

specifications, an agent overlooks energy management at the household levels. We fur-

ther take a game-theoretic standpoint to describe and analyse the agent interactions

in the system, drawing attention on issues such as fairness and privacy-preservation.

In relation to that, for the former case, we introduced the ADDSM protocol designed

to capture the system goals, while enabling agents to adapt their demand profile

based on economically rational decisions, with equilibrium guarantees. For the latter,

we further propose the eCOOP protocol where agents can benefit from opportuni-

ties on timely reaction to market events. Again, we proposed a solution designed to

cover a set of properties identified as key prerequisites for future smart grids, such as

distributed agent coordination, stability, fairness, computational and communication

simplicity, privacy-preservation, as well as the capability to operate in dynamic and

stochastic environments.

Finally, it is clear that bringing about the decentralized and distributed reor-

ganization of the electricity grid is unachievable without an intelligently engineered

cooperation between the actors in the network. This in turn leaves room for ill-

favored side-effects of cooperation and brings us to our fourth important objective,

that of detecting for potential collusive behavior in the markets. We have intro-

duced a mechanism for inspecting collusion patterns to tackle such practices based
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on a combination of data mining techniques for change-point detection and principal

component analysis. We expect such approaches to become a critical aspect in the

monitorization of future energy markets that will need to cope with a significantly

increased number of participation and the emergence of new mechanism, such as the

ones proposed here for an efficient operation of the grid.

7.2 Future Research Directions

As we have been pointing out in the discussion of Chapter 2.6 on literature review

there are several interesting topics that did not make the scope of this thesis, but

on whose improvements our contribution could significantly benefit from. This also

brings us to some of the limitations of this work.

The technology gap. The first obvious point is the limiting infrastructure that

is currently in place, which forbids from a mass adoption of the solutions proposed

in this work. Nevertheless, considering the spotlight that smart grid technologies has

been under in the recent years as well as the impending climate concerns that are

coming to the frontline, it is reasonable to believe that the required investments in

deploying from smart meters to automated switching is going to also be supported

in the future. Secondly we remark that the multiagent system domain is getting

more traction in the smart grid environment. It is of course questionable the extent

to which humans will choose to delegate their consumption preferences in favour

of monetary incentives, however with the expected increase in the price of energy

and carbon footprint, non-critical activities could easily be optimized to match costs

benefits with lifestyle preferences of consumers.

An important gap that remains to be addressed is in perfecting techniques for

residential and commercial energy profiling. In this work we make the assumption of

having an accurate prediction of users’ energy profiles on top of which our algorithms

are run. It is difficult to imagine that without sound techniques that can perform

accurate disaggregation of loads in the household or in the industrial sector, as well

as predictions of demand profiles, that we would be able to successfully apply more

sophisticated mechanisms as the ones described herein. In the beginning we have
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pointed out briefly at some of the relevant approaches in this direction, emphasizing

their current limitations. The same problem holds for deploying sensor technologies

that can monitor the grid in a real-time fashion, estimating the future states of

the grid and thus being able to perform adequate corrective actions. As we have

been advocating thus far, policy engineering is a key aspect in engaging prosumers’

participation in efficiency mechanisms. In order to be more realistic it is important

that simulations rely, if not possible on actual real datasets, on artificially generated

data that can approximate better the profiles of supply and demand.

The regulatory gap. Having to do with the assumptions considered herein,

the smart grid faces the problem of lack of standardized modularity. Interoperability

is key in enabling products or systems to interact with other products or systems.

This means that bringing devices online, whether they are oriented to generation or

consumption, should be done using service oriented architectures. This aspects leave

a lot of room in applying existing, or developing new web service standards running

on embedded devices. Thus, the heterogeneity can be abstracted away, allowing a

straightforward way of accessing the functionality without focusing on the specific

implementations. In this context, the vision for the smart home of the future pre-

scribes a plug-and-play functionality of very device, so that the agent responsible for

the home management system can easily incorporate these devices into its system

and proceed with their utilization.
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Resumen en castellano

B.1 Antecedentes

Desde sus comienzos modestos del 29 de octubre de 1969, cuando, con cuatro

sistemas host informáticos a 3420 Boelter Hall de UCLA, ARPANET, su precursor

hizo los primeros pasos, el Internet ha crecido en presente, a un nivel de cientos de

millones. Una de las mejores cosas sobre el Internet es que nadie puede pretender

la propiedad sobre el mismo. De hecho, la entidad única llamada el Internet es

una colección de redes de varios tipos y dimensiones. Sobre todo no existe una red

global de control que reglamente la forma de funcionamiento de este sistema. La

misma denominación proviene de la idea de redes interconectadas. La estructura

fundamental de base del Internet incluye varias redes de alto nivel que se conectan

unas a las otras a través de de unos Network Access Points (Puntos de acceso a la

red) (NAP). Para llegar a este backbone, los utilizadores caseros o las sociedades

organizadas en Local Area Networks (redes locales) (LAN) se conectan al principio

a un Internet Service Provider (Proveedor de servicios de Internet) (ISP). Point of

Presence (punto de presencia) (POP) representa el lugar donde los utilizadores locales

acceden la red del ISP, convirtiéndose en parte de esta red. Claro, es posible que

el ISP deba conectarse a una red mayor antes de llegar a NAP. Por último, los

203
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proveedores de Internet se interconectan al nivel de los NAP, conviniéndose sobre el

cambio de comunicaciones entre ellos. La interconexión se realiza por los backbones

de alta velocidad, normalmente backbones de fibra óptica, representando cables de

fibra óptica combinados juntos para aumentar la capacidad. Las máquinas efectivas

del Internet son divididas en dos categoŕıas: servidores y clientes. Los servidores

son esas máquinas que suministran servicios a otras máquinas. Hay varios tipos de

servidores como por ejemplo: servidores de base de datos, servidores de archivos,

servidores de correo electrónico, servidores de impresión, servidores web, servidores

de juegos, servidores de aplicaciones etc. Los clientes son esas máquinas que solicitan

procesos desde los servidores. Los clientes son esas máquinas que solicitan procesos de

servidores. Acceder un cierto servicio en un servidor por un cliente se hace utilizando

protocolos espećıficos. . Por ejemplo, una máquina cliente que utiliza un navegador

web direcciona sus solicitudes hacia un servidor software espećıfico que opera en la

máquina servidor. La interacción cliente-servidor cumple con el Hypertext Transfer

protocol (protocolo de transferencia de hipertexto) (HTTP), que describe la forma

en la que el cliente y el servidor comunicarán.

En 1964, el pionero en inteligencia artificial, Dr. Arthur L. Samuel, escribió un

art́ıculo para New Scientist titulado The Banishment of Paper-Work (Eliminación del

trabajo de oficina), donde imaginó el futuro del Internet para el ao 1984, antes de su

existencia efectiva. Aunque sus previsiones fueron aún más optimistas en cuanto al

tiempo hasta la implementación, en esencia, fueron correctas:

”Una persona podrá navegar en la sección de literatura de la biblioteca
central, podrá divertirse por la noche visionando cualquier de las peĺıculas
producidas alguna vez (claro, pagando un coste conveniente, ya que en
Hollywood todo es comercio) o podrá interesarse en las cifras de producción
de hojalata del d́ıa anterior de Bolivia todas por una solicitud dirigida al
terminal de la distancia propio. Las bibliotecas de libros dejan de existir
en los páıses más desarrollados, excepto unas conservadas como en museos
y la mayor parte de los conocimientos del mundo serán redactados de una
forma legible en la máquina. Tal vez seŕıa más correcto decir asi: todos
los conocimientos registrados del mundo serán redactados en esta forma,
ya que el arte de la programación de los ordenadores que leerán el material
editados y escrito a mano, hubiera sido totalmente desarrollado. A pesar
de esto, el problema del almacenamiento hará imperativa la utilización de
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una forma más condensada de registro, forma legible sólo a través de una
máquina, que será traducida en una forma legible por el hombre a través
del ordenador personal, a petición.”

Al mirar atrás también miramos hacia delante. Por analoǵıa, preconizamos que

los desarrollos del sector energético transformarán esta industria en una organización

muy semejante a la que hoy parece el Internet. Está claro que la anchura de la

banda (bits por segundo) no se ha reducido con el tiempo, sino al contrario, alcanzó

alturas no preconizadas e inesperadas. Del mismo modo, tenemos preconizado que el

consume de enerǵıa (julios por segundo) presentará aumentos significativos, dif́ıcil de

imaginar en este momento, en gran parte gracias a unos usos no descubiertos. Con

esta hipótesis en la mente, el aspecto de la eficiencia se convierte en un punto focal

importante en la existencia de las futuras redes de electricidad. Mientras que hoy en

d́ıa, la utilización pseudo-eficaz de la enerǵıa aún es posible, en el futuro ya no viene el

caso. Imaǵınese varios tipos de recursos de generación basados en enerǵıa eólica, solar

o de las mareas jugando el papel de unos servidores en la red y clientes representando

a los consumidores organizados en configuraciones LAN conectados a la red por varios

proveedores de servicios similares al ISP. Los protocolos concebidos para atribuirse

eficazmente los recursos reglamentará la interacción consumidor-productor de una

forma similar al modo de funcionamiento corriente del HTTP en el caso del Internet.

Los participantes en la red (network actor) podŕıa coordinar la red para asegurar

el suministro de ciertos servicios por la entrada de las organizaciones a través del

POP del ISP o a través de la participación de forma independiente al acceder los

NAP Smart Gridd. Pero, lo más importante, la experiencia (UI) de la forma en la

que interaccionamos en el presente con la red cambiará. A continuación resumo mis

previsiones subjetivas relacionada con la Red Inteligente (Smart Grid) hasta el ao

2029:

Actualmente, la red trata bien el problema de la distribución de enerǵıa.
El transporte de enerǵıa a largas distancias es ineficaz y caro. La nueva
red se especializará en el cambio de enerǵıa a nivel local, desde las fuentes
intermitentes a destinos intermitentes. Dado que las grandes centrales
eléctricas centralizadas serán en gran parte eliminadas del sistema a fa-
vor de las fuentes de enerǵıa limpias, distribuidas, una configuración como
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Figure B.1: Areas of contributions (with our contributions marked in light green)

esta de la red gozará de la apertura, robustez y fiabilidad, será menos
predispuesta a molestias mayores. Lo importante es que el aspecto lo-
cal predominará, ya que la optimización en gran escala resultará de las
configuraciones al nivel local efectuadas para el aumento de la eficiencia
energética. Es más, dentro de este ecosistema extremadamente dinámico
y complejo de suministro y consumo de enerǵıa, las utilidades en la forma
en las que las conocemos hoy, dejarán de existir. La red funcionará en
base a una gran plataforma de datos que permitirá a las partes intere-
sadas en utilizar las aplicaciones. Los agentes de software predecirán con
exactitud los modelos de consumo y de generación y una gran parte de los
deberes de planificación de los consumidores serán delegados a los mismos.
Los agentes negociarán la utilización de sus dispositivos, cuya utilización
ya no será considerada sólo una consumidora de enerǵıa, sino más bien
consumidora de servicios a través de los facilitadores similares al servicio
Google. Generalmente, la red de enerǵıa eléctrica será una infraestruc-
tura gestionable por una red de superposición en la que todos los aparatos
inteligentes, el coche, el teléfono inteligente, el portátil, la lavadora etc
colaboran de forma transparente como parte de una inteligencia global que
asiste a la gente en la optimización de sus vidas diarias. ”

B.2 Objetivos

Teniendo en cuenta estas previsiones a largo plazo, en este trabajos nos concen-

tramos en el estudios de los mecanismos distribuidos para el control y la gestión de las
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futuras redes eléctricas inteligentes. El concepto de redes inteligentes (smart grids)

se utiliza aún desde el ao 2003, cuando apareció en el art́ıculo ”Reliability demands

will drive automation investments (”Demandas de fiabilidad llevarán a invesriones

en automatización), que describió la necesidad de una actualización a largo plazo de

la red en lugar de efectuar las subsanaciones a corto plazo en cuanto a la capacidad

de transmisión y los sistemas de control de la red [21]. Asimismo, el Departamento de

Enerǵıa de los Estados Unidos fue uno de los primeros abogados de estas propuestas

[123].

Desde el punto de vista del principio de proyección fundamental, hay que distinguir

dos posibilidades mayores de enfoque del problema de gestión de las redes inteligentes:

centralización versus descentralización. Los enfoques centralizados quedan favoreci-

dos en primer lugar por las utilidades, que no tienen la intención de renunciar a su

participación clave en la cadena energética de valores. Alternativamente, por un en-

foque descentralizado se destaca la importancia de la utilidad en las futuras redes

inteligentes, haciendo hincapié en primer lugar en los productores y consumidores

reales que componen la red, delegándoles la carga de la coordinación.

Aunque es verdad que la democratización del sector energético solicita soluciones

descentralizadas, este mismo es el que hace más dif́ıcil el problema. Cómo pueden

organizarse los pequeos productores para igualar la fiabilidad ofrecida en presente

por las grandes centrales eléctricas? Cómo pueden convertirse los consumidores en

participantes activos en la optimización del consumo de enerǵıa? Cómo podemos

reducir a mı́nimo las pérdidas de enerǵıa del sistema y aumentar la fiabilidad? Qué

tipo de formas de organización de la red nos podemos imaginar que puedan evitar los

costes adicionales a cargo de las utilidades corrientes?

En esta tesis, nos concentramos en el enfoque descentralizado al que trataremos

desde una perspectiva basada en agentes [191], en la que los agentes autónomos in-

teligentes accionan a nombre de los participantes de la red, que interaccionan entre

ellos y también con la infraestructura para optimizar el estado de la red. El objetivo

de la tesis destaca las pautas a las que consideramos que el desarrollo de la red in-

teligente tiene que efectuar para realizar una visión de la red inteligente. Figura B.1

presenta un mapa de las zonas de investigación en las que se incorporan nuestras con-
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tribuciones. Marcamos en verde claro todos esos campos que se enfocan en esta tesis

suministrando modelos, conceptos de soluciones y algoritmos, donde la coordinación

tiene una importancia clave en la resolución de problemas, mientras que las casillas

negras representan el nivel donde aparece el problema. Este trabajo sigue esta serie

de objetivos:

(O1) La elaboración de un modelo de red inteligente para la organización

de los participantes en la red fundamental de principios microgrid

de resistencia y de pérdida reducida de enerǵıa en transmisión, que

incorpora la naturaleza dinámica del medio. La aparición de un sistema

complejo, dinámico, heterogéneo y distribuido de producción y consumo de en-

erǵıa necesita un enfoque radicalmente distinto, que se puede adaptar adecuada-

mente a estas nuevas condiciones y que puede asegurar que la enerǵıa se puede

utilizar de forma eficaz. El punto de partida de este trabajo es la investigación

de una reestructuración de la infraestructura de entrega y la introducción de

un enfoque caracterizado por la apertura, robustez y fiabilidad, que podŕıa ex-

plotar los rendimientos de eficiencia resultados. Además, se quiere que el nuevo

contexto que facilite un marco en el que las negociaciones y la cooperación entre

todas las entidades llevarán al aumento de la eficiencia energética.

(O2) El segundo aspecto enfocado está relacionado con la integración de los recur-

sos energéticos distribuidos, que son en gran parte excluidos del mercado al

por mayor por su ineficiencia y falta de fiabilidad. Cómo podemos realizar

mejor la organización de estos dispositivos, de tal forma que pueda

representar la descomposición distribuida equivalente de una gran

central eléctrica centralizada? No se olviden de la analoǵıa con el Internet

del principio. De forma similar al modo en el que el Internet evolucionó desde

los ordenadores centrales accesibles por los utilizadores múltiples a una red dis-

tribuida de máquinas, centrales eléctricas centralizadas monoĺıticas corrientes

serán sustituidas por la generación energética distribuida. La vulnerabilidad de

la infraestructura de la red pone en cuestión la viabilidad de la dependencia de

la producción de enerǵıa en fuentes renovables.
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(O2.1) El análisis de los acuerdos individuales racionales donde los

agentes pueden equivaler ineficiencias individuales a través de

técnicas de formación de grupos.

(O2.2) El desarrollo de los modelos y algoritmos capaces de optimizar

la explotación de semejantes formaciones capaces de hacer frente

al medio estocástico inherente.

(O3) En tercer lugar, confiamos que la importancia de los consumidores en el control

y monitorización en el futuro de la red será mucho mayor. Distinguimos var-

ios aspectos en los que la implicación del consumidor puede tener un impacto

significativo sobre la eficiencia de la red.

(O3.1) Proyección de una dinámica de mercado que asegura la capaci-

dad de la capacidad de gestionar la demanda de tal forma que

elimine la necesidad de la generación de reserva cara e ineficiente.

Asegurar rebajas periódicas de demanda para ciertos peŕıodos del d́ıa para

alcanzar unos equilibrios que permiten una asignación eficaz de los recursos

disponibles.

(O3.2) El desarrollo por modelos, mecanismos y algoritmos de control

dinámico de la demanda para responder a los requisitos bruscos

de reducción de la demanda, para equilibrar la producción y el

consumo en condiciones casi en tiempo real.

(O3.3) El desarrollo de un modelo de uso general y suficientemente

flexible al que un agente pueda implementar para automatizar el

consumo energético casero para la gestión de los deberes que se

pueden posponer.

(O4) Por último, ya que la base de nuestro enfoque es la implementación de una

perspectiva descentralizada, basada en agentes en retos de la red inteligente, en

los que los agentes auto-interesados. Interaccionan en distintos guión, es

importante concebirse mecanismos adicionales para la detección de la

colusión en el caso de los mercados energéticos bajo consideración.
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B.2.1 Estructura de la tesis

Esta tesis está estructurada de este modo:

1. El caṕıtulo 2 describe las condiciones que están a base de esta tesis de doctorado,

destacando los sectores transpolinizadores de las futuras redes de electricidad

inteligentes y sistemas multiagente abiertos. Luego, pasamos a la revisión del

estado de la técnica, concentrándonos en enfoques relacionados con los objetivos

mencionados anteriormente.

2. El caṕıtulo 3 enfoca el primer objetivo de la tesis, analizando el estado de la

red en términos de una penetración considerable de los recursos energéticos dis-

tribuidos. En este nuevo contexto, consideramos que debe implementarse otro

tipo de organización para la gestión eficiente de la red a base de unas soluciones

modulares de pequeas dimensiones que son, al mismo tiempo, extremadamente

adaptables y suficientemente flexibles para poder hacer frente al entorno es-

tocástico y dinámico.

3. En el caṕıtulo 4 vamos a introducir y evaluar nuestra propuesta para la creación

y explotación de una central eléctrica virtual para la integración de las fuentes

de enerǵıa renovable distribuidas. Teniendo en cuenta la incertidumbre sobre

las fuentes renovables, nuestro enfoque concibe una modalidad por la que los

dispositivos heterogéneos imitan cooperativamente las caracteŕısticas de confi-

abilidad de una central eléctrica tradicional.

4. Luego, en el caṕıtulo 5, enfocamos la diferencia de coordinación entre la de-

manda y la oferta e introducimos nuestra propuesta para la modificación de

los modelos de demanda de los consumidores finales, a través del traslado de

la carga para aplanar la curva de carga y para maximizar la utilización de los

activos implementados. Tratamos este problema a través de la diferenciación

entre las técnicas de gestión en la parte de la demanda para rebaja de tope del

d́ıa siguiente y los mecanismos durante el d́ıa, concebidos para hacer frente a

los desequilibrios demanda-oferta en escenarios casi en tiempo real.
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Figure B.2: Methodology

5. El Caṕıtulo 6 enfoca los retos relacionadas con la institución de un entorno

de mercado energético libre de colusiones. La integración de la generación

distribuida hasta el nivel de hogar representa un cambio mayor hacia la de-

mocratización del modelo corriente de suministro de enerǵıa. A pesar de esto,

se conoce el hecho de que la liberalización de los mercados está predispuesta a

manipulaciones y tácticas ilegales de monopolio. Presentaremos aqúı un mecan-

ismo de facilitación por el que el sistema puede evitar este tipo de situaciones

indeseadas.

6. Por lo ltimo, el caṕıtulo 7 saca las principales conclusiones de la tesis, hablando

sobre los principales resultados obtenidos e indicando futuras dirección de in-

vestigación.

B.3 Metodoloǵıa

Las redes eléctricas actuales son estructuras gigantes gestionadas principalmente

centralizado, basado en sensores y dispositivos de actuación ubicadas en algunas (pero

estratégicamente elegidas) partes de reja. La gestión de la cámara de control es, de

costumbre, sostenida y complementada por los ingenieros de terreno, que pueden

informar sobre el estado de las ĺıneas de transporte y pueden realizar manualmente
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acciones de reparaciones, según el caso. Los mercados de enerǵıa eléctrica actuales

están también reglamentadas y, en el mejor caso, conectados libremente y, teniendo

en cuenta las estructuras de administración ya existentes, es todav́ıa confuso a qué

nivel y en qué ritmo la red eléctrica se convertirá en inteligente.

En esta tesis, partimos de una proyección optimista del futuro para este caso.

Especialmente, suponemos una infraestructura f́ısica existente capaz de funciona en

presencia de una difusión de dispositivos de generación de enerǵıa eléctrica, basados,

principalmente, en recursos renovables. También, se supone a continuación la presen-

cia de algunos nudos inteligentes con capacidades de comunicación y de cálculo para

todos los dispositivos del sistema. Más que esto, nos basamos en la existencia de una

infraestructura de medida inteligente. Por último, lo más importante, preconizamos

una cuadricula en la que los consumidores pasivos corrientes de enerǵıa eléctrica no

existen más, si son participantes activos en el consumo de enerǵıa y micro-producción

que pueblan el sistema. Esto tiene dos consecuencias mayores para la investigación.

Primero, es importante el estudio y la determinación de las ineficiencias de las redes

actuales de enerǵıa eléctrica, junto al trazado del entendimiento del modo en que nos

podemos esperar que la implementación de la tecnoloǵıa se mejore a base de estas

comprobaciones. Segundo, debemos investigar los mecanismos de lucha contra tales

problemas, hecho que discordará en cuanto a los aspectos importantes, porque es poco

probable que alguna solución general pueda ser utilizada en una gama larga de contex-

tos. Porque los participantes de la red se convierten en participantes activos, estamos

interesados especialmente en los problemas que necesitan coordinación en sistemas

dinámicos y complejos. Enfocamos la perspectiva multiagente para la creación de

algunos sistemas de grandes dimensiones, con un comportamiento previsible, capaces

de generar propiedades deseables al nivel mundial.

Partiendo de este contexto, nuestro propósito es de disear, desarrollar y validar

mecanismos de coordinación de acuerdo a los objetivos identificados en el apartado

anterior. El marco en el que se enfocan estos objetivos se sintetiza en la Figura B.2.

La tesis tiene cuatro parte principales. El punto de partida de esta obra implica

la construcción del modelo, es decir una nueva restructuración de la red a base de

algunas formaciones microred dinámica. La estructuración microred de la red lleva
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al formular un problema dif́ıcil que solucionar, que tratamos a través de un enfoque

de coordinación emergente. Tal como se presenta en la Figura B.2, una vez que las

microredes están formadas, tratamos los dos aspectos de la coordinación productor y

consumidor en un contexto de mercado en dos niveles, proponiendo en los siguientes

caṕıtulos técnica de gestión y de respuesta central eléctrica virtual y, respectivamente,

en la parte de la demanda, complementadas con procedimientos de detección de la

colusión.

Hemos valorado el rendimiento de nuestro enfoque utilizando nuestro propio sim-

ulador personalizado, que desea reunir los campos de la Figura B.1 en el contexto de

los entornos multiagente, utilizando datos del mundo real según la disponibilidad. Sin

embargo, debe destacarse que, en realidad, las posibilidades de ensayo de los sistemas

de gestión de la enerǵıa están limitadas por causa de la falta de una infraestruc-

tura de medida avanzada existente. Cuando los conjuntos de datos del mundo real

están efectivamente recogidas, aún quedan muchos obstáculos para poderlos poner

a disposición con fines de investigación. Estos representan, en general, datos de

propiedad poséıdas por los servicios, que hesitan revelar este tipo de informaciones

por culpa de las poĺıticas comerciales o como consecuencia de las reglamentaciones de

confidencialidad de los datos de los consumidores. La obtención de datos viables es

extremadamente dif́ıcil cuando las informaciones son necesarias para un gran número

de participantes del sistema, por largos periodos de tiempo y con una alta granular-

idad (por ejemplo la utilización del aparato al nivel del hogar). Al efecto, los datos

utilizados para los presentes experimentos reflectan escenarios del mundo real, si son

disponibles, mientras que a veces recurrimos a la generación artificial de perfiles in-

dividuales de datos integrados y, ocasionalmente, generamos datos sintéticos desde

cero.

B.4 Conclusiones

En este caṕıtulo resumimos las aportaciones llevadas por esta tesis. Más que esto,

presentaremos algunas de las futuras ĺıneas que merecen ser enfocadas en una futura

actividad.
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B.4.1 Contribuciones

En los caṕıtulos anteriores hemos enfocado sistémico el problema de la modern-

ización de la red de enerǵıa eléctrica. De acuerdo al punto de vista principal en el

sector de las redes inteligentes, hemos identificado dos grupos grandes de motores

que pueden catalizar la transformación de la red, por una parte, en (i) la parte de la

oferta por la generación de enerǵıa distribuida en altos niveles de penetración y, por

otra parte, en (ii) la parte de demanda por las capacidades de medición inteligentes.

A lo largo de la tesis de doctorado he aplicado el paradigma multiagente abierto para

modelar una representación flexible de la red. Más que esto, el tema central de esta

obra es la definición de los problemas enfocados como un esfuerzo de coordinación

donde la naturaleza auto-interesada de los agentes está alineada a los requisitos al

nivel de sistema.

Especialmente, a medida que la infraestructura de generación cambia la explotación

y la topoloǵıa de la red, nuestro primer objetivo en esta obra ha sido la coordinación

de cargas de optimización local, pasadas de los sistemas de control centrales a los sub-

sistemas de la red, llevando a un rendimiento de abajo hacia arriba de la explotación.

En nuestro trámite, la naturaleza dinámica distribuida de la red y también sus opti-

mizaciones de grandes dimensiones, llevará a negociación al nivel local y cooperación

entre todos los participantes implicados, llevando a una eficiencia energética. En este

caso, nuestro objetivo como diseadores de sistema ha sido el enfoque de la complejidad

emergente por cooperación y modularidad. A través de la aumentación del modelo

de prosumidor con capacidades de cálculo y de comunicación, hemos fijado el marco

para la introducción de un mecanismo descentralizado peer-to-peer para la concordan-

cia demanda-oferta, proponiendo un nuevo tipo de organización, microred dinámica,

donde el papel tradicional del proveedor de enerǵıa se convierte en caduco. El nuevo

contexto propuesto induce una macrored formada de varios microredes conectadas a

la red, que presentan pérdidas reducidas de transmisión y una utilización eficiente

de las fuentes renovables de enerǵıa. Cada vez que el sistema se desv́ıa de su punto

de explotación, sus componentes se reconfiguran automáticamente y adaptivamente

para corregir el problema.
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En la misma actividad, el segundo objetivo de esta tesis ha sido el enfoque del

problema de integración y controlabilidad de los sistemas DG, denominadas VPP.

En este caso, la coordinación juega un papel clave para la reconstrucción de la fun-

cionalidad de las grandes centrales eléctricas a través de la implementación de DG

a gran escala. Por este motivo, hemos partido de la modelación de una dinámica

de juego para la fundamentación de los efectos económicos de los VPP, enfocándose

en la formación de una coalición de agentes y el análisis de las condiciones en las

que la cooperación es benéfica, estructurando de este modo la organización general

de dicha red. A continuación, hemos recurrido al suministro de una nueva fórmula

del problema de programación en un VPP bajo la forma de una optimización de

apremio distribuido, extendidas para captar la estocasticidad inherente del sector. Al

efecto, hemos concebido algoritmos capaces de aumentar el potencial de la enerǵıa

renovable de contribuir al suministro de enerǵıa eléctrica de modo viable al nivel local

a través de la evaluación de las más fiable combinación entre la automatización de

distribución y almacenamiento. La solución genera un entorno plug-and-play, donde

los DER pueden convertirse dinámicamente en constituyentes VPP. Es importante

retener que la incertidumbre está enfocada en tiempo útil, permitiéndole al sistema

que piense viablemente sus previsiones de generación.

El tercer objetivo mayor de esta tesis reside en la zona de implicación del consum-

idor como futuro segmento de mercado que, hasta el d́ıa de hoy, no ha sido concebido

de modo eficiente para llevar este nicho en una extensa aplicación de mercado. La de-

manda aumentada del mercado y también las preocupaciones relativas a los cambios

climáticos ponen mucha presión en las modalidades corrientes en las que se gestiona

el consumo. Este nuevo contexto creo preguntas interesantes para los dos mercados

energéticos predominantes. Por una partes, Pe de o parte, cual es el modo eficiente

y correcto por el que se pueden determinar a los consumidores a no alimentar sus

dispositivos hambrientos para la enerǵıa eléctrica a sus anchas, sino tomar decisiones

inteligentes en cuanto al equilibrar los costes y beneficios, para reprogramar activi-

dades no urgentes en periodos de tiempo cuando hay enerǵıa mucha y barata? Por

otra parte, teniendo en cuenta este ecosistema extremadamente dinámico y complejo

de producción y consumo, pueden alimentar a los prosumidores en colaboración, en
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ĺınea, requisitos estrictos que vienen de un operador de red responsable para la mon-

itorización de un buen funcionamiento de la red? Hemos introducido un modelo

que, de acuerdo a algunas especificaciones del usuario, un agente vigila la gestión en-

ergética al nivel de los hogares. A continuación, enfocamos un punto de vista teórico

de juego para describir y analizar las interacciones del agente del sistema, llamando la

atención sobre los problemas y también sobre la corrección y conservación de la vida

privada. En cuanto a este hecho, en el primer caso, hemos introducido el protocolo

ADDSM, concebido para captar los objetivos del sistema, permitiéndoles a los agentes

a adaptar su perfil de demanda a base de decisiones racionales desde punto de vista

económico, con garant́ıas de equilibrio. Para estas últimas, proponemos a contin-

uación el protocolo eCOOP en el que los agentes pueden beneficiar de oportunidades

de reacción en tiempo útil a los eventos del mercado. De nuevo, hemos propuesto

una solución concebida para cubrir un conjunto de propiedades como premisas clave

para las futuras redes inteligentes, como por ejemplo la coordinación distribuida de

los agentes, estabilidad, corrección, sencillez de cálculo y de comunicación, conser-

vación de la vida privada y también capacidad de operar en entornos dinámicos y

estocásticos.

Por último, está claro que la realización de la reorganización descentralizada y

distribuida de la red de enerǵıa eléctrica es imposible de realizar sin una cooperación

inteligentemente arreglada entre los participantes de la red. Esto deja, a su turno, los

efectos secundarios inoportunos de cooperación y nos lleva a nuestro cuarto objetivo,

él de detectar el comportamiento posiblemente colusorio en el mercado. Hemos in-

troducido un mecanismo para la inspección de los modelos de colusión para enfocar

tales prácticas a base de una combinación de técnicas de mineŕıa de datos para la

detección del punto de cambio y análisis de los componentes principales. Esperamos

que tales enfoques se conviertan en un aspecto cŕıtico en la monitorización de los

futuros mercados energéticos que deberán hacer frente a una cantidad significativa-

mente aumentada de participación y aparición de los nuevos mecanismos y también

las propuestas aqúı para un funcionamiento eficiente de la red.
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B.4.2 Ĺınes de investigación futuras

Tal como hemos subrayado en la discusión del Caṕıtulo 2.6 sobre la literatura de

especialidad, existen varios temas interesantes que no son objeto de esta tesis, pero

cuyas mejoras podŕıan llevar beneficios significativos a nuestra contribución. Esto nos

lleva también a algunas de las limitaciones de esta obra.

Desfase tecnológico. El primer aspecto evidente es la infraestructura limitadora

utilizada actualmente, que impide la adopción extendida de las soluciones propues-

tas en esta obra. Con todo esto, teniendo en cuenta que las tecnoloǵıas de redes

inteligentes se encuentran desde varios aos bajo la luz de los reflectores y que las

preocupaciones climáticas inminentes pasa en primer plano, es razonable creer que

las inversiones necesarias para la implementación de contadores inteligentes a la con-

mutación autómata serán también apoyadas en el futuro. Segundo, destacamos que

el sector del sistema multiagente recibe cada vez más tracción en el entorno de la

red inteligente. Sin embargo, es cuestionable en qué medida la gente elija delegar

sus preferencias de consumo a favor de los incentivos monetarios, pero, con el au-

mento preconizado del precio de la enerǵıa y de la huella de carbón, las actividades

no cŕıticas podŕıan ser fácilmente optimizadas para igualar los beneficios de costes

con las preferencias de estilo de vida de los consumidores.

Un desfase importante que queda por ser enfocado es la mejora de las técnicas para

la realización del perfil energético residencial y comercial. En esta obra, suponemos

que tenemos una valoración exacta de los perfiles energéticos de los usuarios en virtud

a los que funcionan nuestros algoritmos. Nos es dif́ıcil imaginarnos que, sin técnicas

sólidas que puedan realizar la desagregación correcta de las cargas en el hogar o en el

sector industrial y también las previsiones de perfiles de demanda, podŕıan aplicar ex-

itosamente mecanismos más sofisticados, como él descrito aqúı. Al principio, hemos

indicado brevemente algunos de los enfoques relevantes al efecto, subrayando sus

ĺımites actuales. El mismo problema existe también para la implementación de tec-

noloǵıas de sensores que pueden monitorizar la red en tiempo real, estimando los

futuros estados de la red y, al efecto, teniendo la posibilidad de realizar acciones ade-

cuadas de corrección. Tal como hemos sostenido hasta ahora, la creación de poĺıticas
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representa un aspecto clave en la implicación de la participación de los prosumidores

en los mecanismos de eficiencia. Para ser más realista, las simulaciones deben basarse,

si no en conjuntos de datos reales efectivos, en datos generados artificialmente, que

pueden aproximar mejor los perfiles de demanda y oferta.

Faltas de reglamentación. En relación con las hipótesis consideradas aqúı, la

red inteligente se confronta con el problema de la falta de modularidad estandarizada.

La interoperabilidad es un elemento clave en cuanto a la permisión de la interacción

de los productos o sistemas con otros productos o sistemas. Esto significa que llevar

los dispositivos en ĺınea, indistintamente si esta están orientadas hacia la producción

o consumo, debeŕıa hacerse utilizando arquitecturas orientadas en los servicios. Estos

aspectos dejan mucho espacio en cuanto a la aplicación de los estándares de servicios

web existentes o la elaboración de nuevos estándares de servicios web que funcionan

en dispositivos integrados. De este modo, la heterogeneidad puede ser eliminada,

permitiendo un modo simple para acceder la funcionalidad sin la concentración en

implicaciones espećıficas. En este contexto, la visión para la casa inteligente del futuro

prevé la funcionalidad del plug-and -play de cada dispositivo, de modo que el agente

responsable para el sistema de gestión de la casa pueda incorporar fácilmente estos

dispositivos en su sistema y continuar utilizarlas.
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